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only Savings Bank in Ellsworth, under the superthe Bank Examiner.
of
vision
Has paid sixty-four (111) .semi-annual dividends.

Deposits in this bank are exempt
municipal taxation to depositors.
TRUSTEES

F.

Haynes

t£«l Melvin U Haynes.
Probate nolle, —E
Mmeun 1. 1 racy ct
K W Uid’llV — 'iriM foe Mn Pi.
W iiu<i—U »y to learn
printer** trade.
.1 H UrcAnan tn—r«x collector,
li A I’urclier—Apothecary.
K G Moore— A polliccarj
It I. I. Urraixw—Ueii'l^t

Th? Lawrence Brooke Stock Co. will tonight close a three days’ engagement at
Hancock hall. Monday’s bill was “The
Fatal Wedding’’, last night’s “Valley

—

—

*'

& E Ho liiaou—Jeweler.

Floyd A Haynes— Muu, fish amt gro;;crl08.
Surry, hit:
t

wo

order a.

Bluiiiiill. »k.
L J Osgood—Clo.-lng out pale.
Hah IJakhok, Mr.:
l»uer-: li l>i**y —Notice foreclosure.
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Lumber,

m.

MAIL CL08KK AT I'OtT-OfTICR.

CARROLL BURRILL,
Attorney-at-Latv,
N. B. COOLIDGE-

BURNHAM,

ala.

CHAS. C- BURRILL, Treasurer.
CHAS- R. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.
Notk—-Those desiring Home Savings Banks will be supplied
application. Correspondence solicited.
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Miss M. H. Black has gone to Hampden
to attend the

summer

school.

Twin daughters were born to Ernest
K. Sargent and wife, of Ellsworth, Mon-

day.

W.

C.

&

F.

I_.

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

Insurance docs not cost hut a trifle compared with the
value of the property insured.
Why go without it?

O.

call on

TAPLEY,

W.

Ellsworth.

WHITING

BROS.

DRY GOODS, SHALL WARES,

CARPETS,

Hopkins.
Mrs.

Fred

visiting

her

Sias,

of

Wellesley, Mass., ia
parents, Capt. M. M. Whitta-

ker and wife.

notice:.
or

Rev. J. p. Simonton will preach at the
in North Ellsworth Sunday at 1.30

chapel

Mrs. Seth T. Campbell, of Island Falls,
is here for a short visit to her father, E. K.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME.

Write

|

OIL CLOTHS,

HATTING.

MEAT DEPARTMENT
We recognize the fact that if there is one thing people are particular about, it is the sweetness and cleanliness of the meat
they eat. We pride ourselves on the cleanliness of this department. and the care we give our meats. We have ttie Neatest
Meat-Cut ting Koom In llie City! Entirely new: perfectly screened.

Harry

Rice and

family

are

occupying C.

GrindaU’s cottage at Pleasant Beach
for two weeks.
H.

Mrs.

W. A. Alexander is the guest of her
Mrs.

George

H.

Grant,

Brooklin

At Lowest Cash Prices.

WHITING BROS., General Store.
WE KEEP ALMOST EVERYTHING.

Don’t You Need

New Carriage

a

OR SOME WHEELS, AXLES Oil OTHER PARTS ?
If

you do you

Several

find

large

a

Also

Jiggers.

new

Wagons.

cau

Instalment plan

S.

or

a

stock

at

my

great variety

place,

at

the lowest prices.

of desirable

second-hand

easy terms.

I_

LORD,

SOUTH STREET.ELLSWORTH.

Vacation Eatables.
Salt breezes in your “cottage by the sea”
very tilling. Here’s a valuable suggestion of
to have in
your

cottage pantry

delightful, but they aren't
some ‘•substantials” you ought
are

:

FLOYD
MAIN

FOR

came

to Ells-

to-day on the excursion by steamer
Percy V.
Dr. Harry C. Mason, who has been visitworth

than

&

HAYNES,

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

Carriages,
s'®*
■oyer's Fine

daughter,

months past with her

Miss Isabel Hall.

at Labrador farm for the
Miss Marion Treat is expected in

are

aented

or no

sale.
F.

new

summer.

Brockton, Mass., to spend the summer with

their parents,Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Robinson.
Tax-Collector J. H. Bresnahan reports
taxes coming in fairly well this month,
before
tax-payers hurrying to settle
August 1, after which date they will have
to pay interest.
the brown-tail moth reached Ellsworth? Alex. Gray, of North Ellsworth.

xloiicrtiscnuntg.

Eclipse
Almond
Cream.

and second-

A Kent lor H. A
Everything as re pro

Harnesses.

Terms reasonable.
H. GOULD.

“THE FINEST YET.”

Bargains!

consin.

had

been

Funeral services

were

held at the

house

Harbor and

remove

there

Burnt Coat light, and

singing

home

August.
Mrs. C. 9. Bragdon and Miss Mary F.
Robinson are expected to-night from

SALE

Carnages.

years his home

the

was

the

him to Augusta and he

only

a

came

little

was

week

taken

before

his

brought here, and
home on
the Surry road Sunday, Rev. J. P. Simondeath.

The

body

over a

funeral services

ton

officiating.

was

were

held at his

Leighton

Mr.

leaves

a

widow and three children.
The two

new

hose

wagons

ago, are expected here
next week. They are

the

some

latter

all the economic conditions

the new wagons, there will be an exhibition of a new chemical fire extinguisher,
and a newr steamer connection for hydrants w'hieh w'ill increase the capacity of
each hydrant to four streams.

wedding trip. They

a

will be at home in Machias where the
groom is engaged in business, by August 1.
The

bride'

handsome

recipient of many
Her many Ellsworth

the

was

presents.

friends extend

congratulations.

CHURCH NOTES.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. S■ W. Sutton. pastor.
Church closed during July and August*
Pastor’s address, East Lamoine.

Lamoine, Sunday, July 16,

At East

ser-

vice at the church at 2.30 and 7.30 p.

Thursday, July 13,

at

m.

schoolhouse,

the

Christian Endeavor meeting at 8.00 p.

m.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev. J.

R.

*imonton. pas'or.

Friday, July

meeting all

Prayer

14

7.30.

which

are so

|

pastor.

Rev. J. M. Adams,

essential for its successful and continuous

Sunday, July 16—Morning service at
operation.
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
These factors are labor, transportation,
Prayer and conference meeting on Fritaxation, fuel, water, markets, and favorday evening at 7.30.
able climate. We can
that all these
say

have

been

worth,

for cotton

favorably

most

and

found at Ells-

COMING

location is very desirable

the

manufacturing

and

once

started

EVENTS.

Wednesday, July 12,

at

Hancock hall-'

there should increase.
Labor—The State of Maine offers to
manufacturers sixty hours per week for

The Lawrence Brooke Stock Co.

operating

ing

their mills. The operators are
very free from labor disturbances, such as
strikes—a very distinct gain for Maine
industries over those in Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, who can operate only fiftyeight hours per week.
Taxation—This investment, if located in
Fall River, New Bedford, or Lowell, must
pay an annual tax of |10,C00 to $12,000, or

equal

to 3 per cent,

stock

of $350,OCO;

on

or

to eat than to be unable to
you have eaten.

Power—This is intended to be

to customers

in

THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST

electrical,

Worms,

Bugs,

will soon be open.
tbe munitions of

K1RO

SULl’HATE

acres, and to connect city
w’ater service to same for manufacturing
purposes and to exempt corporation from

COPPER,

PARIS GREEN,
INSECT

I

HELLEBORE

BUG POTATO GROWER,
BLUE

LONDON

OWDBIC,

New

Mill Site—We have in view' of future
plans for increase of our plant asked the
city of Ellsworth to donate a fine tract of

Blight,

Wo have all
war such as

BORDEAUX MIXTURE,

FOR

VITRIOL,
PURPLE,

PLANT FOOD

SALE AT

Parcher’s Drug Store.
Telephone Call, No.

—

fifty

gowhat

Jl'jcrt-icn.nnii.

business

derived from power of the Bar Harbor &
Union River Power Co., of Ellsworth, insuring permanent steady power at a

level land

are

forget

its

able and necessary (actor for our
in colored and bleaching process.

shipment

It’s better to think of what you

in

England
states, New York and Pennsylvania, and
in
with
deliver
other
we can
competition
New England mill centers.
Main mill, brick, 350
Construction
feetxllO feet, and three stories; with dye
house 150 feetx75 feet, two stories: cotton
warehouses and fifty tenements. We find
cost of building in our favor at Ellsworth,
in cheap lumber and brickyard, making
considerable saving in cost of these items.
The mill and dye house will be built from
latest up-to-date mill construction, from
plans prepared by practical mill engineers.

part of

train west for

noon

—

Markets- Ellsworth is well located for

receiving the
finishing touches in the paint shop at the
The wagons weigh
factory in Gardiner.
about 650 pounds each, and have a capacity for 800 feet of hose. They are arranged
with both pole and shafts, which can be
shifted in a moment.
Each is equipped
to carry two extinguishers, two lanterns,
Chief Engineer
axe, crowbar and tools.
Eaton is arranging for an exhibition to be
in
given
jjost-office square soon after the
new wagons arrive.
Besides giving the
people of Ellsw'orth an opportunity to see

of the bride called to extend congratulations. No cards were sent out.
The bride and groom left on the after-

—

for

now

Bangor.
Immediately after the; ceremony, a wedding breakfast was c^ved. In the afternoon there was an informal reception at
the house, when many Ellsworth friends
of

Sunday, July 16 Morning service at
report as given at last Thursday 10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
and
evening’s meeting. The proposition
school at 11.45.
Epworth league at 7.
for
the
as
subprospectus
proposed mill,
Evening service, 7.30.
mitted in detail by Mr. Hanford, were
Bayaide-Preaching Sunday at 4 p. m,
presented to the meeting. There will be Mr. Simonton.
some slight changes in this, made necesNorth Ellsworth
Preaching at chapel
sary by the situation, but in all its essen- Sunday at 1.30. Mr. Simonton.
as
be
tial points
it will finally
put before
BAPTIST.
the* people of Ellsworth and vicinity, it is
Ren. P. A A. KiUam. pastor.
as follows:
Sunday, July 16
Morning service at
PROPOSITION AND PROSPECTUS.
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
The
of
an
in
establishing
industry
praise and preaching service at 7.30.
textile manufacturing of the magnitude
Bible study and praver service at 7.30
of the new Hanford cotton spinning mills
Friday evening.
has to be carefully considered in regard to
CONGREGATIONAL.

weeks

ordered

The parlor where the ceremony was performed v as decorated with palms and
dowering plants. Kev. J. P. Si monton, of
the Methodist, church, officiated, using
the ring service. The bride’s gown was a
handsome creation of champagne chiffon
voile. She entered the parlor with her
father, who gave her away. She carried a
bouquet oi bride roses.
The wedding guests present from oi^t of
town were Henry G. Thompson, of Bangor. father of the
groom; Mrs. Nora
Perry, of Presque Isle, si9ter of the groom,
Mrs. Eliza I. Jordan, of Waltham, grandmother of the bride, and Miss Inez Leach,

tee’s

reasonable cost.

the Ellsworth tire department

home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer L.
Kingman on High street, at high noon
to-day, there was a very pretty home wedding, when their daughter. Miss Inez Lara
Kingman, was married to Walter Irving
Thompson, of Bangor. Only the immediate relatives of the bride and groom were
present, and the bridal couple was unattended.
At the

substance of the commit-

proposed capital
a period of fifteen
praises of the scenic years a saving to the stockholders of fully
The Joshua Simpkins Co. played to a
beauty of the place. Mr. Knowlton says $150,000, or 3 per cent, dividend in favor of
good house at Hancock hall last Thursday it is a trip which no one in Ellsworth
Ellsworth, Maine.
evening. The company carried a particu- .should miss taking.
Transportation—We can deliver cotton
larly good band and orchestra.
Walters. Leighton, of Ellsworth, died coal supplies as cheaply—and cheaper—
Miss Grace H. Gardner, who has been at Augusta last Friday, aged fifty-three than at several other mill points in Maine,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Crab- years. Mr. Leighton had for several years owing to tide water and railroad facilities.
tree at Oak Farm the past few weeks, re- been employed on the Boston & Portland Also can deliver our goods to customers in
turned to her home in Bangor yesterday.
steamboat line. He was taken suddenly competition with other mill centers of
Mrs. A. 9. Treat, Miss Evelyn Treat and ill while at work, and brought to his New England.
Pure water—hi abundance—a very valuMiss Caro Coombs arrived last Friday, and home here. It was deemed advisable to
has been for several

At HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE.

*•▼*1*1 good business Horses,

fifty

Ellsworth. He leaves two sons, James,
of Ellsworth Falls, and Millard of Wisin

Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
church, officiating. Interment was at
ing his parents, Charles W. Mason and
wife, for the past few weeks, has returned Juniper cemetery.
John F. Knowlton and wife, S. K. Whitto Stonington.
ing and wife, E. K. Hopkins and wife, of
The office of the mayor and aldermen at
Ellsworth, Mrs. Emma K. Tarr, of VenHancock hall has been brightened up by
tura, Calif., and Mrs. Seth T. Campbell, of
paint and kaIsomine. All wood work and Island
Falls, made up a party which enwalls have been gone over.
joyed a trip to Swan’s Island by steamer
Mrs. Barlow Hall arrived hotae this
I’ercy V., Monday, returning Tuesday.
week from Washington, D. C., where she
They took a drive across the island to Old

Has

Triscuit, Imperial Cheese, Sardines, Olives,
Pickles and Canned Fruits, Fancy Cookies.

This

J

North

ELLSWORTH.

AT WORK.

The Year Round whist club was enter- service will continue until Nov. 30.
tained by Mrs. George H. Grant at her ! John
Lymburner, an aged and esteemed
IIincock Point cottage Tuesday afternoon. resident of Ellsworth
Falls, died at his
Carl Stratton, of Cam bridge port, Mass., home there last Thursday evening.
Mr.
is spending his vacation of two weeks with
I .ymburner was seventy-seven years of age.
his brother, Harry C. Stratton, in Ells- He was a native of Brooksville, but for
from

TO

THE PEOPLE—COMMITTEE

concrete will

passengers
and South Bluehill

IT

: PROPOSITION IN DETAIL SUBMITTED TO

about

at Hancock

Point, this week.

Seventy-three

Rakes, Forks, Scythes, Snaiths,

BRING

WILL

EFFORT

A determined effort on the part of the
people of Ellsworth will assure the building here of a $350,093 cot*on yarn mill.
Forge”, and to-night’s “Saved
from When the
proposition was first broached,
Shame”.
and it became known that about $100,000
Rev. D. J. Ncenan, of Dubuque, Iowa,
would be required from the people, the
is assisting in the parochial work of St
mill seemed far beyond reach. But in the
Joseph’s parish during the summer. He
is a cousin of the pastor, Rev. J. D past few’ days public enthusiasm has been
O’Brien, who is at Bar Harbor for the aroused to a pitch which has far exceeded
summer.
the anticipation of the most sanguine, and
Miss Laura K. Tracy, of Hancock, and
there is more than reason to hope now’ that
Herman Sinclair, of Ellsworth, \#re
the desired object w’ill be achieved. It canmarried at the Methodist parsonage in
Ellsworth Saturday, by Rev. J. P. Simon- not be done without heroic effort, but if
ton. Friends of the couple extend con- the people of Ellsworth w’ill rise to the
gratulations.
occasion they w’ill h ivo the mill.
Fred W. Joy entertained a party of
WHAT HAH BEEN DONE.
friends m Capfc. F. S. Lord’s yacht lx>relei
The committee first appointed by the
on
a
sail
in
Union board of trade to
yesterduy
delightful
investigate the proposiriver and Bluehill bays. Mr. Joy leaves
tion of Arnold B. Sanford, of Boston,
to-morrow for New York after a month’s
made its report at a meeting of the board
vacation spent here.
last Thursday evening.
A delightful occasion was the picnic
The committee had gone into the investidinner at Tyn-y-maize, the summer home
gation with the thoroughness which the
of Mrs. George R. Cunningham, Lamoine, occasion warranted.
They asked for refj
(formerly Hamlin cottage) last Thursday, ! erences from Mr. Sanford, and received in
when a party of Ellsworth ladies visited |
reply not tw’o or three but dozens of letMrs. Cunningham. After the bountiful ters of
recommendation, from some of the
dinner “bridge” occupied the time until ;
leading men in the textile trade and in
leavetaking.
financial circles in New England. They
Mrs. Martha J. Laffin and A. A. Gowell,
j investigated the claims of what other
of Lynn, Mass., will be married at the j mills of a similar character and in which
home of the bride’s father, William Coch- ! Mr. Sanford had been or is interested were
It doing, and in every case found the claims
rane, on Fourth street, this evening.
will be a quiet family wedding, only the1, modestly made by Mr. Sanford more than
immediate relatives being present. The su bstantiated.
In short, to sum up the result of this
bride and groom will leave on the night
train for Lynn, Mass., where they will committee’s investigation, they found the
r:*side.
industry a most desirable one for EllsWork on the extension of the concrete worth, the proposition in their opinion
sidewalk on the south side of Main street I an eminently fair one, and the prospects
from High street to the railroad began 1 of the ente-prise as an investment for the
this week. The excavation for the walk is people oi Ellsworth a good one.

more

EVERYTHING FOR THE HAYMAKERS.

KINOMAN-THOMPHON.

DETERMINED

completed, and work of laying the
begin in a few days. While
Miss Rena B. Roberts, of Boston, is here the concreters are here, other concrete
to spend the summer with her mother, walks in the city will be given a top coating which will improve them and greatly
Mrs. Carlton McGown.
lengthen their life.
Charles P. Hilsby, of Aurora, was in
Tb*. mail service between Ellsworth and
Ellsworth Tuesday on business with the
Atlantic by steamer Percy V. will go into
county commissioners.
effeM next Monday, July 17. Tfrere will
William Doyle, of Hyde Park, Mass.,
be three mails each way weekly, leaving
and son George, of Davenport, la., are vis- ;
Ellsworth Mondays, Thursdays and Saturiting relatives in Ellsworth.
days, and leaving Atlantic Tuesdays, FriThe Ellsworth rural schools will reopen
days and Sundays. The postoffiees served
on
Monday, August 28, and the city are Ellsworth, South Biuehill, West
schools on Monday, Sept. 11.
i Tremont, McKinley and Atlantic. The

sister,

WEDDING BELLS.

MILL.

YARN

ments will be served.

—

Call for

COTTON

«-ers

'*

bClIKDl.

A ttorney- at- La tv,

on

JDonaqua lodge, K. of PM will install offithis evening. The officers will be installed by Deputy Grand Chancellor James
B, Havey, of West 3ullivan. Refresh-

'•

:

,fc Co.,

fcl£K.

—

AT KLLMWOKTH TORT

WHITCOMB, President,
of \V hitcomb,

A. F.

from

Till!* W

Corporation meetlii*.
-Notice 01 foreclosure
l'ioi'Mlu notice—Mefli nc to -HI real estate.
E*>t At*t»y B Hlo-Jgeu.
Exec notice—Kst .Josepn TtHuek.
AMn:r
E t Abram MuebtU
Et-V lio-u II .lordAU.
—John Hutchings.
*‘

The

JOHN F.

has bwn suffering from « painful irritation of the akin which he attributes to a
inoth which is on wine of the trees in his
vicinity, and which he believes may be
the famous brown-tail.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

52-4.

Store open Sundays from 8
Remember our free

delivery*

Do You

Value

Your
Of

course

them the

a.

m.

to

8 p. m.

Eyes ?

you do, but do you give
that such valuable

care

property deserves ?
taxation (except a nominal tax) fora peWarships at Coaling Station.
This
real
estate
riod of twenty years.
wrill
Eaot Lamoine, July 11 (special)—The
by
be a very valuable asset to the company.
Let us examine them.
If you wish to save interest and exWe may
monitor Nevada finished coaling and went
Equipment—The mill w'ill be built large
tra cost you must settle your taxes
out Thursday morning. Yesterday the
save
from
serious
trouble.
of
modern
L. J. Osgood & Co., Blueyou
very
enough to hold 30,000 spindles
t>y Aug. 1. 1005.
monitors Arkansas and Florida and the
^
machinery. We propose to put in 20,000
EXAMINATION FREE.
J. H. llRESNAHAN,
torpedo boats Stewart and Warden came spindles now and later on install the
hill, offer all goods in stock
in for coal and are now lying off the
DRUGGIST.
T<y; Collector for 1905.
other 10,000. This will involve an expendstation.
iture of |350,000 for the presont plant and
at cost. Must be sold at
CORNER OPP. THE POSTOFFICE, ELLSWORTH.
The Ellsworth American
working capital. 30,000 spindles w'ill cost
Dr. Larrabee wishes to call attention to his
once.
Mall Order* a Specialty*
(Continued on page 5.)
ad on page 4 this issue.—Advt.
(The only county psoer.J

TAX NOTICE!

Nothing

like it for softening the skin
Price only 35c per bottle.

and face.
Sold only

E. Q. MOORE,

E. F. ROBINSON

CHRISTIAN

‘flboritiMmrnu.

Hlutual benefit €olnnm.

ENDEAVOR.

KMW> BT "AUNT

Prnjep HorllnK Topt** For the Week
Befflnninit July 1C.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—The mcreagp of the flowers.—
Mutt vi. 2S-34; Jus. i. S-U.

The universe speaks of God. “Iin*
boavens declare the glory of Cod. awl
the firmament shovveth his handiwork.”
But not only in its greater parrs
the universe speak of Cod awl teach
us useful lessons concerning Him, but
The
in all its parts this is also tru \
dew rufi as weU as tin* star tells us
that Cod is and speaks of his power
and His good lie- s.
It; igious teachers have always taken
advantage of the fact that nature is
From
sin ; y
unwritten
tliedogy.
eari *st times truth concerning C *1
has Inen illustrated by the beautiful
thing; in the world about us. In almost
natural
phenomenon lessons
every
have been learned of tied, amt in all
nature messages have been received
This being true, it is asfrom Cod.
sured that mi u would have seen mesIf. as tae pott
in the flowers.
sagv
ways, there are "sermons iu stones,"
mu* h more can we expeit to find mesin the flowers, nature’s most
sagi
flowers
The
adornment
beautiful
have a language.
They convey r es
sages from man to man. anti much
more do they speak ami teach of Him
who made them and decked them in
all iheir beauty ami gave to them tliei;

It* Motto:

"Helpful

MAWJk"-

and

Cure For The Blues

Hopeful

ONE MECICInE THAT HAS NEVER FAILED

The purpose- of thH ru'iimn are succinctly
stated lu ui. title urn! motto—U l* .or tbe mutual
>•*> nelpful uni hopeful.
benefit, mud aims
Ifeng f- r the common good. ft li* for Uecom
to
-.non use —a public -ervaat, a purveyor of
formation ami suggestion, a medium for lb** Interchange of Ideas. I» this capacity it solicit*
pend* largely
communications, anti Unsuccess
t«mon the support given it in thi-t resect
nmoica'U n* mu»t »*e -Uned. but tfce name of
by ptumLrion
wrier will not be prlnutf
Communutations wid ;*j subject to approval or
but none
rejection tiy the editor of the column,
wiU in- rrjei-ivd without good rcueou- AiMna*
all communication* to
The America*.
Ohvorth, Me.
IRTKRrCBRD.

Wo cannot lie

eve*

Though

Health

Fully

Restored and the Joy of
Life Regained

When acheerfol, brave, light-hearted
is suddenly plunged into that
perfection of misery, the BLUES, it is
It is usually this way:
a sad picture.
She has been feeling "out of sorts'*

woman

#

y morning an«l repent tbe lie

at night;
We cR»not» Ueken

•lay

THE AMERICAN COUSIN

our

aoula nil

day and each

white;
pardoning blood avalleth

wash them

the

mortal stain.
For the soul that goes on
.shed in vain.

to

clean**

tbe

sinning that blood

wan

,
: We mud

buy *ud sell lu the market; we mu?t
dally bread;
Uul ju-t In doing tbcse u-ual acts, may the aoul ]
be hi li*td and fed.
l! Is net in M ping the day’* workand the day'*
for some time; head has ached and
prayer s» pa rate so,
back also; has slept poorly, been quito
! P.ut by mixing the prayer with the labor, that
nervous, and nearly fainted once or
the soui li taught to grow.
twice; head dizzy, and heart*beats veiy
jI For If * weeping a room l*y God's law ta a ser- fast: then that bearing-down
feeling,
;
and during her menstrual period she is
vice 1M* deigns To bid**,
And mending a keltic wunbly Is wotklng^for
exceedingly despondent
Nothing*
**
sweet fragrance.
him no less
pleases her. Her doctor says: Cheer
1. 'Hie flowers teach a lesson on faith. Than steering steady the ship of state, or wield- up : you hare dyspepsia; you will be
all right soon.”
ing the sword of war.
••Consider the lilies of the tlcid, h
all right," and
But she doesn’t get
the aoul of man by songs to the
tfie;* grow.” *IIow do they grow? X > Or lifting
h* Ighls where tbe angel* are,—
hope vanishes; then come the broodone knows or can explain the i:i.vsicr\
ing, morbid, melancholy, everlasting
of their growth. We know that tl y Then none may deem It waited time to stand In BLUES.
humble
t
a
their
one
can
&p
but
no
explain
Don't wait until your sufferings have
grow,
a little apace which the
driven you to despair, with your nerves
growth. In the realm of religion as in And dig and water
burry Ira wot Id fcaeda n >t;
all shattered and your courage gone,
the realm of nature there are man;,
For the Lord of the harvest equally scuds Hie
but take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegethings that we cannot explain or unbleared run and rain
Sec what it did for
table Compound
derstand. but we can believe in them. On tin* Itrkt work ami the littl work, ami none
Mrs. Rosa Adams, of 819 12th Street,
"Wp walk by faith and not by sight."
of It is In vain.
Louisville, Ky.. niece of the late GenReligion is of faith, nor is it unreason
—Selecte.f.
eral Roger Hanson.C.S.A. She writes:
able to believe what we cannot fully
Dear Mrs. Pink ham:—
Dctir 4uni Madge:
"
I cannot tell you with pen and ink what
ti»e
that
mus
We
know
comprehend.
fton’t put a bottom crust to
Here l» auot.v
Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound
cles of the arm are under the control
appl’crany kind «f fruit or berrv plea. It! has done for me. I suffered with female
of the will, but how the mind acts ujhuj will eltht-r be so b rd as t»* give one Indigestion troubles, extreme latitude,
the blues,'
the body in using the muscles of the or else soaked. Not m my eat the bottom cru-t, nervousness and that all-gone feeling I was
to try Lydia E. link ham's Vegetable
advised
»
an
»» it la
bake
arm no man knows. The fact is evi
wasted.
l
;
If >ou
uprtaht
Compound, ami it not only cured my fema!e
dent; the philosophy Is unfathomable. edg*d deep plate (pretty lull; you will iad ] derangement,
but it has restored me to perfect
do not rU w out and you can handle
we
know
berry
pl»*»
many
j health and strength. The buoyancy of my
By religious experience
them with a pie knife *.-«»ut as well («osMtlmc*
has returned, ami 1 «io not sufwe
we
but
days
cannot
that
vounger
explain,
things
fer any longer with .iespondeoev. as I did l»ebetter; than If th«v bad button) crusts.
can believe them and wait for C.\i to
consider
fore.
I
less
I-ydia E Pinkharn'^ VegeI
do
not
to
have
time
to
much
!
read,
\
expect
make them plain to us.
a Ixxm to sick and suffering
write, Torino M. B. column for three months table Compound
women.”
2. The flowers teach a los.-.on <■:» di- after to
1
M. A- B.
day
If you have some derangement of
vine Providence. The lilies gr >' withWe know yo«i w ill not forget us even if ! the female organism write Mrs.
e
<;
or
»i
out toiling
spinning
:
you are too busy to write. Many thanks
Plnkham, Lynn, Mass., for advice.
cares for them, aiul if He < r e f «’
for a!l yoar help.
J
Illy, which today is and tamirirr
cast into the oven, shall He :■
tartar, add to «th**r mlttniv and best w« 11; a
A personal letter from our kind hostess
of nil and fl.mtr to suit
n?
1
tiny
more care for His own el
of the last reunion contains the following,
I’dVHJTY C'KK-One ru§» 1111(111, I cup sour
God takes can* of the Cowers v.e «
which I share with you all:
| cup ruHoii stoned and
milk, l* cup
U ca~e f
us
rest assured that He
I hope no one w111 he disappointed l»ec*u*e ! cut In
«|uartev». Itnuer half Mae of «*n egg, **
“Therefore take no f’ '•nglit.
lying.
you cl ose a later day for the t run ton. 1 wish I teaspoon melt cinnamon. ali»>pice, cloven anu
n 1 v.\
V or Y.b
What shall we <
I know we can sandwich
Susan could be there
llille salt, I heaping •• »Mvwn soda. 2<( cup*
drink? or Wherewithal shall we l*e a
day in I'Ctween tne Ini'dm *, and ready only flour, put a piece of paper in buitum uf tin ami
•
*
•
for your Heavenly Fa- the It I'chill and Or la ml fairs will claim the
clothed?
Make **’ hour.
tter knoweth that ye have need of all attention of tbe M It. crowd. Aunt Maria
LEMO* 1’iK-one th ck xlUe bread will out
Is.
want* to go to the salt water, tut In order to
there* things.” And. knowing our n
crust soaked la 1 cup cold aster, pte*« butter
would
It
uot
he
a
lo
have
plan
He will supply them.
please all,
good
sired of ug, I cup sugar, yolk* uf 2 eggs,
3. The flowers teach a lesson on the each one cast a vote (sent to you) for thcdeslred gr.«ted rind and juice of one lemon, frost with
Jn ease of a tie you decide for us?
and
spot,
trausl tori ness of human life. “An the
wh^e* o> 2 eggs
flower of the field he [man] shall p
Pease l»y and report
I woo’d siy that in the
Drar
Aunt
Wadqe.
feather cake ! use one t a-pooo Making jfowder
away.” The flower soon fades and
2 hope the Marin’-* will not get discouraged !
Inof cream unsr an<l *oda.
dies. Human life at its best is brief.
because of -the remarks of Anonymous about j
How sorry 1 am that Eunice w*« obliged to
Let us therefore make the best cf it
tbe everlasting cooking.
Am a vocation U la
to
return
|nr houe on account of l lues#, as I
May the Lori ”so teach us to number sometimes tlroome, hut we can't do very well
expo ted to meet her rotm. 1 am so glad there
our days’ that we may apply our
:rts without U. 1
imagine her cookies have plenty are »o
many vote* »or the Wyman cottage for
unto wisdom.”
of ginger. Think I have made as many cookies
caru our

y&Trj Viola\Adamdj

|
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BIBLE READING 8.

Job xiv. 2; Ps. xlvi. Ml; S. of Sol. i>.
1, 2. 10*17; I John iii. 15-37; Isa. xl. 1-S:
Nah. i, 1-5; Horn, viii, 28; 1 Cor. vil, 31;
I Pet. i, 24, 25.
Orfgrln of th«* Wolnh Revival.
The following paragraph from an article In the Outlook credits Christian
Endeavor with the origin of the Welsh
revival. It gives some facts of great
interest:
‘‘The impulse toward God which was
moving the subconsciousness of tin*
whole Welsh nation had shown itself
very strongly in a certain church in
Cardiganshire in the spring of 19i>4.
The minister had been praying in a
Special manner for a revival both in his
own heart and among the young of his
church. At a Christian Endeavor meet
lng a young girl who had been pa -s* :g
through a period of at niggle and doubt
made public and joyful announcement
of her love for Jesus. It was then that
the revival, as such, began. A party of
these End eavorers,-fired with zeal and
Joy In their newly gained power, went
from place to place speaking to their
fellows. They came to the village in
which Evan Roberts was staying, and
it was at one of their meetings that he
had the vision t go to his own village.”
>

our reunion, ami hope that all ni> y Me tin re
she has read books, and have read a few
Best a Ixhos to all,
A EM,
books too( but tiave not seen the time when the
tired hungry John’s did uot appreciate a plate
Tile Heat Ray.
of good cookies more than the latest book.
Some sites may lie gloomy.
1 wonder bow many names of the present
Some
moment*
ne wul,
writers will be handed do*~n as many genera
Hut every wheie, always.
tlona as that of William Shakespeare?
Some soula mu%t lie glad;
With sympathy aud kln<> wishes to all the {
For true I?* the sa\ ing
sisters.
E.
j
Proclaimed My the seer—
It is a pleasure to bear from you again, i
"Each day l« the l**st nay
E.. and
appreciate the kind words of
Of somebody** year!"
the sisters at this busy season, because it
Each day find* a hero.
is more of an effort to find time to write, i
Each day help* a saint.
Each day brings to some one
A joy without taint;
Pa* auks a, Cal June 20,1905.
Dear Juiit Madge
Though U may not \>e my turn
Or yours that 1* near—
My nephew, liarvey, born among the pines of
Each day 1* the Meat day
Maine, to day, has taken Ida first burro ride,
and gone up i^-c nine mile trail to Ml. Wilson, I
Of Homebody's year
an elevation of 5.000 feel, wlere he Intends
The calendar sparkles
syncing his vacation of ten days at “MartlnV
With days that have brought
Camp**. I encouraged hts going, for there Is no
Some prise that wa-> hoped for.
better place to rusticate than in mountains,
Some goad that w*s sought ;
where there Is good air and fine waterfront
High deeds happen dally.
cool bubbling springs; and freedom from busiWide truths grow more clear—
ness cares and puzzling problems.
“Each day Is the best «lay
To be among giant trees and have the pleasure
Of somebody's year !'*
of listening to their speech made uudible uy the i
soft breezes sifting through their ia-selleti
No sun ever lives
But brings joy behind;
tops and wide spreading branches, through suu
lit day and moonlit night, and under heavens
No sorrow in fetters
a star-spangled, Is a pleasure one cannot u II lo
The whole earth can bind;
words; hut the tired bruin and weary body can
How seldsh our fretting.
feel to the fulness thereof toe exhilarsti g efHow narrow our fear—
fects produced.
••Each day Is the beat day
Oh, It's fine fun rl ling a burro up the leepa
Of somebody's year
of mountains, creeping along anal! like, out the
greater fun Is in coming down; for then the
it<><**».
Spiriting of
little beast wi 1 get ou speed aod uke yo along
The talk around tb° camp smudge had
the crooked trail at a lively gait, laxiug your
turned] naturally to mosquitoes. “That
skill keeping seat at hi* quick turns.
Our carri->Ke ride, thti* tiexntlful morning, to reminds me/’ said one, “of a little incios

|
j

J
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From

royalty Islands.
An Interesting letter from New Caledonia, L. I., says that out of a total
population of 6.092 there are now
1.988 Endeavorers, 451 of whom are
Juniors, an increase of 495 in the past
year. They have raised nearly $8,000
for missions. For several years they
have tried to start a mission in the
northern island, but were not permuted.
This year they have got a
good foothold and now have 29194 adherents, with a membership of V43.
llir

the foot «i Lite trail whore we found many
other-, in n. women, boy* aod girls making
moui ii* f>>r the tilps, was full of pleasure, for
we paoacd tnrough cultivated orchards and
vineyards; and the greens foliage of tree and
vine stood out In bold contrast with russet
brown hills and stubble fields.
This evening I have received a telephone message from llaivey saying that be had arilved in
camp all “O K", and had been out on Ut. Harvard to witness the beauty of the setting sun.
He thinks he has struck a very pretty piece of
country. To morrow I will flaah him a mirror
Scsajr.
message.

In Foreign Key.
The Bombay Christian Endeavor society, organised Jan. 1, 1885, Is the first j
in all India.
It Is, after all these
years, a growing power. Last year Its
These descriptive letters from Susan art
n
hers preached to about 18.000
peo like a breeze from the other side of the
at fairs, distributed about 15.100 I
)■
continent; they show the contrast between
t.
conducted
fourteen Sunday the view's and environments there, and
schools regularly and visited tbe hos- those with which we are familiar. Whai
pitals every Sunday. They use a mega- about* automobiles in your part of the
phone preaching in tbe noisy streets.
country, Susan?
When Rev. Horm-e Dutton went to
Ann has sent us some new recipes and
Italy In 1902 he found only one Christian Endeavor society in ail Italy, that her vote. Yon *all see how the hearts of
In the Baptist church at Piazza. In Lu- those who spent such a happy day at Concina, Rome. Now Italy has seven.
tention |Cove turn toward the Wyman
Rev. William Carey, great-grandson cottage! asjito the old home. Thanks for
of the famous pioneer missionary, said the recipes. I have tried the Feather Cake,
recently, “T have no hesitation In say- and"it is very nice.
Feather Case—One tablespoon of cold bat
ing that Christian Endeavor is the
highest and best thing that God has ter, 1 cup sugar, creamed; beat 1 egg vcy stiff,
sent to us in India, and it has speedily add to butter and sugar and stir well for a few
minutes; add X cup sweet milk with X teaspoon
become an Influence for good."
soda, sift IX cups flour with 1 teaspoon cream

dent which happened at camp during a
recent rain storm. A pick pole was hanging on a rack under the eaves of the camp,
and as the rain was pretty heary, the
mosquitoes sought refuge there, Lighting
on the pole.
The wind blew at the time
also, and in order to get away from it the
mosquitoes crawled around under the lee
side of the pole.
“It bo happened that the pole bad some
season cracks in it, and by getting their
feet in the cracks, the mosquitoes were
enabled to hold on hard enough to be
kept from being blown away. The next
morning, when I came to look for the
pole, it was gone. I found it, however,
after a search of a half hour, about a 100

yards

from the

camp.”

the enevitable question was
asked, “how did it get there?” He calmly
replied: “The mosquitoes carried it off#
That the rain got into the cracks in that
pole, which swelled the wood, and pinch.d
the toes of every mosquito on it, catching
him like a muskrat trap, and they flew off
with the pole* I know It, because I found
their toes sticking in the crack. I stil
ha?e the pole to prove it.”
When

BY

ties

of Doan's Ointment. Never falls.
Advt.

drug store, 50 cents
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PORCH.

MARY ANNABLK PANTON.

(Origin*!.)
In almost every house there are unreal“Bertha,** said lit it Fleisehtnan sternly, “something is wronjp—very wrong. ized possibilities of comfort and beauty
I don't like the way thing* are drifting nooks whose real significance has been
at all.
This stronger. of whom we overlooked. Such a nook was the hack i
know nothing- this man with the coin* porch of a certain quiet country house !
aim.place name John Jones U going until it taught the attention of a woman j
Ton know with the seeing eye and the transforming
to make a fool of you.
that by arrangement with your uncle touch which amounts to a sort of every ;
In America you are promised to his clay magic. After she took it in hand it
•on, your cousin, who may be here auj
developed a summer-time hue as potent a*
clay to claim you. What happened last the attraction exercised by the wide
dining-room fireplace in midwinter. In
night at the garden?”
“Weil, father, 1 couldn't help It. It no other corner of the house would the ;
was this way: Mr. Joins.
I and tlie <»dd minutes of a busy day be Spent with
others were sitting quietly listening to suc h utter rest fulness.
the music when one of a party of offiAlmost every country and suburban
cers who were drinking heavily at the house has such a back porch as this was
next table ogled me and finally, raisbefore its transformation, either given
ing his glass, drank to rue. Mr. Jones, over to chickens and milk tins or adorned j
who saw him do It. tossed his card on stuffily w ith an nnaliuring chair or two.
to the table before him. then paid u *
And it needs but a trifling expenditure of
further attention to him.
Soon after time and money to work the change.
we left the garden.”
In the instance I have in mind, the
“Yes. and there will be a meeting, kitchen gave access to on© end of the
you will Ik? defended by this—this John porch, while near the oth^r end a door
Jones, and what girl can have a man opened from the sitting room. To shut
fight for her protection and not fall from sight the polished tins w hich hung
m love with him?”
at the kitchen end of the porch, a light
“But. father, has not our cousin ! wooden lattice was erected, cult log off the
■lighten! us? He has been at the uni- rest of the verandah from that purely 1
versity all this time and has never utilitarian region. The trellis was painted
been to see us.”
a cool dark green. A few’ cans of the aarae
“Students at Boun are not supposed paint, at twenty cents a can, renovated
to gi gadding.
They are there to the floors and pillars of the porch, and
study."
brought the chairs into harmony. Then a
Herr Fleiscliman stormed and cursed roomy hammock was swung, and a small j
the day when the Englishman came to ! square table added, w ith a coat of the j
town, and his daughter went to her same green.
She knew that Mr.
rood in tears.
A Virginia cm*per, which had been
Jones would meet the man who had neglected and required some trimming,
insulted her, and she had not heard ; already held the southern end of the
that the former was expert with any
porch in its cool embrace, Ixmklng to |
weapon. She also realised the truth of bloom and fragrance in the future, shocia ;
her father's words. She had liked Mr. of Hall’* honeysuckle, which climb
tefj
J »nesr, but till his life was periled In
twenty feet in the second year and bower j
her defense she did not know that she from June until late October, wefe
planted
loved hl*u.
in addition. And in the meantime, more
Nothing was beard of Mr. Jones till immediate results were achieved by the 1
the next afternoon, when Bertha'was! use of moon flower vinca. These are
j
overjoyed to see him come sailing up I grown in masses. When they blossomed,
the street as though nothing had hftp- their great clouds of mystical white
pened. But it was evident that some flowers shimmering in the moonlight ,
thing had happened, for he wore hi- 1 added a magic even to the moonlit night, j
arm in a sling.
There were just enough large elms I
“Thank heaven.** exclaimed Bertha standing guard around the house to give!
r.s he joined her. “you are not killed.
1 \ it a sense of cosiness to the
occupant of j
hojie you have not killed the other I”
the hammock, seen in the eery moonlight.
but
lie
will
be
iu
l»ed
!
“No,
long Beyond these and the farther outhouses a
enough to think over his mistake !n in j small but hurried stream wound its;
a
suiting
lady.**
course.
Its voice on the still nljht was
“Oh. Mr. Jones, how can I thank I like a distant lullaby.
?**
you
loiter a long'verandah box was added;
"You don’t need to thank mo. I only and
painted to match the rest of th:
did what any gentleman would have | woodwork. In this box wire
j iant'd
done under the circumstances."
gcraniums, coleus, vinca major, as aragus j
1
"Do tell me House way by which I can
spreneri and Boston fern. Beyond th:
show my appreciation of your kind- fact that
during the heat of th summer
ness— the ri*k you have taken for me.” !
they call for a good deal of v*uteri.'g,
‘’Tiler** 1.4 but one way,” be said, low ! these
plants require little care.
ering his voice, "and that cannot be.”
Once made attractive and snug, such a
"Name It,” she replied, knowing wliat
porch becomes a sort of outdoor room. ;
It was without his telling her.
How intimat* and cAnnable arc the
"Your father has told me of your breezes that wander into its
greenAmerican c main.”
shadowed roceaaes, how inviting its wide
Bertha knew that this was a declaraleisurely hammock, its cool deck chair,
tion
She lowered her eyes. "Well?” 1 its table
offering you one of Stockton’s
said
she
softly.
whimsical romances or the latest maga"Two (lentous cannot (losses® tie* I zines in their summer attire.
—
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of loc*i M.t
„f ike W r T t\ In lUncork
while rtl.hnnrrs wnralljr, In rontrll.ut. iA
column reports ot aMStlags or
if Interest to workers In other |>«ts of
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MOtTHWEaT HARBOR.

Y» met nt the home of Katherine
B
Freeman Friday evening, July 7.
Xhip.
teen were present.
After the
meeting a social time was spent in gHmt,
and refreshments.
The

refill,i

Friday evening, July 21, the Ys »m
a lawn party at Flora
Gilley’s. We
hope to see all of the members present.
Pkkhk Sun.
have

Education by the Way.
la fortunate if he can
give ap.
hia youth entirely to the business of
gating au education, but no man need remain uneducated because he is
compelled
to go to work while others are at school
or
college”, writes Hamilton Wright Mabie
in Success.
‘There is no excuse, to-day, for the
ignorant man; the man who can use hi*
eyes and remains ignorant, no matter
what his condition may be, remains igno“A

rant

man

by choice,

by necessity.

not

No man
hour in order
to gain an education; he can educate himself while he works. This is
precisely
what a great many of the best men have
done.
need leave his work for

Th*-

one

story of American life, especially, i*

full of

examples of boys and men who
a working life into a continuous school, and have passed from grade
to grade in this school, not only with
widening knowledge, but also with
steadily increasing efficiency in their
various trades and occupations. These
men can be picked out of the crowd of
workers who throng all the Helds of labor
because of their skill, their interval in
what they are doing, and their abstinence
from grumbling. They do not make the
blunder of supposing that their conditions
in life, their success or failure, are derided
by other people; they have resolutely
have

turned

taken to heart the great decisive truth
that while conditions have much to do
with the cho&pe of tools and a vocation,
each man determines for himself how
large or how small a man he will be, and
how

important

or

make himself to

unimportant

bis employer,

he
or

will
in his

vocation.
‘•If men were more intent upon making
th ’inselves masters of their work, and leas
iatent ou getting the most they can in the
wav of wages and giving the least they
can in the way of labor and devotion,
fhere would b< a great addition t*> the
ranks of those workers who arc* both sucThe man who w rks
cessful and happy.
simply for tbv wage at the end of the
week, and only does what is necessary to
get it, keeps himself down. The man
who, in skill and devotion, is ahrays
ahead of the demands of hi* work, won
the highway to Independence. He who
would succeed must not only work, bat
e lucate himself as he works”.

gem.”
There one may write or read or sew in
Vigilance in w’atching opportunity;
wish my American c ousin were at j
delighted comfort. There in the hottest tart and daring in seizing opportunity;
the
sea.”
of
the bottom
weather, luncheon may be served under | force and persistence in crowding oppor"Aud I were Mr. Maginty. Then we conditions to revive the most wilted
appe- tunity to its utmost possible aehicvment
could tight It out.”
tite. And there in the summer evenings,
—these are the martial virtues which comsb*
time
smiled.
At
the
same
Bertha
the chances arc that you will flud the ! mand success—PhclpB.
the
Mr.
Jones regarded
did not think
whole family gathered to talk and dream
matter in a serious enough manlier. "1
and forget the heat of the day.
Banking.
as
father
wishes."
shall have to do
my
A few minutes' work each morning will
she said. "We German maidens are
the
clean
and
free
from
dust.
keep
porch
trained to obey our parents in such The easiest and most effective
way to do
matters.”
this is to use warm borax w ater. Add a
are
to
who
liwblt your money will earn If
"Is it your father or you
'teaspoonful of borax to a pail of water,
lnvetled In share* of the
be suited with a husbandV”
and apply to the floor w ith a floor mop.
"L”
If the chairs and table*, are also occasion"Then I see no reason for you to marally
wiped with borax water, the porch
ry to suit him instead of yourself.”
will be as free from dirt and germs as a
wonI
"You talk like an American.
A NEW SERIES
hospital ward.
der if my cousin has such remarkable
!« now open, Shares, 91 each; mouthy
views.”
A Summer Resort Hook let Free.
payments, $1 per snare.
At this point Herr Flelschman eu
“Where to go on my vacation.” That is
tered, scowling at the couple, who were
WHY PAY RENT
the question which usually gets around at
when you con borrow on your
sitting quite close together ou a sofa.
thin time of the year. Well, one can goto
•hare*, give * Aral moru«f'» and
"Herr Fleisehman,” said Mr. Join*®,
reduce It everr mooch. Monthly
the White mountains in New Hampshire;
"we have been discussing the German
payment a am) Interest together
to the seashore resorts of Maine; along the
will amount to but little more
aud American methods of proposal for
beautiful north shore of Massachusetts;
than you are now paying for
Fraulein Bertha prefers the
a
wife.
and In about 10 year; you
rent,
to Lake Winnipesaukee, lake Sunapeeand
will
1 wouldn't ;
German, I the American.
hundreds of lake and inland country reOWN YOUR OWN HOME.
consider a girl worth marrying who !
sorts in New Hampshire; to Vermont,
would let her father choose a husband
For particular*Inquire of
Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
UfcMKY W.CUMMAJI, Sec’y.
for her.”
First Nat'l Banik Bid*.
central Massachusetts—in fact the real
W »c*wo. PwHiWtt.
Herr Flelschman turned red with an
K
vacation country is reached by the Boston
ger, while Berthu looked at her wooer A Maine
railroad, and the beautiful illusastonished.
ELLSWORTH
trated “Resorts and Tours”, containing
"I ask for the han<l of your daughover ninety pages of hotels, resorts, ill uster,” continued Mr. Jones. “I leave trations and
descriptive reading enclosed
her to choose between me on the oue
"KO PAY. SO WASH**.’'
in a handsome two-colored cover.
hand and you and this American cousin
All information regarding railroad rates, A11 kinds of laundry work done at short doUccon the other.”
Good* called for and delivered
hotels, routes, etc., will be found here.
Both meu turned to Bertha. She had
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
This booklet will be
free upon re- j
been captivated by this down trending
mailed
KLL8WQBT11, HEWEST KNI> BK1UOK,
of address by the general passenger
oeipt
j
of established rules and the defense
Boston A Maine railroad,
department,
Notice
she had received—indeed, the sweeping
Boston.
methods of this novel lover, it wus a
wntncted with tus *
worth to support aud eare for tm*w
hard struggle with her to decide beye
Tor forty year* Dr. Fowler*- Extract of Wild u:
«y need a*«istaivw chtriny the r "xt
tween what she considered her duty
Strawberry ha* been curing summer complaint, .»:»« ale legal resident* oi Kilswvrti^
and a lover who hud no respect for dysentery, dUrrbaa, bloody flux, pain io the all persons trustltifc them on my nccsaiAl*;
there 1* plenty of room a»»d acrotur odatwn*
established forms, but love triumphed, stomach, and It has never yet failed to do every- ! ?are for them at the city rami ix)U-*c.
and she threw her arms around the thing claimed for It.—Advt.
vi. 4 r>pm**T.
Herr Flelschman was
lover's neck.
boiling with rage.
3Dbirt!f(mmt>.
"Leave this house!”
“Why should 1 leave a house to
which I have been especially invited':”
said Mr. Jones, with itni>erturbab.e
coolness.
“Invited 1” roared Herr Fieisehinau.
“Yes, invited. I've got the Invitation
right here in my pocket.” And he drew
Neither Corned Diet nor Roast Beet
a letter and handed it to Herr Flelsch"
but much more delicious than either
man.
same
"1

6%

Ellsworth Loan^nd BinldiDg Ass’s.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Pauper

Having

■

“But this Is addressed to my nephHenry Flelschman.”
“Well, uncle, I reckon this comedy
has lasted long enough.
I am your
nephew. And I am your American
cousin,” he added, turning to Bertha.
"I don't want any old country arrangeWe
ments In a matrimonial way.
Americans choose for ourselves, and
we want our wives to choose us in the
ew,

same

suffering relieved in a night. Itching piles yield at once to the curative properTears of

THE HACK

way.”

“You Americans are a very queer
people!” exeutinied Herr Fleisehmau.
LENA M. LROOAB.

HELMET
BRAND

GThis delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. Git is a palafable prepared
luncheon—just the thing for picnics and
outing parties. G Eat cold or make into
hot dishes. G For sale at your grocer
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Superintendent

Km]hJ
the A mer!

■*n

a determination to
continue, by themselves, their scholastic training.

11)EA 1>.
W

W

Institute of ! t> st r

I

The college will

from its eclectic
arwams and will continue to be a centre of
culture where language, literature, tit

porti.,nd. Mn.*lay evcftlftg j
This paper makes

no

pretentions

to

j

THE COLUEOF.
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urttoii m

ELLSWORTH

ex-

recover

MARKETS.

KITTKRY TO ( VRIDOl

Native Strawberries, Green I Vann ml
Now Potatoes the Star Performers.
* The arrival of the native strawberry and
green pea season, and changes all along
the line of green vegetables, are the feat-

daughter to have anything to do with a mile and a half from the North Belgrade
young man who would write such non- i station, and includes fifteen acre;* of land
I The lumber mill of Albert C. Page, at sensical stuff to a
girl. When the young with the buildings thereon^ The buildPassadumkcag, was burned Monday. Loss lady handed the letter to her motner to I
ings will be used as a residence for the
1
130,000.
read, the house became so still that one superintendent of the hatchery. The new
Joe Vo iso n a:id John Boulanger, of Port could almost hear the
gnus growing in hatchery will be of the same size as the
Kent, quarrelled and fought Sunday. the yard.
| (torleton brook hatchery, and will be dem
Voison was thrown down and kicked to
John M. Todd, a Portland veteran, says voted to the same purposes.
death.
that on June 21,1816 three inches Qf snow
A rescript has been handed down from
Arthur R, Rogers, of Jonesport, has in- fell in Maine.
“I remember very well the law’ court, in the guardianship provented a machine for sardine factories
hearing my mother tell about it,” he said. ceedings instituted by Charles F. Dunlap,
1
which, it is claimed, will do the work of “Father had a field of corn in which the of Portland, to obtain the custody of bis
fifty expert fish cutters.
stalks were four or five inches high, a"d grandson
Hr Ion, aged tw;elve, from his
The fishing schooner Frank G. Kich, of she used to say that the green corn on this parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Archer
Boothbay, was wrecked off id scorn b, N. field of white made one of the prettiest Dunlap, who are members of the Holy
8., last week. The vessel struck a rock sights she ever saw.”
; Ghost and Us colony at Shiloh. The
The crew escaped in the boats,
I nod sank.
The landing at Thomaston of Capt. exceptions are dismissed and the decree
Nearly n thousand educators are in at- George Way mouth, 303 years ago, and affirmed. This gives the custody and care
tendance at the seventy-fifth annual ses- his err; ■!. r 4 ion of the St. George’s river, of the education of the boy to the grandsion of the American
Institute of in- was comm -i n-orated last
with ; father.

|

silence, mathematics, history and phil- ures of the market this week.
It is written for osophy will be so taught that vision shall
iting the subject.
of excellent
* The native strawberries are
of dropping hints and noting not perish from the earth or th<» Goethcan quality.
The season was deferred by
the purpose
from the ranks of the j
type
disappear
ns suggested by present
early cold weather, but. the warm days of
the next things,
scholar.
this week have ripened the berries rapis to help in the
Those things will lie done, even if some
tendencies. The desire
idly. Growers predict a short but plentifeatures
of
which,
“though
of
now
errors,
they
the
brutal,
given ful season. The berries have touched
savoring
correction
much
are
eliminated.
Such
cannot
but
prominence,
make the unskilful laugh,
“two for a quarter” this week. The westchanges would so relieve official repre- ern demand has now set
in, and prices are
makc the judicious grieve.”
sentatives of these institutions that they
not likely to go much lower. One market- j
IDKAUk
would be able to speak of morals, manners
man advises those who wish to preserve
When wc become soured by n sense of and culture as items of importance in berries to
buy thU week.
j
in this world and realize other than
uselessness
o0r
halting phrase.
The first blueberries of the season came
teen we write
for
the
next,
unfitness
our
THE rVIYERMTY.
into the Ellsworth market yesterday.
alleged wittlcumys on the unwisdom of
Green peas have dropped suddenly from struction in Portland Monday, Tuesday,
The university will be reserved, in the
ideals.
to
being hospitable
and Thursday of this week.
bright lexicon of choice spirits, for those 75 cents, the retail price last week, to 35 Wednesday
men hitched
Emerson’s
before
day
Ages
cents to-day. New potatoes are cheaper,
Fire at Bkowhegan last Wednesday derare souls who arc capable of giving the
stars. “Long after
the
to
chariots
their
and now have the call over old potatoes, stroyed a dwelling owned by F. (J. Estes
'd” the wise of world its winnowed wisdom. In its quiet
the youngest critic ban di
cloisters these seeker* after truth will very few of which arc being brought in.
j and occupied by George Crocker, and the
to use this divine
continue
will
earth
the
The wholesale grain market is firmer, ! dwelling of Bert Daggett, and seriously
have time to discover how much they
of
transportation.
grstem
don't know and h^*w much of what they and if present prices hold until local damaged another dwelling.
Total loss,
j
The historian has written a record of do know
isn’t exactly so, and in the end. stocks are exhausted, prices in Ellsworth! $3,000.
w rites the hapjv nannalist
the
the past,
to beoom? wise enough to sit at the feet of will have to be further advanced. Flour j
It was announced nt the office of the
ingsof th day, the prophet and the poet those who know things
they didn’t have is slightly easier, but with no change in j secretary of state Thursday that during
is
be.
The
visions
that
to
the
thing
writes
local markets.
to learn.
the first six months of this year the State
of the seer and the ideals of the singer
Butter is plentiful at 18 to22cents. Eggs had received the sum of
METHODS AND DEVICES.
$19,250 ns fees for
tre more accurate* than the, statistics of*
still
hold
at 20 to 22 cents, with good s j|
the organization of corporations under
The methods used will be so simpl? in
tb«*ir coadjutors. We are persuad' d that
ply.
the general law.
content and natural in application that
ideals keep the heart pure, the thought
The quotations below give th
range of :
the child will not loi? sight of his work
Elmer F. Keyes, of Bangor, was arpane and the act righteous.
retail prices in Ellsworth to-da3*.
in the haze manufactured by the instrucraigned Friday, charged with the murder
When the better day has dawned,^he
Country Produce,
cf his wife, Isabelle K ?yes, on the night
jlew Education will come into its own. lion. The devices invented will die with
of June 25.
He pleaded no’, guilty and
.*
TbciTthff community will be scrupulous in the using and will not be born again.
Creamery \»cr a>.
Instead of devoting much time to
lialry .lit*.;! was held without bail for the August term
paying a dollar for a dollar’s worth of serth» minds of children with facts, nhw»«».
of the supreme court.
vice, to the end that justice may be done storing
Beet factory (new) per ft.|6#lt
and thus robbing them of their individTheodore F. Me Ji.lian, th~* oi iast resiand stealing cease. The time server will
Beet dairy inew).
is
work will take such form as to
Hutch (Imported)....V' dent of Brunswick, ui-d riunday in his
find noj opportunity to s rve his time. uality, the
Weufcl.atal.06
them
to
be
creative
of
instead
imitahelp
ninety-fourth year, lit was born in Gray
The doer will not toil in Arctic zones of
K*CIC*.
instead of dependent,
and learned the printer’s trade. He did
•• rteh
neglect or flatten his sails in the c*lr»A of tive, Independent
laid, per doz.«.2C §22
and

indifference. Service will not waste its
energies in seeking appreciation. It will
be known that the recognizer (of worth
makes exhibition of the supreme quality.

will seek

different.
No method

to

make

the

indifferent

device will be retained
which does not help the child to see that
or

behind his work

there is

a

thought

and

Poultry.
Chickens......
26 -dS
Fowl.15 a 1»
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.11 gif
Baled.
lb
straw.

Thursday,

cidbortet'* programme which included
“And have you any brothers and sisters
the animal field day of tb? Maine historical society. Capt. Waymouth and his crew my little man?” asked the kind old lady.
:
crossed th seas, and on June 23, 1605, it is “Yeshn,” replied the little man. “I got
one sister and one and a half brothers.”
claimed, pl-mt tl the first cross of British
“What?” “Yes’m; two half-sisterj and
occupancy i America.
I three half-brothers.
Th s Ji »m! population of the State, that
“Can’t say that I am much impressed
is the number of persona between the ages
with the neighborhood,” remarked the
of five and twenty-one years, on April 1,
| man whp had been through the suburban
1905, is 207,448. On the same date in 1904, !
cottage “What’s wrong?” growled the
number
was
the
203,214 which shows an ; real estate agent. “Well to
begin with I
increase this year of 1,231.
The State ! can hear the mosquitoes
singing.” “W<*ll,
school fund and mill tax for apportion- what do you expect the mosquito to do—
an

|

ment for the year 1905, are f568,317.47, and
the amount per scholar is |2.74. In 1901
the amount per scholar was $2.78.

this

they continue

in themselves the

him

from

be-

It will be settled that a school which
doe* not develops reverence for the Divine,
devotion to duty, love of humanity and

the misfeasance of persons
compounded of inherited ignorance and
acquired stupidity. It is not strange that
such characters are “suspicious” of any
improvement that spells change, and that
not suffer from

of

will

desire to live
its failure

as

righteously is as ghastly in
unjustifiable in its exist-

it is

ence.

blunders

A

Those who

CETERA*.

responsible for the proTHE SUPERINTENDENT.
fession will not be frightened w hen canThe superintendent will be endowed didates for public favor shout
“fads,’* nor
with those qualities which
make the will they be seduced
by the charietan who
stateman, thus making it easy for him to j cries wlo, here,” w ith his final panacea.
see hi# work in its proportions as well as in
Whatever proves its
worth will be reits details. He will wrelcome responsibil- tained and whatever vindicates its claim
ity and will not flinch when charged with will be accepted, while the w orthless will
failure and, if credit'd with successes, go w ithout a
parting !arew*ell.
will not permit praises to fill his horizon.
The school will be encouraged in saving
arc

|

He will stand
victim

earned

between

injustice

and

its

and will not fail to give merit its
regard. He w ill be sane in counsel,

el!

the children from the enfeeblement incident to attempting work they cannot do;
to

in

interest
The

in the

grinding.

vote in

a

universal referendum.

We shall also

cease our

insane efforts to

—

—

will

Cold iu One Day
Take LAXATIVE BRoMO QUININE Tablets.
All Ur uggUts refund Ibe money If U falls to cure*■ W. Grove’s
signature Is on each box. 2?c.
To

Cure

to

supposed

to

be

installed

and

kept

in

motion, so that moral fibre, intellectual
power and physical vigor may result, and
the school be saved from reducing him to
a clog when he has fitness to serve as a

3 00 3 8 00
Dry soft,
Bounding* per load

1 00 a 1 7ft
hard
5.00

|gg.e’
Nut,

:

50

A buahel of Liverpool
nalt shall weigh hi
pounds, and a bushel of Turks lalaiul salt sns’i
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bnshet of potatoes'
In good order and flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a buahel of beans In
pood order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, Impounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 5:’
pounds; of carrot*, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Norway
in world.

is

the moat healthful country

Portland

Trains

Seattle, Tacoma and all intermediate points.

D<iily

Tourist Cars for Chicago (berth. $2 75'. connecting with Tourist Cars for all points
Tuesdays,
west, leave Boston on famous "Continental Limited”
Thursdays and Saturdays, coane^.ug at Rotterdam Junction with same train
from New York, same days.
Reclining Chair Cars 'Seats FREE).
"rivltenp ot Slopping Oft 10 Days at Niagara Falls.
tt>
./v
itn
Touri U Car Berths, Rates,
.ierjnng
For rt ter-»a<i<>n off'J. I>.
VTH.S.E.!*.*.. lteWaabingtonSt.,Boston;
H. B. Mc^'LELtJL.V, G. 35. > 3->7 BV»y, *'. \rT-.
C.H.LATfA.S.E.P A 13th AChonti fit St* Phil*. J. E.BABP.T.TrmiisE;..- <78 WorthingtonSt.,Bouton.
■

Union Pacific

A

Complete
on

Southern Pacific Line

and

information sent free

receipt of coupon with blank

lines

filled.

W. S. HOWELL,
Qen'l Eastern Agetlt, 381 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY,

Key West

Paul,

sleeping
through standard sleepers.

pURES
*C3

S St.

This is the route of The Overland Limited, leaving Union
the California
Passenger Station, Chicago, 6.05 p. m., and
The California Express carries tourist
mat
10.25
PExpress
Both trains carry
cars to California every day.

SUrijtTtfsnnrnta.

BROWN'S INSTANT RELIEF cures
colic, cholera morbus, d> sentry, etc. tiflc
ail dealers. Money back if it fail*.
NORWAY MEDICINE CO.. Norway, Me.

in California

Chicago, Milwaukee

Mr. Lodger—Why do you always lock
your door when you go out? Mr. Boarder
—How do you know I always do?

F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
CHICAGO.

Name____
Street address

___

City_____State
Probable destination_
*

CALIFORNIA

RIVAL
Best lOc. CIGAR

To Cure

Has been on the market 12 yean. Big Seller
—-ale* constantly increasing.

WHY?^1'" MERIT
BEST DEALERS

a

Fast
Vestibuled

The trade in the Orient is opening up.
Our exports to Japan and China multiplied
during the last year.
There will soon he a tremendous increase in
the trade of the Pacific Coast cities with the Iar
East.
Big opportunities for the man who lives there.
\\ hy not look the field over?
Only $62.50, Chicago to San Francisco or Los
Angeles and return, May 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
10, 1 1, 12, 13,
29, 30, 31, June 1, August 6, 7, 8, 9,
for 90 days.
return
for
and 14, 1905. Tickets good
Rate for a double berth in a comfortable tourist sleeper from Chicago to San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, and many other points
in California,only $7. Through train service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the

••

the

Less time will be devoted to constructing school machinery ‘and more will be
given to the boy for whose benefit it is

Flag”

Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha, making direct connections for Texas,
Mexico, Colorado, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Opportunities

Blacksmith's
Buttings,
course of study by increasing
Flour, Uratn and Feed.
quantity of material prescribed, and
Vlour—
bbl—
bu
48 ii50
Oats,
per
shall proceed to reduce the list of topics,
ft 7ft a: 0) Shorts—bag— 1.7 3 30
and thus give the children a chance to Corn, 1005. bag 1 30 31 35 Mixed feed, bae,
1 35 g 4f
master the essentials and develop that Corn
meal,bag W <j \ 3ft Middling*.bag l4ftg! '5
power which will permit them logo alone Cracked corn, 1 30 <jl 3 Cotton seed meal, 1 5ft
and afoot, if necessary.
M~INM LAW RKOAROIMO WIKIHTB AfO MIMDUI.

“enrich” the

bo so formulated and
taught that the pupil will be able to read
Intelligent iconoclasts will demolish the
the forms used
by the masters in expressing their thought. The instruction will altars the roatinists have erected, and
will aid the saints in walking toward
help hitr to use skilfully that form of thus
and into the open. The adult
expression in which he can best make the light
has caught glimpses of the truth that life
known his thinking.
This work makes possible the mastery cannot be abundant unless the local investment is large.
May the child have a
of the foundation studies, furnishes opchance to learn that he determines the
portunity to give needed introductions to ;
of the symphony he hears, and
cultural, forming and refining branches : beauty
aud for imparting stimulus to enter the may he discover early that the ecstacies of
life are only possible in the quiet of
next higher achool.
When needed improvements are made, isolation.
For success to crown these efforts the
the elementary school will once more have
toilers must keep to their work and not
a chance to be a common school and will
stop to congratulate themselves on sucnot assume or be burdened with the work cesses. This will call for that enthusiasm
which makes hard things easy and sinks
of more pretentious institutions.
self in the work to which the elect give
THE HIGH SCHOOL.
their lives.
The high school w'ill do the w’ork of a ••This Is the gospel of labor, rlog U ye bells of
the kirk;
secondary school and will not connive
at
overloading or underestimating the The Lord of Love came down from above to
live with the men who work.
lower grades. It is hoped that someIs the rose that he planted here In this
body may live to read its emancipation This thorn-cursed
soil;
proclamation and see it freed from dictaHeaven may be blessed with perfect rest, but
tion from above, as to its course of study.
the blessing of earth Is toll."
It will devote itself to introducing its
•‘And only tl»e Master shall praise them, and
student body to the sources of informaonly the Master shall blame;
tion and culture, and persuade them to And no one shall work for
money, and no one
continue their work in higher institushall work for fame;
tions. Above all, it will help those who But each for the Joy of working, and each, in
can
his separate star
go no farther, to do well the work to
which they set their hands and develop Shall draw the Things as he sees It, for the God
of Things as they are’**
course

“Follow the

—

■

Her work will find and leave her too
honest to receive a dollar without giving
its equivalent.
The common school course of study has
been the dumping ground of some things
that are wise and many other things that
are
otherwise. These inflictions have
come from
people w hose ambition ^lays
havoc with their judgment and who deceive themselves into thinking they think.
These errata cause much mischief by
being more anxious to be credited w ith
doing something than they are concerned
about having something done. They
bring many grists, but manifest scant

when I

Itulldiiur MaterlHt*.

1 28
Lumber—per M
Spruce,
IS 014 Hemlock,
1 S'
Hemlock,
Hemlock board*, 13 gl» Clapboard*—per M—Spruce,
16020 Kxira spruce, 24S2«
20 §25
Spruce floor,
Sorucc, No. 1, 20 31(>
20 0,10
Clear pine,
25 3 5*.
Pine,
Matched pine,
5(
20025 Extra pine,
Shingles—per aI
Laths—per M
extra
3 25
2.5c
Cedar,
Spruce,
••
2 7ft
2 <«
clear,
Hemlock,
"
2 26 Nall*, pern*
2d clear,
.Oig.Ot
"
extra o«e,
1 00 Cement, per cask
l 5<
No. 1,
1 25 Lime, per cask
l*f
••
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7§1)
White lead, pr lk .Oft0.i>

hitting from one subject to another and
righteous
judgment, re&ponsive
getting little from each and less from all,
in
and
association.
sympathy
and from forming vagrant intellectual
Provisions.
inspiring
His personality will pervade the system habits.
Pork, Ik.
Instead, they w'ill be permitted to Beef, Ik:
Its
Steak,
.IHgJO
Steak, lb
under his care and he will be its head*—in live without books until they can get
.16 £.25
hi
Chop,
two senses—or he will become a cipher
Boasts^
.0t
.O.'d-l*
Pigs’ feet.
good from their use. Then the school
ft
18
Tongues,
Ham,
16«.20
per
without being a circle.
will give nurture to their powers at the
1
•O&gOS
Shoulder,
Tripe,
time of their greatest natural activity, Veal:
THE TEACHER.
20
Salt
Steak.
The teacher will know facta so well that and thus make it possible for them to see,
.100.11
Boasts,
Lard,
Lamb
and use.
they will be a means of grace instead of ; accumulate
C5
Tongues, each
This treatment will replace anesthetized
Native spring lamb,
exhausting burdens. She will so efface
12 '«2ft
herself that the child w ill be left alone pupils with children capable of feeling,
Fresh Fish.
thinking, acting, and, in the meantime,
with his problem and salvation. By rec06 Hlueflfth,
Cod,
129H
ognition or silence, by act or refraining the Germanic psychological fog will have Haddock,
06
3
Scallops, qt
12 016
she will help each pupil to see himself disappeared and American pedagogical
Halibut,
Salmon, n>
25flS)
aud do his best. She w'ill be one of the vagaries will have been forgotten and
Fuel.
Domsie of Drumsochty will have been
community she serves and will do her
cord
Coal—per ton—
installed as head master by a unanimous Wood—per
fp<
5 00 36 50
Broken
share in promoting its welfare.
Dry hard,
in

weeks,

&6brrti0cmtntf5.

French Canadian operative in Pcppcr-

Cracked wheat,
.06
Forced to Starve.
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
Tea— i>er ft—
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
B. F. Leek, of, Concord, Ky., says: “For
.04
450-66 Graham,
Japan,
.30 0 66
20 years I suffered agonies, with a sore on
.04
Oolong,
Rye meal,
Granulated roeal.Bi 02*
Sugar—per ft—
my upper lip, so painful, sometimes, that
.07 Oil—per gal—
Granulated,
I could not eat. Atr*»r vainly trying everyCoffee—A A B, .06
Linseed,
.654.70 thing else, I cured it, with Bucklen’s
.06
Yellow, C
12
Kerosene,
Arnica Salve.” It's gr at for burns, cuts
C8§lo
Powdered,
At E. G. Moore’s drug
and wounds.
klolaaacs—per gal—
.35
store; only 26c.
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,
.60
Syrup,
l.uinlM-r )«ii<!

for four

mill.

»

KT

the past.

no one

fellow ’s “Outre Mer”.

35
35

Mocha,
Java,

Bent Her Double.
“I knew

inland fisheries i w®8 sick with typhoid and kidney trouble,”
and game have purchased for the State the | writes Mrs. Annie Hunter, of Pittsburg,
Pa., “and when I got better, although I
Marcia Bickford place at North Belgrade, j had one of the
best doctors I could get, I
as a site for the fish hatchery and feeding ! VVflS bent double, and had to rest
my hands
on my knees when 1 walked.
i
From this
have
be
will
to
station which
changed ;
terrible atdiction
was rescued by Elecfrom its present location because of the I t r»c
fitters, which restored mv health and
|
strength, and now I can walk as straight
j taking of Carleton pond, in Rcadfield, ns » !I as
ever.
of
water
for
the
of
They are simply wonderful.” Guarcity
supply
j source
anteed to cure stomach, liver and kidney
The lot purchased is situs'
most of the type work and all of the : Augusta.
| disorders; at E. G. Moore’s drug store;
printing of the first edition of Long- at the outlet of Ellis pond, about one 1 price 50c.
The commissioners of

Biddeford, asked his overseer
inspiration
keep
the other day for a few days’ leave of abTbs school board will consist of not coming as wooden as the material
upon
Loose. 8 gll sence. Bci i, short qI help, the overseer
more than fire members, each serving for
Baled.
which he labors.
18
asked him if it was anything very parthe number of years indicated by th1
Vegetables.
are
the
Many people
buoyed up by
hope
ticular that he wanted to stay out for, and
40 Tomatoes, lb,
10^20
membership, one retiring and one being that the day will come when the student Potatoes, bu
23 630 Turn)pa, bu
60 he replied: “Yaasir, I’m
gain’ to git
elected each year. T9 be eligible to these of books, lovers of beauty, doers of things Potatoes,new,pk
ft
01
Leituce,
OtiglO Onions, new.
u"tl
un I’d lak be there, that all.”
2* Beets, bunen
08 marrit,
positions, candidates must possess honesty, and the unclsss iff able will receive that Spinach, pk
Hiring lautiis, qt 08<jl0 Caidutire. ns*. It. (3v"4
A story i; being told of a Sidney young
capacity, have had experience In affairs, schooling which will bring Joy to them- Radish,
05 Carrots, hunch
1
03 Beans—perqt—
Khubard, ft
lady who found u package of love letters
have a desire to serve and must be con- selves and benedicti »n to others.
05
12 §16 that had been written to her mother by
Cucumbers.
Yellow-eye
trolled by an intelligence which will lead
26
10
Pea,
Asparaitua, bunch
NAXNRKS, MORA US AND RELIGION.
her father before they were married. The
Peas, i>k
them to place the administration of the
43£40
05
The school of th; future will make it Squash, new ft
daughter saw that she could have a little
schools In the hands of the superintendFruit.
for its student U >dy to be observant
sport and read one of them to her mother,
ent, except in the items of grounds, build- easy
50 Oranges, do*
.350.41 substituting her own name for that of
of conventional forms. It will not forget Watermelon, each
lu
Lemonade/
..45
ings and supplies.
Cantaloupe, each
is more Important for the child to
15 Strawberries,
Bluehcrr.es, qt
l;-gli her mother and that of a Six Mile young
will
Common consent
exclude pre- that it
OromrlM.
love and do the right than to know facts
The mother
man for that of her father.
sdamitic teachers and prehistoric members
.06 0.08
Rice, per ft
Coflee—per ft
and have the power training gives.
seemed utterly disgusted and forbade her
of other callings, so that the schools may
I
...
Rio,
.160.25 Vinegar, gr.
SCHOOL HOARDS.
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any department of the
entrusted to him.

t

precisely

government

person* interested in either of the estate* hereinafter named.
At a probate court belli at Bluehill, in and
for the county of Hancock, ou the fifth
dav of July, a d. 1105.
following mailer* haring been pre
X sented for the action thereupon heieiu
after indicated, it I* hereby ordered that uotice thereof be giveu to all persona interested,
by causing a copy of thin order to bo published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, Uni they may appear at a probate court to be he d at Ellsworth, in said county, on the A»si day of August. a. d. 190ft, at ten of the clock iu the forenoon. and be heard thereon if they see cause
Simeon L. T»acy, late of Gotl Idaho ro, in said
county, decease*!. Aceitln instrument purporting to he the last will and testament of
said deceased. U getber with petiti»u for probate of same, present d by Clarissa H. Trscy
and Charles n Wood, the executors named

anbrttistmnit*.

To

Prof. Oorge Edward Wood berry, writing
of Sir Walter Scott tn McCtmte s.
“Scott,” be says, “bad the education of
the school as a thing of course, and it was
valuable to him; but he illustrates the
fact that to turn a lw>y loose in a library
is to give him the beat of opportunities
the opportunity for self-education. He
read from childhood wt4»’v and well, and
while yet a boy had such an s.nuaintance with great literature as would now
seem phenomenal, though it wa*
the same as that which a gene ■atlon later
New’ England hors bad a; the turn* ag<\ if
they were so inclined.”

and constructive ability as displayed
in his reorganization of the army
and the militia of the nation, have
all served to demonstrate his ability
to conduct with credit the affairs of

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. KOfeLiss. Editor and Manaaerw. II. 1 itu a. A am**) *ie Editor.

ii-rgal Xotirra.

The Booh of S«*If-K<l»in»tion.
“To give a boy the best of all opportunities—the opportunity for s* If-education—
turn him loose in a library,” advsises

The
masterly
secretary of stale.
manner in which he conducted the
affairs relating to the Philippines insurrection, his broad statesmanship, as
demonstrated in his conduct of the
relations of the United States with

vfiisujoi'tl) American.

FROM

WEDNESDAY, JULY 5,

to

SATURDAY, JULY IS,

Th-'re t* more « atsrrh tn tlif* »»*• »1t»" of the
The Lewiston Sun is authority for
Business communications should he addressed
1 country t*»n all «>»h«*r
nsea p->t tog»th r.
Emery P. Dunbar, late of Sullivan, in said
A>, and all money orders made parable to The the
J.
that
D.
McGiMicuddy.
I
nn<t
statement
un tl the Isft fear rears «r*- an- |M»cd to U*
A certain «i*: ruvnent purcottinr, deee »st-d.
Ella
Hancock Countt ri bushin J to.,
►or » irr«at many years d«,ir»or* porting to be the last w il« and testament of
worth Mainebe
of Lewiston, will in all pro
I* * '«cot >l1*w»r s«**t i*n
said deceased, together with petition for propronounced
cute
tire next democratic candidate for i cal r- medtea, anti by constantly failing
j bate of same, presented by Harvey W. Dauwith local treatment,' (•r.nrounrcd U Incurs'- e 1 bar, the executor named therein.
The Ron. Mo | Science !»*■* pn-v- n ciiar h t»* '»e n con-tMu
Alexander J. Fox, late of Ellsworth, in said
governor of Maine.
t'-onal disease and there fo e r« <|ulr«'» emmtl- J county, doceaaed.
Petition that Helen M.
will make a good candidate. luhnodl
treatment
Unit** Catarrh Cute, I Fox, or sonu- other suitatde person be ap
in ted ad min (strut or -f the eitue of said
| roanuf <etu<*ed t»y K -1. t bet-ey A to, T. fc*dn.
He is one of the ablest
»>h! ». \* the «»«.lv c ii«t'tttll "hI »*ijre
on th**
ecea*ed. presented by Helen M. t'ox. widow
i1 market
talkers in Maine. As for his
It I* then t«»i, realty In do m fntm of s «id deceased
we
serve
I inn il -« p to a tr»»pootifal. It **t* nirertly on
Mo.
We
Sabin J. Hardison, late of Franklin, in said
he is— But the t*l‘Me| and rnucou- aurfaee* of the
tions for governor,
system. county, deceased. Petition that D M. HardThov off- film IliiiotreO holloa f »- a* y ca**- Ij son or some oth«r suitable person be appoint- :
what’s the u-e.
tt rails i«» cure
Send for circuit* a an t n ail
administrator of the < state of »niU dc[ ed
ceased, prereuled by I). M Hardison, a son of
F.
I CHENEY A- CO, Toledo, j! said deceased.
Addrtt*:
C O I'NTY GOSSIP.
Patrick McCormick, late of Mount Desert,
I Ohio.
sold t'V hrngg’st*. 7 <
in said county, deceased. PeoL-n tnat John
e
Tave Hall's Family Pill* for constipation.
I
or sonic other suitan'e person
McCormick
I
to
their
moose
Two large
respects
paid
I iippuintrd administrator ol the estate of said
Trenton Sunday.
deceased, pttxnUM by Hannah Cock son, aist
ter of saiu d« ceased.
icl.wtfti.
j is?ac Clossju. Ute of Pin* hill, in said couti1
IVtiti u that .\lh. rt L. Morgan
ty, deceased.
The voice of the summer boarder and
oppor*onity la open for I or
some other suitable person be appointed
a bright boy, not under
15 years Of A*e, !
to
the city Cousin is heard in the land.
administrator of Hie estate of said deceased,
1
lo learn the printer’s trade.
Apply at Thk !|
ed by William H. Coffin, an heir of
AMkHicA.v office, Ellsworth.
j presen
see
we
said deceased.
Klixtbeth H. Jarvis. late of Ellsworth, in
The rhythmical swish of the scythe
\ nv perron having an old Colby
3o
to
Olll*
•aid county, dece^twl. Petition tnat Ctutis !
he
H'lasof
Hancock
would
sell.
and the clatter of the mowing machine
county
K. Hutchinson or some other suitable person
drop a line aMtirir price to J *sim Pli mmek, be appointed administrator of the estate
to
of our
are the music of the countryside.
I State Assessors' Office, Augusta. Me.
MOON’S PHASES.
said deceased, presumed by Carrie R. Hutchseason
us
a
an heir ot said deceased.
iuaon.
050
Full
10:31
fx
O
j
jaNew
James Stubbs, late of Uuck port, in said
A p va.
WMoon
Vi Tfoon
Salt.
on
summer
Gouldsboro's abandoned silver mines
coun y,
deceased.
Petition that W. a. amount
|
First
0:48
Third
8
fz
q
Kemick or some other suitable person be apA
y p.m.
y Quarter
are again to be operated, it is said.
Vi Quattar
to
a
on
'i R\S8- Standing g a** —will make about l
reason
pointed administrator o' the estate of said over we
n:ua
Calais company now operating mines at
J tons of hay. Inquire of F. W. Roi.uss, 1 deceased, presen ed by Ella H.Stu bs, a credm
we
p.m.
Ellsworth.
i;or
of
said
deceased.
[
j
Cherryfield is interested.
! Shirley Hale and David C. Hale, minors, of
MACHINE
Two-horn mow
Petition filed by
Ellsworth, in said county.
This week’s edition of The
machine: one top hugtey. Apply to Nettie S. Hale, guardian, for license to sell
ing
Maine papers have been advertising as a 1 John Lark, K*D worth Falla, Maine.
certain real estate of said minors a* described
American is 2,250 copies.
in said petition.
cuiiosity a western Maine cat which is
Crockett cottage at Con- j
William Leach, late of Bluehill, in said
teution Cove
Inquire of Rsiurii H
Ellsworth has a cross-eyed
j
deceased. First account of Austin T.
croas-eyed.
county,
Me.
Crockhtt.
Rockland.
1
Average for the year of 1904,
2,435 cat, also, owned by Dr. Lewis Hodgkins.!;
Steven*. administrator, filed »or settlement
to
new
Simeon Leach, late of Bluehill, in said ;
The doctor says his cat is a great success
county, deceased, hirst account of Austin T.
at
Zo
WEDNESDAY. JULY 12, 1805
I
Stevens, administrator, filed for settlement.
as a rat catcher- the rats cannot tell when
Daniel Cough. Ute of Tremont, in said
are
she is looking their way.
First account of A Bird
cotl*ge a. Shady Nook; large
oouty, deceased.
rpHE Dodgecottage,
1
good water, famished
roomy
ough, administrator, filed for settlement.
Cotton Yarn Mill.
assortment:
I complete. Ffo Ju.y and August. Apply to
David W. Webster, late cf c’asiine. in said
In another column we
county, deceased. First and final account of
in full
The interest In the proposed cotton yarn A. H. Noreis, E Isworih.
at
C. Bowden administrator, filed for
Kdward
1
cottage at Pleasant settlement.
the
for the establishment mill is not confined to Ellsworth. Our
_/ Beach, by the week or tor the season.
William M. Webster, late of Casiine. in said
*4The
writes:
people
correspondent
A.
Franklin
Surry
St. EllsJoyce.
Apply to Mas. K.
county, deceased. First and final account of
here of a cotton yarn mill, as sub...
b e
here are anxiously watching the outcome *
Edward C. Bowden, administrator, filed for
settlement.
mitted by Arnold
B. Sanford, of of the movement for building a cotton !
Arthur E. Ranard, of Providence, state of
mill in Ellsworth, as we know it will
Rhode Island, and George T. Bowden, of Bluetogether with a report of the yarn
hill, State of Maine, minors. First account of
help this town as well as others.” And
CALL FOK TOWN ORDERS.
J. Phillips, guardian, filed for settlework so far done and being done to
Pertey
what is true of Surry is true of all other
the town ot Surry at its anNancy W. Clay, of Bluehill. in said connty,
secure the mill.
nual meeting of 1905, passed the fcltowns in the ti unity, in fact, of the whole
a person of unsound
mind. First account of
lowing vote:
From the thorough investigation county. There will be an opportunity for
Voted, Th *t the selectmen be a committee U Welland Clay, guardiAn, filed for settlethese towns to help in the effort to bring with two additional appointed by them to call
Helen F. Macomber, minor, of Franklin, in
made by the committee of the board the mill here—an
m and examine the outstanding town orders
opportunity to invest, and report at our next Annual meeting.
said county. First account of Henry H. Higof trade appointed for that purpose, with fair prospects of good returns, in an
Now. therefor*-. the undersigned, being the gins, guamUr filed tor settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said court.
our
are
committee cona Ruled by and under *aid vot-,
the Committee is prepared to state industry at home.
hereby give notice that they will be in seasiou A true copy. Attest:—T. F. Mahosky, Register.
to
at the town hall in Surry, on the twenty first
*»*d twenty-second days of August. 1006, at
that in its estimation the industry is a
.STATE Or MAINE.
The gossiper overheard a good and pre- nine o'clock in t he forenoon for the purpose- To the
Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
of receiving and exaruing all town orders ont- |
desirable one, and the investment
Court in and for the county of Hancock:
sumably patriotic citizen of Hancock standing,
a id
all person* holding any town
represents Nettie S.
to prove a paying one.
county speak deprccatingly the other day order of the town <-f Surry are hereby exV
Hale, of Ellsworth, la the county of
and directed aud required
State of Maine, guardian of
of the noisy manner of celebrating the pressly requested
and
Hancock,
This report puts the matter
to present the same to said committee at said
Shirley Male and David C. Hale, minor*.
Fourth. “Why so much noise and bluster dates above mentioned.
That said minora are the owners of certain
1
arc
our
Dated at Surry, this sixth day of July, tfiOfi.
of Ellsworth. Each and waste of
:
up to the
real estate, situated in said fcll*worth. and
money in fireworks?” Why?
G. E. Con SIM,
F. T. J Ellison,
described as follows, viz : One third partin
to
H. J. M ILL! K BN.
E. D. SMITH.
must do his or her part toward rais- If that old patriot in Philadelphia 12M
common and undivided of the homestead lot,
D. J. Curtis.
I ao
had not rung that bell, our early
called, of the late John M. Hale. Jr., on
we
While no years ago
ing the required sum.
the north aide of Main street amt bounded
COKI-OltATIO.V M . KTI-Ui
morning slumbers would not now be dis- 1
On the south by
g-n» rally as follows, to wit:
to stock have yet been
turbed each Fourth of July by the ringing fJIHE annual meeting of the Eastern Maine ! said Main street; on the went in part by a pasJL
Railway Compam will be held at the sage way leading from said Main atreet and
at
solicited, the verbal promises so bells. If the salute of thirteen rounds of Newport House, Bar Harbor, Maine, on the in part
by land of the heirs of John M. Hale,
“
“
“
first Wednesday of August next at half past ar.; on the north by the Electric Light Co.
**
“
cannon and musketry which greet d the
far made are cause for encouragetwelve in the afternoon.
now
the
Bar
so
Harcalled,
lot.
occupie by
“
reactng of the Declaration of Independ- I
“
“
“
“
By order of the directors.
bor and Union Hiver Power Co ; and on the
ment.
!
L A. F.mery. Clerk.
east by the Partridge lot.so-called; also any
ence back in 1776 had never been fired, we
it
U
44
44
Ellsworth. Maine, July 6, 1905.
•)
right, title and interest of said minora in said
Not
bnt all neighbor- would not burn powder and red fire I
passage way.
BOARD KICK WANTED.
That it would be for the benefit of said
These
are hut echoes, j
things
to-day.
to*ns—in fact the entire county— !
on
REST COTTAGE
A
beautiful minors that said real vstute should be sold
many times magnified, of that first great
and the proceeds placed at inter* at.
spot by the sea, just the place to go for u
would feel the stimulus of the estab- Fourth of
to
Wherefore your petitioner prays that she
July. Why so much noise and good time, and you will get it. Come and see
for yourself.
Susan F. Pinkham,
may be licensed to sell and convey said teat
lishment here of such a mill.
waste of powder? \V hy. indeed!
our
at a
estate at public or private sale for the purAtlantic, Me.
Nkttie K. Hus,
aforesaid.
pose
When it is realized that every year
to
-MUKh.
Guardian a* aforesaid.
Dated at Ellsworth this third day of July,
HEREBY release to my minor son, TimThe Auto Terror.
thousands of
dollars are taken
othy Harkins, bis time during the re- a. d. 1VU5.
The American’s North Penobscot cor- mainder
of bia minority. I shall claim none
STATE OP MAINE.
out of Hancock county by agents for
bis earnings nor pay any debts of his conHancock as.—At a probate court held at
respondent, in commenting on a recent of
Mr**. A. Harkins.
tracting after this date
and other stocks about which
Bluehll), in and for said county of Hancock,
Mount Desert. Me., June 96. 190!.
visit there of B. T. Sowle, of Ellsworth, in j
on
the fifth day of July, in the year of
investors know
and get noth- his automobile,
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
says: “Mr.Sowle is a very
SPECIAL NOTICE.
five.
it is not unreason- careful driver, and so far has occasioned
not trespass in Cuniculocns Park,
That
i
On the foregoing petition ordered:
ing but
"
demand protection to life and property
notice thereof be given to ail persons interno accidents.
If all autoists were equally
we
ever
able to
that the
of stock
from the county of Hancock, the state 01
ested. by causing a copy of said petition and
this order tbereon to be published three
prudent it would allay much of the wide- Maine, »nd the Unite'1 States of America.
for an indust.v
here at home can
Mary C. Frbtz Apstih.
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Amerin
that
exists
the
counspread prejudice
ican, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in
be accomplished, after careful investi- try, not without reason, against the autosaid county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in ano for
mobile.
said county, on the first day of August, a. d.
gation of Mr. Sanford's
“It is a fact that many ladies in the
15-Ml, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, aud show
Hoy*. Here la Your Charce.
and
and what simi- i
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
country—farmers’ wives and farmers’
Printing Press that will Print Cards, Linen, the petitioner should not be granted.
lar mills are doing elsewhere give rea- daughters—who have been accustomed to or anything in fact. Three letters of each
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate
at
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Ms money. Register.
kind, Tvpe Holder. Ink and Pad, aud everysonable assurance that the investment ride out for health, pleasure and business thing that goes to make it complete, for 90
tan
are deprived of this privilege in consecents.
Postpaid. Address C. D. McdoVN.
STATE OP MAINE.
will be a paying one.
tan
Medford. Mass.
of the
sudden
and
quence
possible
Hancock ss—At a probate court held at
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Rluvhill,
On every hand is
>
of
in
the automobile
•*1.0
to
the presence
Fonn alu I’m Oolu Plated,
places that
on the
fifth day of July, in the year of
that Ellsworth will secure the would absolutely endanger their lives. with Rubber Handle: holds ink to last one our Lord one thousand nine hundred ano
to
for sample 40 five.
Price
The reckless speed of a fewr sporting Month writing.
cent*.
D
Address C.
McGown, Medford,
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
mill.
The
will be afforded dare-devils who like to have a
our
little fun; Mass.
a copy of the last will and
testament
and codicil thereto of Abby B. Blodgett, late
opportunity to give concrete at the rislPof human limbs and lives, and
of the city, county and state of New York,
stir up the sleepy hamlet with a little
3Si)rrtiwinnite.
ana of tbe probate (hereof in said state of
form to this expression in
New York, duly authenticated, havieg been
breezy excitement in way of runaways and
tion to stock—not a bonus offered to
prevented to tbe Judge of probate for our said
knockouts, will find their sport limited
tbe
county of Haucock ft
purpose or being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
an
be it uuder- i and their costly vehicles worthless when
court of our said county of Hancock.
the traveling public becomes thoroughly
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
stood, but an investment which
all persons iuu rested therein, by publishing
to a
aroused. They thus become a menace to
a copy of this c rder three weeks successively
to yield fair returns.
pnblic travel and an injury to business in
in tbe Ellsvvorth American, a newspaper
Will we rise to the occasion ? We the villages and country towns. In many
printed at Elirworth. in said county of Hancock. prior to
the first day of August,
farmers’wives and daughters do a
places
a.
d.
1905. that they
or
some
may
appear at
must,
we
will
a probate court then tc> be held at Ellsworth,
large part of the marketing in busy seain aud for said county of Hancock, at ten
Wake to the sad realization that sons, and to
deprive them of this privilege
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
the mill has gone elsewhere
any they have, against the same.
that is to strike at the interest of the tiller of Silver
O. P CUN NINGHAM. J udge of Probate.
most
the soil.
Gold
of a cotton yarn
up A true copy. Attest:—T. F. M ahonky.Register. wear
“Public highways are built torment the
women,
W.
Walof
sub«crit»er. Ralph
Artificial l'lates.$ii.oo
Haynes,
without
mill, has moved in her
tham. Massachusetts, hereby gives notice
necessity and convenience of the travel- Gold
we
a
that he has been duly appointed administraCrowns.$5.00
and
into
ing public, and should be under such regtor of the estate of Melvin D. Haynes, late of
we
a
Work.$5.00
tooth
ulations and restrictions as to confer the
Trenton, in the county of Hancock. State
slumber than before.
of Maine, deceased, and given bonds as
at
are
greatest good on the greatest number.
the law directs.
and
that be has apThis principle obtains in every enterprise,
Warren G. Haynes, of said Trennow
pointed
customers.
his agent in said State of
Maine.
ton,
The President has offered the im- institution and means of intercourse and
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
portant post of secretary of state to commeroe established and carried on by
same for settlement, and ail indebted
A new local anaesthetic for extract- the
Elihn
and Mr. Root has ac- the government, and any uncommon and
thereto are requested to make payment irnunusual mode of conveyance which by its ing.
inert'atelv.
Ralph W. Haynbs.
This
brief announcement
July 5, 1905.
noise or great speed tends to
For further
call at
from Oyster
will prove an oc- appearance,
TIlHE
subscriber
hereby gives notice tnai
frighten ordinarily safe horses, and en- office.
he has been duly appointed adminisX
casion of gratification to the Ameritrator of the estate of Rose D. Jordan, otherdanger human life, and is not of itself a
can
who may rest assured that
wise known as Rosalia l>.
late
Jordan,
great public necessity, is a defect in the
of Ellsworth. In the county of Hancock,
with the international relations of the
tan
to
way and should be removed. The most
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the esUnited State in the hands of so able discreet management of the auto is necessubscriber Hereby rives notice tost
to
tate of said deceased are desired to present
he Dm been duly appointed adminisa man as Elihn Root
will be well sary to its assured and continual use in trator of the estate of John
same for
settlement, and all indebted
Hutchings, the
late
of
in
the
Orland,
of thereto are requested to make payment imcounty
The feeling seems to be our country towns.”
Cuaklks P. Dorr.
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the mediately.
unanimous among
July 6. 1906.
law
directs.
All persons having demen and
"I feel as If I should fly to nieces.*' How mands against the estate of said deceased
subscriber
life who
hereby gives notice that
in often those words are on a woman's lips. They are desired to present the same for settlemany men in
he has been
appointed administraexpress to the u iter mo at the nerve-racked con- ment. and all indebted thereto are requested tor of the estate duly
touch with
affairs that the dition
of Abram Mitchell, late
of the body, which makes life a daily to make payment immediately.
oil our cenof Sorrento, in the county of Hancock,
President and the nation are to be martyrdom
Geo. M. Wmu.
July 5, 1906
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
If this condition had come suddenly it would
tre counters
at
All
demands
the
eson
persons
having
against
the
wisdom
of
the
congratulated
have been unbearable. But the transition waa
aubscilber hereby gives notice that
tate of said deceased are desired to present
she has been duly appointed executrix
to
on us
President’s selection and on the ac- gradual. A little more strain each day on the
see
the same for settlement, and all indebted
nerves. A little more drain each day of the vlof the laat will and testament of Joaeph
thereto are requested to make payment imat the cabinet tality. Any woman would be glad to be rid of Tlllock, late of Buckaport, in the county of
we
ceptance of a
to
L.
Prrcy
Aikkiv.
such a condition.
Every woman tries to-be rid Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required mediately.
table by Elihn Root.
July 5. 1906.
The
of It. Thousands of such woman have been by the terms of said will. All persona having
work which Mr, Root performed as cured by Dr. Pleree’a treatment with hla "Fav. demands against the estate of said deceased
Send Postal for my Illustrated Catalogue
orfte Prescription" when local doctors had en- are desired to present the same for settleas a tirely failed to cure.
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested of Books, Pictures and Frames, Toys, Games,
secretary of war is
"Favorite Prescription" contains no opium, to make payment immediately.
Tricks, Fancy Goods, Jewelry and Household
certain guarantee of his success aa cocaine or other
narcotic.
Hannah D. Tillock.
July 6,1906.
Specialties. 0. D. McOowa, Medford. Mass

‘ability

1905:; GUlicuddy
JULY
-•!

1190S

Tu.

13a.

Th.;Fr. Sa.

J 1J1J

IhcarnWe.

campaign
qualifies*-

j

j

8

16
24

*»

C

GALLERT’S.

Every day during

TO

j

\rUKNTICE—An

1

VTL\S—

ES2

|

31

j

JJor

j

(

MOWING

LUNCH, FREE

CUSTOMERS,

A tremendous stock
choose from.
Pretty
low
Summer
Dress Goods
very
prices.

let.

goods

that

excellent quality at 8,10,12 1-2 and 15c.
A great
Organdie Muslins
lOe, reduced from 17 and 25c
Voiles, 10 and 15c, reduced from 1.5 and 25e
Percales,
9c, reduced from 12
Madras,
10c, reduced from foe
Barnabee Ginghams, 12 l-2e, reduced from 25c
Dimities.
10c, reduced from 12'*c
Galatea Suitings,
15e, reduced from 25c
Lamia Taffetas,
12 l-2c, reduced from 17e
Lamia Sateens,
12 l-2c, reduced from 17c
All of
white goods, suitable for waists and suits,
reduced in price
correspond with above.

print

(vDTTAGE—Famished

...

Sprifol Notices

Boston,

shall

Summer Muslins.

jCVITTtUR-The

propo«-ion

OUR

this sale

which will consist of Shredded NY lien Biscuit and Triscuit,
McLnren’s Imperial Cheese, Lowncy’s Cocoa and Vineland
| Grape Juice. This invitation is extended
cverybodv and
I is absolutely free. Come in and
the HAHGAIXS
have
offer in all of
departments and enjoy
free
served
lunch,
dainty
daily from July 5 duly 1.3.
The backward and cold
has left
with
large
of
hand.
Rather than carry them
goods
stand
loss
them, and for that
propose
inaugurate this sale.

j

27,128

AX

So

A DAINTY

18119 20 21 22
j 16 17 25126
29

^

M.

|
j

jj9 10
11,12 13:14 15
I
j

INCLUSIVE,

WHEREAS,

likely

>

Ladies’ Suits and Jackets

IJhSPECTKULLY

sharply

that

washable Shirt Wtlist
selling. AH of
Suits reduced
9Sc, 81.50, -S2. 82.50 and 8:{.
On Elegant Tailor-made Suits, this season’s goods,
make the following reductions:
One lot will be sold
the uniform price of 84.98
7.50

people

j

subscriptions

j

9.98

*»

only Ellsworth,

ing

None

ISLAND

$10

higher.

Shirt

good

j

nothing,
promises,
hope
selling
right

prices

these

ranged

.Jackets

Waists,

^ 4^

and Kail) Coats
from 98c
82.50.

from

reduction.

I

,Great Undermuslin Values.

j

mining

The former

§25.

All of

The most remarkable qualities of white muslin Petticoats
and Gowns for the money that
have
had the
pleasure of showing.

1*\0

jSstjrmsnnmts.

responsibility,

ability

|

j

Summer

experience,

}

expressed

hope

people

\

early

Hosiery.

Ladies’ Cotton Hosiery, good quality
12 I-2c
Ladies’ Fine Cotton Hosiery,
shades and black,
25c
Ladies’Lace Work Hose,
shades and black,
reduced from 25e
19c
Ladies’ Lace Work Hose reduced from 50c
159c
school Hose for boys and girls, 15c per
Try
Two Pairs for 25c.
pair,

subscrip-

\

bring

industry here,

I)r. L. L. L:1

promises

The whole stock marked down
sell quick.

Dentist.

morning

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLOCK.

—

Ellsworth, dreaming

lapsed

THE

deeper

figure

where it

will

Boots and Shoes.

Fillings.75c
Fillings.$1.00

sleep

awaking,

Dress Goods and Silks.

iE,

Bridge

Free Extracting where Plat s are Made.

We undoubtedly carry the
up-to-date line in footthat is carried in this city for men,
boys’, misses’
and children. Although
have sold shoes but
short
have already several broken lots in them which will
time,
reduced prices. The stocks
go
complete. There is
nothing wanting
except good weather and
Women’s Tan

Oxfords,

JSl. lt)

Kid

Hoot,

cepted.

particulars please

Bay

Boys’ Oxfords,
Misses’

people

3Uga.

THE

they

Oxfords,

We have the
widths from A

hosiery

EE.

go with them.

We have all

safeguarded.

public
private
public

keep

THE

THE

place

splendid

regarded

SPECIAL BARGAIN SALES

daily (luring: this sale. We will place
special merchandise
bargain prices. It
call
pay everybody
daily during this sale and
have
offer. A free lunch goes with it.
bargains

M.

GALLERT.

will
the

CHE

^

concise, conservative statement of
proposition made upon all present,

COTTON YARN MILL.
BUDDED
(Continued from page l.)
ON THE FOURTH

[Original.]
I «•«* to receive Mr*.
How pleased
to spend
the
tneltaUon
Clifford’*
Kolirth of July «t tlie Clifford country
“We elinll Ik- very qntet," she
wrote. “Von mustn't expect any gayThere will be uo one here exftv
of otir family. Sorry
t the member*
for you, but
I cant have n young lady
trouble of one."
j don't want the
Ha- Clifford children w ere Ciraee and
1:1 t seen them.
Clnrlle. When I bad
little girl'seven or
(jr L-e was a sweet
eiu'W years of age—an ethereal child
whom au artist would choose for splrCharlie was
lul ;io model purposes.
What luck for
.. years younger.
tills opportunity to turn my back
and
oll iii> crack I lug, booming city
the day with tills quiet family.
tp. nd
\vh m I arrived—iii lime for dinner
was i.
ou the ereulng of the 11.11
pjc,.: l bow time Hie*, tlraee t.'IUToiil,
tliorgti she atlll wore her drew** quite
slcirl, was ns tall ns she was likely
Charlie was nearly 11 ft ecu.
to I"'
seemed to have retained be,
eh.v. ii gemteuvaa, and Charlie also
tuvincd a quiet, retiring boy. deVo
his mother told in*, to book'.
\Ve dined undisturbed by the sound
of a single cracker, the ehildrcii so
well tsdiavod that neither of theta
*l*iki' during the meal. Indeed I. bein.: a young uinu considerably under
thirty. remcuilHTing that draco must
1m* eighteen, felt inclined to have some
with her. especially as she was
won.
very pretty.But she maintained her
reserve In presence of the father uud
I
mother at table and after dinner.
san her no more during the evening.
The next morning I was awakened
by the spiteful snap of a firecracker. I
turned over and slept again. I was
awakened by a second snap, this time
to stay awake. I felt under my pillow
for aiy wutch uud noted the time—A
o'clock. I bud been told that breakfast
would Is* at i>. Four hours' Interval,
and I felt hungry. 1 must get another
I shut my eyelids and resolved
nap
that 1 would sleep despite the duyliglit
streaming in at my window. I was
dozing off when there came another
crack—not a good round noise, but a
spiteful, malicious, malignant little
•nap. not big euougb to fully awakeu
t>nt to disturb tbe slumber into
ui*1.
which l was drifting.
I continued to
keep my eyes clotted tightly, hoping tc
fall asleep, but there came a succession
of cracks tu monotonous regularity and
volume.
1 covered my ears with tbe
sheet and jiersevertd. My efforts were
of no avail.
The contemptible snai*s
continued, and at last I gave up. opened my eyes and looked at the window.
I saw a little brass cannon resting cs
the rail of the balcony on to which my
room opened. A hand projecting from
a emit sleeve, with a lighted match, wav
thrust forward to touch off the cannon,
but the flame was blown out by the
!
wind before It reached the vent.
waited and watched. Another match
was tried a ml failed.
Then u bit of
lighted firecracker was tried, and this
time the wrist of the hand that held it
wore a bracelet
1 also heard a girl's
giggle. The cannon was tired.
It was still but half past 5 o'clock.
Should I endure this annoyance or
I got up
make an attempt‘to stop it?
and, looking into the ball, saw the door
of a bedroom opposite standing open.
I want In, closed the door, threw myself
on the bed and succeeded In getting a
few minutes' slumber before being
Culled. Meanwhile I presume the children kept on with their tiring, supposing they were annoying me. At breakfast tlrace looked demure enough for a
nunnery. I made uo reference to my

fully $150,000. This extra $100,000 we inshall be provided for from the surplus earnings during the next five years,
not to tax the stockholders for it,
and this will increase the value of their
«o as

original investments very materially.
(/oaf Construction and Equipment—
This will be fltf psr spindle for buildings, machinery
$3X1,00?) to $325,003.
Production

and all

We

equipment,

or

produce special

shall

high grade hosiery and mercerized cotton
yarns American and Egyptian cotton in
! natural and colors and novelties, which
| have been so popular with the trade for so
; many years from the Sanford spinning
company’s mill and to-day they cannot
supply the demands. Their specialties
afford good profits, being out of the rut of
common competition;
we
so
have the
business (Irmly established to commence

j

with and the old

|

same, eliminating
ments in regard to

!

management* to

conduct

absolutely all experi-

managing the company.
Earnings— The Hanford spinning coml>any was organized in the year
1893,

ffi00,(K)0 capital, with Arnold B. Hanford
as president and Arthur H. Mason treas\ urcr. Mr. Hanford created the business.
1 It was a very successful
one; so much so
that it was bought up by a syndicate, who
j |*iid the stockholders a handsome bonus
;

a

nebt of

very

How

their 6 per cent, with the chances
of better returns and handsome increase
in
of
value
their
stocks.
The

can

we can

mediate relatives.
The day was an ideal one. The services
were held under the beautiful trees on the
!
lawn, the decorations being unsurpassed ;
I for beauty, grandeur and
harmony.
I The bride was
charmingly gowned in !
i white India n ull with trimming of lace I

i

and

}

white

ribbon,

and carried

a

banquet

i

|
;

will
be
conservative
management
the corporation will not commence
business
with
debt
any
with

cash

selling

established trade connections,

agent

1

all of which

we

get it?

If

undertake

we

it

have it.

we

can

reach the financial

one

to

come

to

build

new'

up
we have

in Ellsworth, but
pointed. Let us make

will prove valuable assets to the Sanford
cotton spinning mills of Ellsworth, Maine.

|

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
Mil

6th
7lb
8th
9th
10th

Due
Autf 10
Sept 10
Oct 10
Nov 10
Dec 10
Jan 10
Feb 10
Mch 10

Apr

10

ft) ay

10

Total
a

ON

Case, the black-face comedian; Brothers
i Damm, acrobats, tumblers and balancers;
Madeline
Diston, vocalist and dialect

a

industries

been

disap-

desperate
Every man

j

effort

; lowing

$18 75

subscriptions

was

|

On

EVENING’S MEETING.

Monday evening

a

mass

meeting

Odd Fellows
people
hall. The object of this meeting was to
lay the proposition more directly before

of the

was

held at

people generally, and to give them an
opportunity to see and bear Mr. Sanford,
who kindly consented to remain here to
attend the meeting. In accomplishing
this object the meeting was a great success. The impression which Mr. Sanford’s
the

Fully guaranteed, low in cos
quality.
WORKS,,2»-33 Portland Pier.
PORTLAND

MAINS,

ftailtoabs arts Steamboat*.

to

ginning June 1,

1005.
F. B. Aiken,

some

other

Mrs W

hitney Grlndal,

a

fL\000

to f2,500.
Mr. King, speaking for the committee

subscriptions, said that the committee
not yet appealed to anyone for subscriptions, but now would make a direct
appeal to everyone. He then moved a rising vote of thanks to Mr. Sanford for
remaining in town to attend the meeting,
on

had

!

j

j

und for the interest which he had manifested in the town.
The iheeting then adjourned.
Sank with Franklin
The

Smith,

three-masted
bound

from

Paving*

C.
Franklin for New

schooner

paving, was run
sunk off Portland Saturday by
Oov. Dingley.
with

York

Sarah

down

and

the steamer

FOR SALE
LOIS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.
1
1

T3UKIAL LOTS In centre and near the entrance of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
to Lygonla Lodge. '1 hese lot* are beautifully
situated and well graded and easy of access a
all times. Inquire of
H. L. MOOR or
DAVID KK1KND.

was

too late to avoid

a

collision.

The steamer crashed into the schooner,
the
which sank within live minutes,
The steamer was
crew barely escaped.
not damaged.
The Sarah C. Smith was built in 1868 at
Chester, Pa., and was owned in Boston.
She had a gross tonnage of 297 tons.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth

Port.

ARRIVED
Wednesday, July 5
8ch

Revenue, liar Harbor
Thursday, July 6

8ch Julia Frances, Alley, Salem
SAILED

Saturday, July 8
Sch Revenue, Bar Harbor, lumber, Whitcomb,
Haynes A Co
Tuesday, July 11
8ch Julia Frances, Alley, East Mac Idas, load
&
Co
slaves Whitcomb, Haynes
ARRIVED
Sch Ann C

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
(las, Ether and
Cocaine for 1’ainless Extraction.
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leaving Ellsworth 7.16

a

arriving Ellsworth 1156
with Washington Co Ry.

Dally.
Leaves Sundays
Sundays only.
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1 00
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*>
V.

A K
..

at 9 a

..

2 36
3 30
3 40
3 60

m and 6.18 p
a m, 9.47 p a

rn.

v
Sundays only steamer
leave- Southwest Harbor 2 20 p m; Nort heas
Hart or 2.30 ^ ir ; Seal Harbor 2.50 p in, to conmcl with this tialu.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. K.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaton

Ellsworth.

L.

j

<0:

1 *u

A M

7 20

6*56

P “

r.

DENTIST.
Main Street,

j

PM IPM
►7 ]

1S| .3 46
10 3 )
4*.’5;
10 66 .4 2*i
tl 2
1 5 4 5*»! 9
*11 27 1 07,6 03 10

7 0

Hancock
Franklin R
Wash** Jr
KLL6WH
Ells Fulls
Nlcolin
Green L
Lake H....
Holden
Br June...
B Ex. St..
Baa MO...

*

la

IJ M

io

...

a

GREELY,

H.

and

and St. John.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procura
tickets before entering the trains, anti especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. A T. ▲.
GEO. F. EVAN8,
Vice Pres, and GenM Manager.

EASTERS

W.

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SCHEDULE.

JORDAN,

Six

Trips

a

Week.

UNDERTAKER,
ELL8 WORTH*

Commencing Monday, May 1, steamer J T
Morse leaves Bar Harbor dally, except Sunday
30 p m, for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Haihor, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll <lally, except Sunday, at 2 p m, for South Bluehlll, Ston~
In^ton, North Haven and Rocklaud, connecting;
wltti steamer for Bostou.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick dally, except Sunday, at i-30 p m, for Herrick’s Landing
South Brouksvllle, Blake’s Point, Eggemoggln
Dlrlgo and Rockland, connecting wltn steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING

at 1

DESK GIVEN AWAY
$10 worth of our soaps,
Extracts, Spiers. Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa. Toilet Goods and Sumdard Groceries.
Send at once for our new, big
catalogue of ‘200 PREMIUMS.
with

HOME SUPPLY
Augusta, Me.

Bangor.

ESTABLISHED

WM.

CO., Dept. A
17 Oak St.

From Boston at
From Rockland

1848.

day.

FARROW,

SAI L-M AKER.
Dealer lu Duck, Kolt-Kupp and all
kiuds of TriinmiuKft used in making
sails. Everytiling to work with.
riLSON’S

WHARF.

ROCKLAND,

Home-grown grade

P p m dally, except Sunday.
at 5.30 a m, daily, except Mon.

All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this Company, Is insured against lire and
marine risk.
F. S. Shkrman, Gen’l Agent. Rockland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V. P. * Gen’l Manager,
Boston.

ME.

of

Ellswortli. BlneMlI anil Swan's Island
STEAMBOAT LINK.

PEAS FOR SEED
ABBOTT—Ai Verona, July 10, Mrs Augustus
Abbott, aged 54 years.
AM ES—At Stonlngton, July 6, Mrs Patience S
Ames, aged 76 years, 7 months, 28 days.
BON ILL I— At Stonington, July 5 Maria Bonita,
Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Pietro Bonilll.
FLOOD—At Surry, July ll, Myra, wife of
Simon Flood, aged 70 years.
GA RDNKR— At Stonington, June 30, infant son
of Mr and llrs Burpee C Gardner, aged 2

days.

HOPKINS—At Rttr Harbor, July 1, Madeline
May, Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Edwin
T Hopkins, aged month, ft days
Beatrice,
LEACH —At Penobscot, July 10,
Scott W
Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs
Leach, aged 2 days.
LEIGHTON—At Augusta, July 7. Walter S
Leighton, of Ellsworth, aged 53 years.
LYMBURNER-At Ellsworth Falls, July 7.
John Lymburner, aged 77 years, 4 months, 20

Ellsv.orth Greenhouse.
Long Distance

Special Notice.

Iprofeaeional

jg]YE7

t’lgarphone In Your Month
It is the
everyone thinks it a Cigar.
Jokes
greatest musicals ever got up.
tunes.
with
it
as
well
as
the
latest
played

and

Price 10 cents.
Medford, Mass.

Address

O.

D.

McOoww,

Carbe.

-NOSE,
and

D. W.

EAK.
M

SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Steamer PERCY V.,

Capt. A. K. Smith.
Trips Per Week.
Commencing May 1, 19(5, steamer win leave
Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at
7.30 a m for *Surry, •Sooth Hurry, Itluehlli
connecting with Eastern 8 S Co at Bluehtll for
lock land and Boston), *South Bluehill. ‘North
Brookliu, West Tremont, Baas Harbor (Me
Klnley) and Atlantic.
Three

I

RETURNING.

THROAT

BUNKER,

BAB

D„

HARBOR, ME.

Leave Atlantic at 6 a rn, Tuesday, Friday
and Sunday, touching at the same points and
connecting at Bluehlll with the Eastern 8 8 Co
from Boston.
The aoove schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern 8 8 Co from Atlantic, Base
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday and

Saturday.

Connection is made at Bass Harbor (MoKlnsteamer Clmbrla for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern 8 8 Co
to all points to and from Rockland and Boston.
•-Flao landing
NOTICE—This steamer can be chartered every
Wednesday for excursions. Capacity 126 passengers.
O. W. TAFLEY, Manager.
WALTER J. CLARK, Agent.
Ellsworth. Mo-

Jey) with

Y.

2U)fcjntiarmcntB.

Telephone.

ANY PERSON desirous of securing a situation in Boston and vicinity,
or New York City, can (l>y
sending 10c
in silver receive 200 reliable want advertisements by addressing Star Advertising Agency, Cambridge, Mass.

MITCHELL—At Bar Harbor. July ft, Mrs
Marinda Mitchell, aged 50 years.
PERKINS—At Bar Harbor, July 9, Joseph B
Perkins, of Hall (Juarry, aged 64 years.
WEMJOIT—At bar Harnor. July 5, William H
Wescott, aged 5« years, 5 months. 7 days.

Stuart, Ray, Bangor

Hancock County Ports.
Wkst Sullivan—Ar July f, sch Alcyone
Ar July 0, sch Catherine
Ar July 8. sch Lavolta
Ar July 4, sch J R Bodvrell
Cld July a. sch Sarah C Smith
Cld July 4, ach Winchester
Cld July e, schs Annie Alnslees, Lavolta
Cld July 0, schs Ueorgletta, Alcyone

;

..

..

tiar aur..

Trains

Mrs

—

..

3orrent*>... I
Hancock I* ti 3
Sullivan..
Ml Uo8*t * 7 0

Bug Mr

and

MERCHANT— HAVEY- At Sullivan, July ?,
by Rev O G Barnard, Miss Edith A Merchant
to Krastus E Huvey, both of East Sullivan.
MURPHY—HAMBLIN—At West
Tremont,
July 3, by Kev D M Angell, Miss Bernice B
West Tremont, to Walter II
Murphy, of Southwest
Harbor.
Huinnlio,of
TRACY— SINCLAIR-At Ellsworth, July 8, by
Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Laura K Tracy, of
Hancock, to Herman Sinclair, of Ellsworth.
At
TOU RTF. LOTTE
WALTON
Franklin,
July 3, by Rev C E Petersen. Miss Mina F
Walton, of Franklin, to Herchel 11 Tourtelotte,
of Cherry Held.

...

AM

▲ M

daughter.

—

The schooner had made Portland light,
and was standing off shore when the
Gov. Dingley loomed out of the fog close
The signals were exchanged,
aboard.
but it

of

M|

A M
« 60
9 Oo

Sundays

MAKR1KD.

Thompson,

day.
So W Ilbr |
No 1C H br j
seal II br
I

Bennett,

Mrs

CARTER-GRINDLK— At Dennyevllle, June
28, i»y Edwin P Gardner, e*q. Miss Cora Carter,
of El'sworth, to Janies Grlndle, of Orland.
EATON—BLACK—At Deer Die. July 8, by
Rev J A Lawrence, Miss blanch Eaton to
James W Black, both of Little Deer Isle.
KINGMAN—THOM PSON—At KdsworO, July
12. I>y Rev J P Stmonton, Miss Inc/ Lura
Kingman, of Kllswoith, to Walter Irving

Sun!A

BANQOR TO BAB HABBOB.

Assessors.

ami
Mrs

BA It HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Geo. W. Patten,
Levi W.

Mr
Mrs

Commencing June 5, 1005.

...

The assessors of Ellsworth will be
in session at the mayor and^aldermen’s
room, Hancock hall building, on the
last Wednesday of each month, be-

I

i

MONDAY

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE.

j

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

on

tow’n.”

26,

IJKEDLE—At Sedgwick, .June 8, to Mr ami
Warren F Beedle, a son
RONILI.I—At Stonlngton, July &. to Mr
Mrs (Metro BonilM. a daughter.
CO LI. A R—At Franklin, June 30, to Mr and
Nathan 11 Collar, a son.
COUSINS—At Sedgwick, June 29, to Mr
Mrs John W Cousins, a daughter.
OKAY —At I)eer laic, July 8, to Mr and
Thomas G Gray, a son
GUAY—At Sedgwick, June 12, to Mr and
Jehu 0 Gray, a son.
GRIND A I.—At Sedgwick, May 17, to Mr

lien
100
100
ICO
100
11)0
100
100
loo
100

At Thursday evening’s meeting, the folcommittee

IV! ! A N U 3
outsells them all in Maine.
nigh in

I

HENDERSON—At .fc'edgw!clr, June 2ft, to Mr
F. W. Rollins spoke at some length, telland Mrs Charles A Henderson, a son.
ing of the flattering endorsement of Mr. ; HOOPER—At Sedgwick, June 2', to Mr and
Sanford and his ability as a mill man, I
Mrs William E Hoop r, a eon.
which he had obtained through personal LEACH-At Penobscot, July 8, to Mrand Mrs
W Leach, a daughter.
Scott
interviews with men prominent in the
POOLE—At Marlavll e, July 5, to Mrand Mrs
commercial world during a recent visit to
M Poole, a daughter.
John
|
Boston.
| SARGENT—At Ellsworth, July 10, to Mrand
Mrs
Ernest
E Sargent, twin daughters.
Mayor Hagerthy also spoke briefly, j
STAPLES—At Sedgwick, June 30, to Mrand
bringing out the fact that the mill would
Mrs Ernest C 9tap’es, a daughter.
put in circulation in weekly wages from

rebate of

COMMITTER

The Famous and Reliable
;

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

his mill in

rebate,

Ellsworth.

GASOLINE ENGINES,

of

Amt

$1.87 on each share of
stock, or net full paid $98.13 per share if
paid in full on August 10, 1905.
•Dates here given are for illustration
only; payments will begin w ith the commencement of construction.
Or

the Market.

on

DOW,

j

to get this mill here.
must
Capital stock, £350,000, j>aid in ten |I do his
part; not only must the support
equal instalments of 10 per cent, of $100 come from those able to invest
larger
each, commencing •August 10, and allowamounts, but from the many who can
ing a rebate of 5 per cent, for all prepaid
we
do this, we [
put in flOO or f!200. Unless
assessments, and as follows on a ten-share will some
day hear the sad announcement
subscription:
to Ellsworth that Mr. Sanford has built

Payment

&

;

investment,
£350,000
capital the mill can be finely and well
by
on the
and
free
from
debt
j pictures
equipped
any
mills, ana predicates the future from the graph.
plant.
of
him
the
Can
we
ask
past.
Mr. Sanford will be president and gen- experiences
BORN.
to do more? It is fair to believe that it
eral manager of the corporation, giving to
would be a good investment.
AUSTIN —At South brooksvllle, June
it his name, years of experience, both as a
“We have in the past hoped for someant! Mrs .lames Austin, a son
manufacturer
and
with
and

YOUNG

roses.

She was attended by Miss Jennie
Weatbern, n cousin. The best man was
J. E. Rhodes, 2d, now practicing law’ in
Rockland, a nephew, and former secretary
of Congressman Littlefield.
Rev. H. 1
Kilborn officiated, using the single ring

Rakes, Tedders.

Reapers.

“EMPIRE” CREAM SEPARATORS-best

!

require- ! comedienne; the Maxsmith Duo, novelty 1
But club jugglers and experts on dancing :
ments, we can secure the mill.
ladders; Hawthorn and Burt, comedians J
is
a
of
amount
flOO.OOO
large
money. Still, and
dancers; Misses Mills and Morris,
if everyone does what he or she can, we i “the
minstrel
black-face
girls,” and |
! Burke’s musical dogs.
can have it.
The Fadettes will make an entire change j
“Is it a safe investment? Mr. Sanford ,
I of selection, and a new list of motion !
; tells us what he has done with other
will be exhibited
the bio“If

and

appointed: M. Gallert, chairman; Joseph
M. Higgins, Charles H. Curtis, Bernard 8.
j Jellison, Martin M. Moore, Robert B.
i Holmes, Arthur W. Oreely, B. T. Sowle,
A. C. Hagerthy, F. C. Burrill, George H.
Grant, O. W. Tapley, H. B. Phillips, E. E.
\ Brady, Charles L. Morang, Frank R.
Moore, John O. Whitney, John A. Peters,
and A. W. King.
It is in the handB of this committee that
cried, struggling vigorously.
the matter now rests. The committee has
“Call as loud us you like.”
held several meetings to consider ways and
“Tou’re not a gentleman.”
means of raising the
necessary money.
“Nor are you a lady.”
Messrs. Peters and King have been ap“How dare you say that to me?’
to draw up a
a
sub-committee
pointed
“N’o lady would tire a brass cannon form of prospectus and subscription blank
under a guest's window to keep him to be submitted to the people, and no time
awake.”
will be lost in getting this in circulation*
She gave a spasmodic giggle.
MR. SANFORD HERE.
“Or sting his nose with a bumbleArnold B. Sanford, of Boston, who
bee.”
makes this proposition to Ellsworth,
Another giggle.
here Saturday and remained until
“N'ow, I’ve taken the kisses to pay arrived
for keeping me awake for three hours yesterday noon. He further canvassed
this morning, and I'm going to take the situation here, and as a result of his
visit amplified his first report that he
Pay for the bumblebee.”
found conditions here admirably adapted
I gave her half a dozen smacks.
to the location of such a mill as he desired
“Now we'll settle for the spray.”
I gave her a round dozen more and to build.
opened my arms. She flew out of the
aootn like a bird.
“Poor Grace!” said Mrs. Clifford
"■hen her daughter did not appear for
tbe fireworks prepared for the “cliil•iren” in the evening. “She's gone to
bed with a headache.
She's such a
delicate child.”
Before the next Fourth the sensitive
child was my betrothed.
RUSSELL THORNE.

Mowers,

work in this

of

their

HERE!

is tickle.
We have the best of
Wednesday noon.
Owing to the serious illness of the
grandfather of the bride, Capt. P. P.
Tufts, the wedding was a very quiet one,
We also hive all kinds of Farm Machinery, including the Olds Oasono cards being issued,
except to the im- line Engine—any power.

line, and he wanted that mill | has passed a long life of usefulness in the
to be in New England. He dia not want towm,
holding several offices, being town
to go away from home.
] treasurer for twenty-five years. Capt.
Mr. Sanford presented the matter in a I Tufts is now
Farmington’s oldest citizen,
modest and conservative way. He said he being ninety-four years of age.
Miss Pearson graduated from the Farrnwas coming here with no promise to make !
I ington normal school, taking the regular
experience and knowledge gained in the all the
people of Ellsworth rich. He land advance courses. She showed a
business, with new opening and calls for
offered
them
an
for
simply
special aptitude for teaching. She taught
opportunity
special novelties offering larger profits. an
school when but fifteen years of
investment, which he believed w'ould her first
The new mill with the same management
and has been very successful in her
be a good one. As to the risk, he pointed age
and a finer equipped plant should easily
teaching in Everett and Fall
profession,
out that he and the gentlemen
interested j River, Mass., in the latter city filling the
pay its stock holders 6 per cent, dividends
with him were prepared to risk two and responsible position of principal of the
and create a handsome surplus fund for
one-half
dollars
to
Ellsworth’s one. grammar school when but eighteen years
further extension in equipment of 1 he
They would not do this if they did not
After a wedding trip in the Rangeley
extra 10,000 spindl e, so as to fill mill to
consider it a good investment.
All they lake region, Mr. and Mrs. Mills will go to
its fullest capacity, thereby increasing its
asked w'as a dividend on their stock and their new home at Stonington.
earnings fully 33*{, j*er cent.
an increase of business, and they believed
Income-The income for 20,000 spindles
Keith’s Thoatre, Host on.
this was assured.
will produce an average of 40,000 pounds
Another splendid summer vaudeville
A. W. King was called upon by the !
a
3
at
of
to
5
cents
week,
per
selling
profit
chair, and made an eloquent appeal* for a programme is scheduled from Keith’s for
p?r pound, but to be safe we will call it
The headline atunited effort to secure the mill. He said the week of July 17.
annum
or
16
to
17
$50,000 to$00,000 per
per
traction of the variety show will be
in part:
cent, on $350,000.
will
30,000 spindles
“There is
probably not a man or j George Wilson, who will be remembered
produce 50 per cent, more product, in- woman in Ellsworth who is not anxious to for his clever work in connection with the
old Boston museum stock
or
creasing earnings fully 33% per cent.,
company.
see this iniil located here.
Talk is un- |1
The surrounding show will be of the
$75,000 to $80,000 per annum, 20 to 22 per
on
this
We
want
it.
necessary
point.
; usual Keith standard, including Charlie
cent.
The stockholders then are

on

The better the tools, the better the crop.
Have them in readiness, for the weather

]

fied. Under Mr. Hanford and Mr, Mason’s
administration the net earnings were fully
16 per cent, and some years 20 per cent, on
the capital stock.
The opportunity is even more propitious for greater success for the new Hanford, owing to the facts of many years’

sure

HAYING TIME J«

Sumner P. Mills, of Stonington, senator
from western Hancock county, and Miss
Flora A. Pearson, of Farmington, were
married at the home of the bride last

■

$73,OX) on their
plant and a cumulating a surplus of
nearly fl(X),(X)3 wh?n they were absorbed
by the syndicate. These statements are
not estimates, the figures tun alt be verioff

Ilrldr

j

The corpar value for their stock.
dividends of 8 to 7
cent. p-*r annum for several years, be-

paying

County Senator Taken
at Kurinington.

1

poration paid steady
sides

Ilanrock

|
J

| over
per

flfibrrtiacmrntB.

M IA N CS MOTOR
service.
The guests present from out of town
cilities, and was agreeably surprised to | were J. E. Rhodes, Rockland; the Misses
find that ho could ship the product of
I Myra and Alice Mills, of Stonington, sis- j
the mill from Ellsworth to the centers of i ters of tho
groom; Mr. and Mrs. Parker
demand in Nev/ York state, Philadelphia Tufts
Pearson, of Warren, Mass.
We offer fnr sale on easy terms an
and the West, as cheaply mh from the mill
After the teremony the party assembled
towns in Massachusetts.
in the hous-**, which was prettily decorated 85-acre farm; cutr about ir> tons of
He said he had been asked why, if other with banks «>f
has an orchard of 75 thriving
green, potted ferns and tiay;
towns had offered financial inducements clusters of
pink roses, and partook of a trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
greater than Ellsworth, he still wished to wedding breakfast.
wood enough to use on plm’C;Excellent
come to Ellsworth, and he answered this
] Miss Pearson’s family is well known and pasturage; buildings in fair condition.
by saying that he was a New England ! highly respected and has been associated
Also 1 express wagon, I buggy, I
man, and did not want to go away from j with Farmington's
history from its begin- meat-cart with refrigerator.
home. Other mills with which he had
her
ning,
great-great-grandfather on her
For further particulars enquire of
been identified had been absorbed by a
mother s side having been one of the
G. ii. Stuart,
combination, and he wanted to build one ; pioneer settlers of the town. She is a
May 31, 190f>.
more mill to be the crowrning effort of his
Ellsworth, Me.
| granddaughter of Capt. P. P. Tufts, who

j

discovery.
Tli” children kept their crackers exploding all the morning. It I went on
to the front piazza they came with
them there,
if I went to the buck
piazza they also changed for my new
position. We dined at 1 o’clock, and
after dinner I sought the library for
» nai>.
I expected to hear more crackers. hut I did not.
I was dozing off
when un immense bee came tumbling
on to my nose.
I made a frantic grasp
for it and failed.
I settled myself
Tills
again, and again came the bee.
time 1 saw that it was a hit of paper
hanging by a thread to a stick. 1 shut
niy eyes and pretended to sleep. The
bee climbed all over my nose, hut I
paid no attention to it.
Finally I
snored. Out of the corner of my eye
I saw Grace Clifford steal Hoftly from
behind a screen with a plant sprayer
In her hand.
Iteachiug forward, she
gave me Its contents.
Almost before
the water reached me I sprang up.
seized her In my arms and covered her
face with kisses.
"I.et me go or I’ll call papa!” she

favorable. The 160 men assembled
the hall gave every indication of enthusiastic interest in the project.
The meeting was called to order by C.
L. Morang, president of the board «f trade,
and City Clerk T. E. Male was made secretary. Mr. Morang reviewed the work so
far done by the board of trade and committees, presented the essential features < f
the proposition, and then introduced Mr.
Sanford.
Mr. Sanford said in substance what he
had already told the board of trade on his
former visit here, and which was reported
in The American »Mhe time. He added,
however, that when he first visited Ellsworth he thought there was very little
likelihood of the people getting the mill
here. The interest which has since developed, had encouraged him in believing
that it would be built here, and with that
belief he had gone farther than before in
his investigation of local conditions. He
had still to find any obstacle. He had
investigated further the prospect of securing necessary and desirable labor hero
and was satisfied.
He had looked further into transportation, rates and famost

at

tend

c,.’l

PBARSON-mI l.l,s \VKDDINO.

the
was

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

AND

SURGEON.

OFFICES,

MANNING BLOCK.
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.
TELEPHONE.

!Sebrrti«frnrnt«.

rihcrs al WT titne, and closed hi3 remarks with a fitThis American has
the 117 post-offices in Hancock county ting tribute to the memory of Sec. Hay.
Mr. Hodgkins then introduced Prof.
All t‘»* ui/.er panel s in the County com
bi ied do not reach so many. The AMERI- Arthur Reynolds, of the faculty of PinkerCAN is not the only paper printed *'» ton academy, Derry, N. H. Mr. Reynolds
Hancock county and has never claimed to recalled the last time that he stood on that
be, hut it ia the only paper that cun prop platform as a school boy, and spoke of the j
erly be called a County paper i all the pleasure he always experienced in return- j
first and dearest home.
The circularest are man ly local papers
| ing to this hi3
In speaking of the day which we were
ti .n of The American, barring the Rar
Harbor Rea rd*s summer list, is larger then celebrating, he reminded his hearers
th in that of a^l the other papers printed i of the fact that when we commemorate

COUNTY NEWS.

of

’in

Hancock

n

"county
lor additional

COnntp

country's independence, we comonly the signing of the
Declaration of Independence, but all the

NEWS
't*rtt

*<rr

battles and

othtr payc*

victories which gave us power
our allegiance to tlie British

to throw off

commemorate

ve

crown;

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
victories, but the men who made those
M. II. Mason, of Sorrento, spent the j victories possible.
After speaking of the debt which we. as
Fourth at Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Schuyler Clark, wife of the pro- a nation, owe to our forefathers, he made

prietor of the Dingo,

application of the principle, and
very tenderly and impressively of
t he early settlers of this town and espec
ially of the noble character of those of
a

arrived last week.

Miss Annie
course

last

at

a

w^k to

Holmes,

Lawrence

spend

her

taking
high school,

who is
v»

a

came

-atUni at bom

The many friends of Mrs. Alta Frisbie,
of Caribou, send best wishes for the
health of herself an4 little daughter, born
June 27.

Both speakers
and

a

were

not

.predation,

A

new

book,

**Mt. Desert

in

History,”

George E. Street had
for some time been compiling when his
sodden death interrupted, has been finished by his wife and daughter, with s-

which the la

e

‘t

the baseball nine
Salio ury Cove with the
nine of that place. Th > home team was
a

game

victorious.

enjoyed
Hodgkins'
a

j

July

Quite

Mis*

a

are

boy

in

Mrs.

a

position

office

Bangor.
Amanda

ill

sistame

from Dr.
be

Dean

A.

Walker, and

visiting rela-

White

Littlefield has arrived at her

home at mountain side.

veral days last
Miss Alice Mayo spent
week at the Wyman cottage. Contention
s

for

several weeks.

Cove.

Miss Thelma Fullerton, of Ellsworth,
recently visited relatives here.

Miss Emma Hinckley i* nt th*- Bellatty
cottage at Contention Cove for a week or

Mrs. Abby Mayo, of Eden, has spent, two.
There
some weeks with relatives in town.
Miss Cora Turner has given up
position at Brooklin to slay with

was a Sunday school concert at
Congregational church Sunday even-

her i the

ing.

her

|

sucoeaafnlly carried

J, M. H.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Chute, of Dedham, Mass.,
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. C. C.

Hr.

L.

Larrabee

was

Mrs.

home from Ells-

1

cake were

spending

U AfrMi,
Rv ilie vKI of our Heavenly
Kaihcr.it a<h ha» entered our corps and take*
thamfrom »'tir beloved eUivi^Snr »h Stover, thus
making the first break In our ranks, therefore.
»** ft
Rrtohmf, Th -t In lh» dmth of our M ter, D
L " earecorp• V > >s has lost a worthy and
e*t»**mod mem»»rr
krno r^'l, ThU our charter »H* drajKO In
m turning for a p*rlud of thirty days, and our
tl-icere tymialli/ »«j
xwwlat to U»: * flic led

Mrs. M. A. Ferrin, of Somerville, la
spending the season with friends here.
George Bickford, who is working at
Black Island, spent the Fourth at home.

visiting

»t

H. I>

Haskell, of Lewiston

Hnittw

the week

u

with friends in town.

Mr. end Mrs. Havey and daughter Edna
spent Tuesday with friends at Gould*boro.
Miss Mary Mattocks has gone to Massachusetts to spend a few weeks with her
brot her.
The Fourth was celebrated under the
management of the Foresters of this town
at Moose Hill park. One of the attractions was a game of baseball between
North Sullivan and West Sullivan teams.
Music was furnished during the day
by
the East
Franklin band. Dinner and
suppur were served on lh
grounds. A
Urge sum was received for lodge purposes.

July

10._

Mae.

WEST HANCOCK.

Reginald,

j

plans.

an

Bl'I.IJVAN.

Mrs. Annie Blaisdcll is
Gordon’s.

The

it did not

to carry out the
July 10.

Ire-cream

prrx-ced* will be use d in
purrhaainc light* for the achoolboase.
J“b'
W 1ST

though

Fourth of J -ly was a very sultry day, but family.
Re$>it «vf, Thu a copy of the** r solution*
atop the cel 'bration advertised
l e *«t»t to th
Iltr llnrlmr RreotxI and Twfc
for this place. A very respectable crowd |
\
K.Lbswoarit amkuicas for putdieatlon to the
; gathered quite early to Witness the parade
! family, and a copy k p'aced on our records
“horribles*’. The parade was not
j of the
Mama Hacaarr,
large, but quite showy. In the afternoon
Eukm -Sakuhm,
and speeches held an atrecitations
music,
Jam*
D. Gi riiLL,
j
Committee on rcnolutioni.
| tentive audience for some time notwithi standing the intense beat. Then followed
B.
July 10.
athletic sports, which pleased and euterSOUTH BLUEHILL.
tained the people old and young. The
1
ladies furnish d on excellent dinner and
Eimor Conary has moved bis family to
had something left for supper. The pre- KlaphiU.
i <*«eds will go for repairs on the church.
J. Eatou and wife are visiting friends at
The credit of the celebration is due largely S(*al Harbor.
I to Kcv. Mr. Bryant and his estimable wife,
Mrs. Charles Ferrin it visiting friends
who planned it, and assiduously labor d
at Bar Island.

j

Miss Florence
is

aptness at story

telling.

Mrs. Harriet Hays, of Suffern, N. A'., is
summer here in her native

1

»*>

!

Miss Beatrice Turner is quite ill at the spending the
Mrs. George E. place.
home of her mother,
Cloaaon.

in

|: with sent iment and great

on

John Snow's.

summer

#

Young has been

at

Mrs. Ada
as

is

Batson

Brooksville.

Miss Chapin, a teacher in Cambridge,
Mass., is at John Snow’s.

EAST BERRY.
Earl Mann has taken

M’s belle

Mrs. Frank White and Miss Lula

H.

were

attendant.
The
sold.

10._DAvr*.

UFMOni a HfcSOU’TlOSiS.

given recently
Ogden, spoken
highly of in the papers of that state, ho
delivered the oration in Morgan City on
the Fonrth at the biggest <*I e brat ion ever
: held there. As a word painter he ha.s few
equals, and besides is highly endowed

ofSrr

bis annual

across

10.

><?»,

Guy Hinckley, of Boston, i.$ honic
vacation.

party ro our vicinity
to the Cove in F. L.
launch and witnessed
the

sail

i'tftinnnf Onvn*\/ .Ve

tives in

at

n

j

Surplus. $50,000.

(ires-

BLUEHIELu

Later in the afternoon

played

NEWS.

(’OilXTV

for the value

their remarks, but also because they
are home “boys” of whom any town may

Dr.

will

ELLSWORTH. !VlAiriE.

Capital. $50,000.

heard with interest

only

jw-

**

of

few

regret this change, as Mrs. Crockett has
been an ideal clerk. Miss Grindle will
give her entire attention to her business
in Stonington.

risk to you.

word and work.

and

Mrs. Fannie Crockett is closing out the
Grindle millinery store which she has
had charge of for two years. Many will

or

j

Mrs. Eliza Robbins and little granddaughter Evelyn, and Mrs. Edgar Robbins j justly be proud.

child, went to Rockland to spend a
days at Breakwater light.
Mrs. Pullen, formerly Mrs. Leonice
Brown, was in town last week removing
her household goods to her home in Saco.
Her daughter, Mrs. John Leith, and little
son accompanied her.
Mrs. Harry Crockett last week joined
her husband, who has been in the employ
of his brother, James Crockett, for some
time, and they will occupy for the summer
the Stephen Harman house.

cost

;

the past generation; and urged upon those
of the present day the fulfilment of the
debt of gratitude they owe their ancestors,
by striving to emulate them in every good

full

address, without

of ft #**

processional, acbools; scripture reading,
Mrs. Baker and schools; singing, choir;
prayer, Mr. Barnard; solo, Miss Marcia
Harris; declamation, Alton Robertson;
motion song, AbbbvBragdon, Doris Hatch;
singing, choir; sermon; solo, Miss Harris;
reading, Miss Hill; offering; recitation,
Doris Hatch; singing, choir; benediction.
rvitv* of the Sunday
Th;-s> uni m
schools of East Sullivan ure proving very
! helpful. It was much regreited that Gapt.
Bragdon was unable to be present.

local

spoke

J. B. Mason and his grandchildren have
not yet recovered from a severe attack of
measles.

a

to any

tee

pastor addressed the
children with an appeal to the parent*.
Mm. Fred Noyes, a* organist, Min Harris,
the choir, the hoys and girls all took their
I parts with a willingness which was very
I gratifying to Mrs. ILagdon and her as! sistants.
The programme follows:
Voluntary;

At any time you wish currency to u-e at
once, we can send it bv Kegistered Mail, Insured,

only

not

long delayed,
out July ft.

was established it has never
Yon can I roe
letter sent it by 1'. S. Mail.
of
from
the
care
having surplus currenyotu soif
cy on hand by opening an account with in.

memorate not

A>«i

CHMJ)BHQt*3 DAT.
The Children's day exercises,

Since this Bank

our

county

v»t» niv

EAST SULLIVAN.

Do Your Banking By Mail
lost

Wfflnnttf

is

of A. E, Forei* and wife,

son

very ill.

Irving McFarland is at home from
Bangor fora while.
J. II. McFarland, who has been in
very
poor health, is improving.
Victor H. Smith, of Bangor, made a
short visit to relatives here recently.
J. M. Milliktii and wily, of Bar Harbor,
spent Saturday and Sunday with relatives
here.
Prof.

W. K.

Bedford,

M

Butler and family, of New
have arrived f<-r the sum-

■•*.,

mer.

Tarlandcame fronStoninghere he has beeft employed, to stop

Sherman M

ton,

w

at home

through haying.

July®.

StMAC.

_

ATLANTIC.
Howard El we 11 and wife are at their cot“Rock End” for the season.

tage

A family from Astoria and Toronto, Canada, has rented Emery Joyce’s house for
the season.

Miss Sawtelle, of Hartford. Conn., and
Hrann are stopping at
Rose Hill
farm for a few weeks.
Mias

Mrs. Mary Bowie and Mrs. Louise New
man, of Goulds boro,
the Percy V. to visit

came

Thursday

on

relatives here and at

Minturn.

Lew Mann and wife, and Mr. and Mrs.
worth over Sunday.
Lincoln and Frank Sibley, of Somerville,
The Fourth was celebrated here by a
published. It will no doubt Wilcox, of Bangor, recently visited Oapt. Clough.
Rev. W. S. Jones and wife, of East aiv spending the season at Allen Hender- dinner in
and
Beth Joyce's boaP shop. Probe of interest to the reading public,
Aiden Mann.
Prof. Edward Hayes, of Oxford, III., and
Bridgwater, MAss., are at L- P. Cole’s for son’s.
ceed*, about fMO. Boat races were the featparticularly to the residents of the island.
Mrs.
his
are
father.
visiting
Hayes'
family
and
Sarah
Miss Evelyn Bellatty
Miss
the week.
|
Mrs. Angus Henderson and Mias Rose ure of the afternoon.
The celebration of the Fourth at South- Stinson have
Rev. E. Bean.
gone to Hanooek Point for
Miss Helen Smith, of Steuben, was a Henderson visited friends in Ellsworth
8.
July 7.
west Harbor was a fine affair though the the summer.
teams
into
E. E. Chase has put some new
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Deasy, Saturday recently.
programme lacked many of tne features
WardClarence
of the Pendleton house stable. Sam
PRETTY MAftSJi.
Winchester and
and Sunday.
wife,
Mrs. Nettie Day and daughter Viola, of
The Northeast
of the previous
year
Brewer, spent the Fourth with his father, well has charge of things there. C. E.
Miss Louise Hawkins, of Sullivan, was a Boston, have returned to their home here
Pretty Marsh inn, E. P. Warner, proHarbor band discoursed music to the
Leach sold his stabling outfit some weeks
D. W. Winchester.
prietor, opened to the traveling public
guest of her cousin, Mrs. George Allen, for the summer.
general satisfaction, in spite of the heat
Mrs. Simon Flood, who is seriously ill, ago.
5.
a few day# last week.
which was tempered by a cool breeze.
Mrs. L. H. Sibley and wife, of Sooner- July
The famous Kneisel quartette will give
j Mrs. E. W. Freeman, of Boston, and
The masonic committee in charge of the is thonght to be past recovery. Her aged
Mis# Mary Cole, of Rrooklin, arrived villc. M*xs., arc spending a few weeks at
a concert in the town hall here Aug. 1. the
Hatel Selton are at Mra. Freeman'* cotdinner was kept pretty busy serving the husband is nearly worn out with care and
Sunday for a few days' visit with her Allen Henderson’s.
proceeds to be expended in improving the
for the season.
cousin, Mrs. Charles Blanee, jr.
hnngry public. The baseball game with anxiety.
Misses Alice and Georgia Eaton, who i tage
roads on Parker Point. The tickets of
Mrs. Mary Stinson and daughter Anna
the Bass Harbor nine was a well-contested
E. P. Warner, of New York, has leaned
Mrs. John P. Shepherd, with two of her have been
their brother, W. P. I
class A are $5. of class B |2.50 and class C
visiting
The score was 14 to 6 in favor of the were thrown from their carriage cn th
one.
the Ospt. Pray cottage and made many
and already tickets to the value of children, accompanied by a friend, is at Eaton, of Boston, have returned home.
j extensive
home nine. The afternoon dance at the ] afternoon of the Fourth, but escaped with fl.50,
i nprovetu uta inside and out.
James Coombs’ for the summer.
7.
more than flOO have been engaged.
July
C.
| He has built
hall was well attended. In the evening slight bruises.
two largo piazzas.
He Is
j
The
11.
M.
summer
service
for
comJuly
preaching
“The Corner Store” was enjoyed by a
Mrs. Olin Saunders, of Cambridge,
OTIS.
fitting it for the accommodation of
menced in the Union church Sunday evenlarge crowd. The dance which followed Mass., made a visit to town to look after
BROOKS villi;.
Isabel! Warren is home from Bangor for j boarders.
ing with a sermon by Rev. Samuel Raybroke up only at daylight.
her aged father, Cyrus Conary. She desires
8.
July 8.
a few weeks* rest.
Mrs. Sarah Walker, who has been ill, is
mond Maxwell.
Spray.
July 10.
to take him to her home.
better.
Miss Bertha Warren left for Bar Harbor
The dancing party given in Columbus
A Surprise l*urt>
Mrs. Margaret Wasgatt, of Rockland:
Walter Stanley and wife have gone to
Miss Nellie Weacott will be employed at
hall on Wednesday evening was much en- to-day for the season.
A pleasant surprise party may Ik* given
Mrs. Maria Gray, of North Ellsworth and
Northeast Harbor for the summer.
to your stomach and liver by taking a
Castine this summer.
Mrs. Mary Jordan, of Bangor, is
joyed. Music was by I. S. Kay's orchestra
visiting
Mrs. Kelliher, of Ellsworth, were called
medicine
which will relieve their pain and
w’ho
is
at
Edwin
J.
working
Hersey,
J. H. Staples is a guest in the family of of three piece*. The grand march was led her daughter, Mrs. Aaron Salisbury, for a
discomfort, vis.: I>r. King’s New life Pills.
here by the death of their mere, Miss
Isle au Haut, spent the Fourth at borne.
E. W. Cleaves and w’ife. Some of the few weeks.
Otis Douglass this week.
by
are a moat wonderful remedy, affordThey
Josie Gray.
Ezra Lurvey and sister, Elizabeth Stanfrom out of town were Bedford
ing sure relief and cure, for hoadach*.dirMies Sarah Carr has returned to Provi- tiness
Ormand Staples is employed as fireman guests
C.
July 7.
and consti pat ion.
25c at K. («.
j
Tracy and wife, Winter Harbor; Mrs. dance, R. I., after visitlnr her
ley, spent a day in Bar Harbor last week.
on the yacht Aria, of Bangor.
Moosk's drug store.
parents,
Frank Hill, Miss Clarissa Hill, James Hill
DEATH OF JOSIE M. OKAY.
Emma Norwood, who has been visiting
Robert Carr and wife, a fortnight.
Miss Carrie T. Grindle is employed at
and wife, West Gouldsboro; Miss Louis?
Miss Josie M. Gray, who died at the
her parents at North Lamoinfe, returned
Mrs. M. A. Rouiliard and son Philip, of
the State school for boys at Portland.
E.
H.
and
Hawkins,
Sullivan;*
home
of
her
Kingston
home Saturday.
|
parents, Joseph and Adelia
Boston, came last week to spend the sumMrs. John Bowden and Miss Alice B. wife, Melrose
C.
H*
on
June
in
Highlands,
the
Mass.;
28,
Mildred Monroe, who has been attend- Gray,
twenty-ninth Perkins are
mer with her sister, Mrs. Kben
Salisbury.
employed at Pumpkin Island. I Hew ins and wife, Hampden, Va.
ing school in Brewer the past year, is year of her age, w'as the youngest of four
Charley Brown, of Boston, whose childMark
10.
H.
I
;
who
has
been
seriC.
July
The
three
who
Grindle,
remain to
Bpending her vacation here with her daughters.
hood was passed here, came
Saturday to
mourn her loss with thdir parents are
ously ill for the fast two weeks, is no
grandmother, Mrs. Seth Lurvey.
spend his \Valion with relatives and
Bend model, wlcetch yr p‘\ou
Miss Annie Gray, Mrs. Louise Gasper, and better.
MARLBORO.
Fate Lurvey and family are camping at
free reran
i friends.
Miss Gertrude Gray, all of whom were
Rev. Mr. Waters and family, of New
How to £c
Ralph Hodgkin*. of (\u»tine, spent Sunthe head of Long pond. They are visited
M ibs Sadie A, Tibbetts, daughter of Walwith her in her last moments.
TRADE-MARKS
York, arrived at the Li me burner cottage day with bin father, Roland Hodgkins.
of
their
and
all
an
by many
friends,
enjoy
lace
Tibbetts
and
was
united
in
It being the first break in a happy this week.
marwife,
Miss West more, of Cleveland, O., is
outing on the shores of that beautiful lake.
last
riage
at
w
ith a crushMonday eveuing
family circle, the loss falls
Ellsworth,
Miss Mabel Babson and a party of boarding with Mrs. Woodbury Bowden,
T.
July 10.
! to Winslow Moore, of Ellsworth Falls.
ing weight on those who remain, and\ is friends from Bluchill were the guests of
Beth
who
to
Old
n
went
Tow
Hodgkins,
At
will
live
at
Green
felt by the whole town where she was
present they
Lake,
Miss Lucy Billings and mother this week. j last
LAMOINE.
;
spring, has returned w ith his family where Mr. Moore has employment.
widely known. She had taught in all
Miss Mary Limeburner this week re- to cut his hay.
Miss Vera Berry w*ent to Northeast HarDavid Bowlbyand nephew, Dan Bowparts of Surry, as well as in Bluehill,
ceived the news of the death of her I
bor Saturday for the season.
Albert Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, spent ley, of Lynn, arrived
Ellsworth, and in different towns in
Mr.
Saturday.
John Limeburner, of Ellsworth
brother,
Mrs. W. F. Hutchings is spending a few
w
itb
his
bundsy
parents. Ransom Hodg- Bo vlby will return after a two weeks’
Washington county, always with a marked Falls.
| success.
days with her husband at Gouldsboria
kins
and
wife.
w
She
as a te:cher w ho loved her
visit with his son George, who has been
Mrs. Hattie Davis, of Texas, and Mrs.
Clarence King, of Portland, spent the I work and devoted her whole energy to it.
C. L. Estey, his son Carl, Miss McDon- sojourning here since May. They occupy
Charles
of
are
Whitten,
Waltham, Mas**.,
Fourth with his parents, W. R. King and j She was a brilliant scholar, graduating
ald and Mr. Howes, of Brockton, Mass., the E. L. Grover cottage as last season.
wife.
j1 from the Eastern State normal school at the guests of their mother, Mrs. Frank t spent last week at the Estey cottage,
School closed last Friday after a very
Mr. Salisbury and wife, of Waltham, Castine, class of 1902, with high rank, Billings.
The hoys from here went to Eden the successful term, taught by Grace Hamilton,
The ladies’ aid society held a picnic on
Mass., have been the guests of Capt. i She was one of four teachers who took the
! Fourth to play baseball with the boys of Ellsworth. The school gave an exhibiStratton and wife the past week.
highest rank in a State examination of th<- lawn in front of the home of William there. They won by a score of 23 to 16.
tion in the evening. There was a large
j 2.600.
In church work she was ever ready Knox, on July 4.
A large number was
Mrs. Eugene Wooster, of Waltham, ;
The Misses Luella and Audrey Hodgkins
The Diamond Cure.
Mass., and her niece, Mrs. Grace Joy, and do all she could. She was zealous in Sun- present and a pleasant day was enjoyed.
and Katie and Jennie McIntyre are pickend Christian Endeavor work.
The latest news from Paris
Mrs. Johanna Grindle, who has been
daughter, of Hancock, were in town the j day school
is, that they Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
ing strawberries for E. W. Wooster at have discovered a diamond
her loss is felt by all here. It was
Truly
cure for conFourth.
visiting M. H. Grindle and wife, left this South Hancock.
a sad day to her young associates w hen
TIMfc and
If
fear
sumption.
you
CAX/IT
consumption or
» *Mrs. N, C. King and Mrs. A. W. King I she was laid at rest among a profusion of week for Buck*port, where she will spend
MONEY in 1-1
Mrs. Lorrimer and son Frank, and her pneumonia, it will, however, be best for
1 flowers Bent by
r with her
friends from differ- the su m
broth
Stanley
r,
to
loving
take
that
and family, of Ellsworth, are spending a
you
remedy mentioned
ent towns.
All realize that we do not Gray.
mother, Mrs. Li Vermont, of Bangor, have )>y \\ T. McGee, great
of Van leer, Tenn. **I had
few days at the King homestead.
Miss ; miss her now'as we shall in the future
July 10.
L.
opened their cottage. Mr. Lorrinter came a cough for fourteen years. Nothing helped
Lula Reynolds, of Cambridge, Miss Sweet when we ask w ho will fill her place. May
Ad«**r i*«*r’-* fbcord,
Subscription Iteconf.
for a few days, but has
returned to me, until 1 took Dr. King’s New Discov.1 <»s» t'rfoter'v tMtOOrd,
the
whom
God
she
learned
and
to
love
Ailvertlitlnp Kecoro
and Harold Ball are their guests.
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
»
ery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
Ban g«rr.
trust
whose
years ago, and
presentwhich gave instant relief, and effected a
1
.1 tixl* x***t for quirk
try
Bulol,
B.
T.
her
to
“It
is
Sowle,
ex-Sheriff
helped
through suffering
say:
accompanied by
Frank Hodgkins, wife and child, of Bani*i r. il)«|\c « ircutar ai>«l price
THE GLORIOUS FOURTH.
permanent cure.” Unequalled quick cure, *»H rfferpi”
wren," comfort those* mourning hearts.
Hooper, called one day last week with his gor, Howard Hodgkins, wife and child, of for Throat and Lung Troubles. At E. (J. Hal on api M.-.nop ru*» i#t»eu by
The Fourth in our vicinity was ushered
C.
MooHEs drug stoic; price 30c and *1.00,
July 8.
K. A. A. W. hi. CHILD,
flying machine.
South Hancock, spend Sunday at the
in by a procession of small boys and those
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
u dovi.u sriiKir,
new yoke.
was young people's
Friday
with their parents, Nahum
night
Estey
EGYPT.
cottage
night
armed
with
a
of larger growth, who,
drum,
at the grange. .They ran the grange and
and wife, and their sisters, Mrs.
Hodgkins
became
for
a
Arthur Clark, of Milo, in the guest of
horns, firecrackers, etc.,
&t>brtUBmenls.
furnished the entertainment. They gave ■Klia Thompson, Mrs. Agnes Stanley, and
while literal “disturbers of the peace”.
his aunt, Mrs. A. N. Clark.
and comic Mrs. Augusta Kstey and their families.
songs,
recitations,
dialogues
cornea
once
as
But
only
Independence Day
Clark
and daughter
Mrs. Augusta
speeches, which greatly
Are.
July 10.
pleased and
a year everyone can afford to lose a little
Doris, of Milo, are here visiting.
amused all.
if
he
on
that occasion,
may thereby
sleep
8. 11. Remick, wife and daughter Ruth,
EABT FIUNKUN.
An old boyhood friend of the correencourage the “small boy” to evince his of
Marlboro, called on friends here last spondent, Dr. A. 8. Condon, is much in
Miss Lotta Walton is quite ill.
patriotism.
week.
evidence as an orator at present in I'Uh.
E. L. Lowell, of Blaine, is the guest of
At noon quite a gathering of grangers
Miss Lula West, who has been spending In addition to his thrilling memorial adJ. K. Dunn and wife.
and townspeople assembled in the grove
a few weeks at Bar Harbor, has returned
opposite toe town haH and enjoyed a picColeman Cousins and family have moved
are
jJtmn-UsrmnUs.
nic dinner. After dinner the 'adults reto their farm in Eastbrook tor the haying
where
F.
L.
Mi«*
who
has
Jennie
been
HodgScammon,
paired to the town hall,
time.
W. consider durability one of the
kins called the meeting to order, and in- teaching at Cushing, has finished her
E. L. Lowell and Miss Clara Dunn
absolutely necessary qualifications of
troduced Raymond McFarland, principal school and returned home.
visited Q. H. Rutter and wife Saturday,
good
ranges and stoves.
of Leicester (Mass.) academy.
Mrs. Samuel Deslsle, of Lamoine Beach,
Clarions are made to give good
July 8.
Mr. McFarland referred briefly to the with Mrs. Fred Cline, oif
Lynn, Mass.,
service for a great many years and
JudsonA. Gordon's two boys, Hillard,
days spent by him in that hall as a student was the guest of Mrs. George Jordan
cost practically
aged three and one-half years, and
and teacher, and of the changes wrought last week.
nothing per year for
Ralph, aged two years, were playing with
repairs. Every pattern is designed,
by the “onward march of time”. He conMrs. Fred McKenrie has closed her »
SCOTT'S EMULSION ktvci u a
an ax one day recently, when the elder
trasted the condition of our country house, and with her son Gerald is
every lot of iron selected, every caststopboy cut two fingers off his right hand
bridge to carry the weakened and
made and fitted with these e-'-ds
to-day with what it was in Washington’s ping with her father, R. Williams, of
ing
near the first joint.
I)r. Bridgham took
starved system along until it can find
in view.
West Franklin.
t he fingers off at the joint.
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles.
firm support in ordinary food.
^
Ask jour local agent about CLARCollie Magrath and friend, Mr. Estey, of
Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles,
Mish Harriet M. Blaiadell and brother
Sand for free maple.
°r write us'
Druggists refund moot) If PAZo OINTMENT Old Town, who have been visiting Frank
,0NS’
Carrol
a
few
spent
Stove.
days in Bangor last
falls to cure any case, uo matter of how long
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
Miss
Pearl
Harriet
standing, In 6 to 1* days. Flr»t application gives Hodgkins and wife for the past week,
week.
to
be
treated
for
Street,
New York,
throat
sows
ease and rest. Me. If your .iiugatM tuuu't U
E.STA“L«!HEU WOOD Ct BISHOP CO.. Bangor. Me.
have gone home.
joe. and ft .00; ail dniojieu.
trouble and Carrol for appendicitis.
•end 50c in stamps and it will be forwarded
10.
St.
Louis
Mo.
ANOV.
Medicine
July
Tans
Co.,
10.
postpaid by
July
R.
Sold by J. P.
goon

j
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CLARION

Ranges & Stoves
Durable.
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ELJDKJLDGE, Ellswortli, 3Ie.

<<>i:xn
on*

ftm

\i:wv
v«ws

«r*

>••*«

her old
*

{*«<*.

home. Her daughter Alice, who
teacher in Sharon, will spend Ihe
with her.

The Fourth passed off about as usual
here. Many went to Deer Isle, where the
village improvement society gave ah entertainment which lasted all day and into
the small hours of the next
morning.
H.
July 10.

FRANK UN.
Mi*“ PioHm Bunker, of Bouton, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. lioscoe Gay.
William F. Cook, of Boston, was her©
last week, the guest of Mrs. M. J. Spring-

will be employed at H. 8. McFarland’s

OIJNTY NEWY
•iMMiAita:

summe-

Arw

C'futntj

(M «<»«»

during

pay*w

the

Mrs. Lillian Fitzgerald, who has boon
a few weeks with her
mother,
has returned to her home in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Dean, of Boston, came Saturday
with a maid to open Willow Brook cott ige. Mr. Dean is in Europe, but will join
Mrs. Dean here later.
Anne.
July 10.

here for

a

Mrs. Freeland Annis.
guests
Misses Mattie and Mary Knight are attending summer school in Hampden.

abort vacation.

of

L. Lowell, of Blaine, left Monday,
after a week’s vacation at the pleasant ,
Mi: ses Nellie Haskell and Carrie Gray
borne of .1. K. Dunn and family.
i visited friends at Deer Isle this week.
A Ivan, Arthur and Roy Fern&ld, emMrs. Hattie Miner and three children,
I
ployed at the Waltham watch factory, of Marbletiea I, Mass., have rented the
a
few
been
in
town.
have
spending
days
home of James Robbins for the summer.
Merton Gordon and bride, of Waltham.
William Annis who is employed on the
Mass., have lH*en visiting among old-home {| steamer City of Rockland spent the Fourth
Forest Gordon has also been with his
friends.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Annis.
here during his vacation.
Benjamin
Morse, of Athol, Mass., arj
Freeman Bowden, wife, three sons and rived Sunday and will
spend a few weeks
Ella
Mrs.
of
sifter,
loach,
Penobscot, j with his wife* and daughter at Mill Grove
been
of
their
sisters, Mrs. cottage.
have
guests
Ihvelley and Mrs. Macomber, for a few
S. T. Lowe made a trip to Camden this
days.
week in his gasoline launch. Mrs. Lowe,
1
Mrs. JamesT. Maxwell and ypung son?, who has been the guest of her parents for
Willie, John and Jam#*, of Baugorties, N. i two weeks, returned with him, also her
Y., with her brother, Robert Haley, rode sister, Miss Edna Carter.
up from Hancock Point to spend the
L.
July 10.
Fourth.
WEST TREMONT.
Isaac Gay, a highly-respected citizen,
Beatrice Lunt is employed at the Dirigo
died Monday after n long illness. To the
wife, who has so bravely and loyally at Southwest Harbor.
F. W. Lunt has a fine grocery cart out
borne the care of the sick husband, and >v
sick neighbor in the home, *nd to the <>n the road, driven by Hollis Reed.
sons, heartfelt sympathy is extended.
Mrs. Ina
and children are at the
E.

|

<

!

J

Sawyer

“The glorious Fourth” was an ideal day
for a celebration, but there was little go-

Centre

visiting

her

aunt, Mrs. Bert Harper.

Eugene Brewer and wife are receiving
ing on in town to attract a crowd, beyond congratulations on ths birth of a baby
dinner and supper, advertised by the laKiri.
dies* aid society, both of which were well
Misses Emma Thurston and Lida Rumill
j
ladies
The
extend
thanks
to
patronized.
! have gone to the Ocean house at Manset
Mr. McNeil for efficient aid rendered in
to work.
preparing «n serving the salmon, and to
Gapt. Will Trask and family, who have
all who assisted in any way. From all ap- J
been at Gott's Island and McKinley, came
pearances t^eday can I* calendered for j
home Sunday.
strict tempranee observance, to the credit
of Franklin be it said.
Benjamin Mayo and wife, of Sou^iwcst
a

■

Harbor, spr-nt Saturday with Mrs. Mayo’s
mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt.
SOUTH HURRY.
A pleasant wedding took place at the
Ererird Young has gone to Bangor to J home of Capt. Albion
j evening, when his eldestMurphy Monday
purchase a horse.
daughter, Berj
Mrs. Edward Curtis is gaining slowly. ! nice, was married to Walter Hamblin, of
! Southwest harbor, by Rev. D. M. Angell.
She ha* been out of doors twice lately.
Eddie Curtis came home a few days ago, | About forty guests were present,
i July 10.
Thelma.
slid will .probably remain until after haying.

SOl'TH HANCOCK.
Among the arrivals since last report
Mrs. Nettie Higgins has moved into
are:
Franklin I. Jordan, wife and child,
Mrs. Ruth Smith’s house.
of Boston; Everett Treworgy, from Har- ;
Della Carlisle, of Bangor, Is at R. C.
vard college; Mr. and Mrs. Titus, at Mr.
for the summer.
Sawyer’s, from Bellows Falls, N. 1!.; Wil- Hagerthy’s
Mrs. D. W. Kelley U employed at 8. J.
liam P. Ht?wirt, Mis* Stewart and Mias
Virginia, with two friends, from New Johnston's, Mt. Desert Ferry.
York. Mr. Stewart is preparing to have
Mrs. Henry Brown, of Bar Harbor, has
some work done while here.
been visiting friends here the past week.
,
Mrs. John Dean, of Ellsworth, Alec
OBITUARY.
Morrison and Effie Davis, of Bar Harbor,
By the death of James Young, which were
guests at E. J. Davis’ Sunday.
wa* briefly reported in a late issue of The
is a list of recent arrivals:
Following
Amkkjcan, Houth Surry has lost one of its
Miss Blanch 8mith, Newton, Mass.; Miss
iest’citi.'.en*. Mr Young was a life-loug
Marcia Young, Everett, Mass.; Mrs. A. K.
resident, a son of Job and Ruth Young
both of w hom died a number of years ago. Wooster and Bertha Wooster, Waltham,
Muss.; Mrs. F. M. Watson, D. R. McRae
He lived a Christian life, was always helpand family. New York.
fuitohis neighbors in time of trouble, and
W.
July 10.
w ill lx*
rruch missed by all. He leaves a
widow, one daughter, Mrs. Gage Grindle,
OAK POINT.
of Hound, and two sons, Curtis and CrawFred Kimljall, who has been absent
ford, both of whom are at home, also two three
years, is visiting his friends and
one
Alonzo
grandchildren,
brother,
relatives here.
Young, of Ellsworth, and one sister, Mrs.
George Colson and wife, of Tremont, |
Phebe Torrey, w’ho lives at the carrying
visited Mr. Colson’s parents, Capt. John;
place.
The funeral was held at the union Colson and wife, recently.

FRANKLIN ROAD.
T.ittlo AflW* Marshall has been quite ill
with

Miss Rebecca Butler has returned from

I

Hodgdon, where she has been teaching.
Nellie Phillips went to Northeast Harbor last week, where she has employment,

Mrs. Fairfax aud daughters, of Hagersare with Miss Lefflngwell at
Crowfield for the season.

town, Md.,

NORTH LAMOINE.
Y. Walker and family, of Portsmouth, arc visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Jabez Tripp is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Mary Ann Welch, at Sorrento.
Mrs. Herbert Hodgkins, of Eastport,
and family are to spend the summer with
her mother at the “Kims”.
Mrs. N.

their

at

are

in

sum-

tucr

Miss Helen Butler hns gone to Bar Hari
bor, where she has employment for the
season.

of

Hancock, is

at

for Mrs. J. A. Hill,

Master Chandler Noyes is visiting his

aunt, Mrs. P.

A.

Lewis,

in Hteubon.

AcrfitU

nal

<

ounty

fiet*r,

nee

other pogee

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Stephen

.Small

idgc

mid

wife

returned

from Lincoln last week.
The library received a consignment of
books last Monday.

new

SURRY.

|

Charles Staples and wife, of Ellsworth,
visited bis old homo in Surry last Sunday*
Mrs. Elsie Jordan, with her two chilis visiting friends at Southwest Har-

dren,
bor.

Clarence .Lord

came

home last Sunday
He in an officer

night from Bar Harbor.
on a steam yacht.
July 10.

Mr. and Mrs. 8. R. Cotton, jr., are ocS.
cupying thsir cottage on Greenings Island.
“This
said
Mrs. George Fraser, of New
the
chairman
of
thd
bill,”
Ycyk, is oc! cupying the Savage colonial cottage
again legislative steering committee, “must not
be allowed to become a law in its present
this year.
1
The Ben net-Moulton Stock Co. opened a shape.” “Why not?” demanded the memthree nights’ engagement here last Mon- ber who had charge of the bill. “It’s too
plain and direct. There is only one in! day evening
t Tpretation of it and no possible way of
Services were held at St. Mary’s-by-theevading it. Read it again yourself, man,
Sca on July 4
The address was given by
and tell me, as a lawyer, if you think you
Hon. Seth Low.

Dr. F. L. Wood, who is doing business
in Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his
pa-

Chester Lounder has his cottage (on the
Fred Googins place so-called) quite near

D. Dickey and family, of New
York, arrived Tuesday and are occupying
the Spurling cottage.
Miss Blodgett, accompanied by her
Charles

rents.

could get

a

case

out of it in

a

hundred

years.”

completion.
Mrs. Fletcher Wood and son Henry
Charles Lindsey, of Winter Harbor,
arrived at their home Saturday night for brother, arrived last week and opened her
with
his
Mrs.
spent Sunday
grandmother,
the summer.
! cottage for the season.
Sarah Robinson.
Miss Ella Cummings, who spent the
Bishop and Mrs. Doane and Miss Coudit
Samuel Jones, his sister Emma and Miss
Fourth at her home in North Sullivan, j reached Northeast Harbor July 10, having
What This Ellsworth Citizen Says
Stella Mason, of Bangor, were guests at J£.
returned Saturday.
I just returned from a tr^> abroad.
R. Tracy’s Sunday
Miss Olive A. Cushman and Miss Ella 8.
The steam yacht Peregrine, owned by R.
Only Corroborates the Story of
Wellington Haslem and wife, of Ells- Lewi*, of
Steuben,
spent Saturday with F. : H. White, of Boston, was in the harbor
and
of
were
little
at
Thousands.
worth,
niece,
Bangor,
P. Noyes and wife.
Sunday. With Mr. White were his
F. S. Graves’ Sunday.
The
related by this represenbrother
and
particulars
wife.
Miss Katharine Crosby, who is spend- j
liowis Springer, wife and daughter, of
The Northeast Harbor band filled an a.'l tative citizen of Ellsworth are similar to
mg the summer in Sedgwick, is visiting!
New Jersey, are spending a few weeks
her aunt, Mrs. Emma T. Kingsley.
day engagment at Southwest Harbor on hundred of others in this city. When
with his brother Jason.
F. K. Shaw and wife, of Old Town, | July 4. The band also gave an excursion there are scores of people, all anxious to
Leonard and Edward Wooster, of WalCharles Shaw, wife and son Harold, of to Somesvillo July 10, where a dance was tell about the benefits receh'ed from tho
|
tham, Mas*., were guests of their cousin,
Strong, E. N. Benson and wife, of Bar j hold by the Northeast Harbor orchestra.
use of Doan’s Kidney Pills, the grcatc. t
Arthur Graves. Sunday.
Harbor, are all visiting their parents, John ! The outlook for a busy and prosperous
Mrs. Sarah Robinson, who lias been vis- A. Shaw and wife.
skeptic in Ellsworth must be convinced.
season nt Northeast was never better than
iting her daughter in the western part of
Read the following:
now. Th? hotels a**e filling
L.
July 10.
up, and nearly
the State, has returned.
all of the cottages are rented and occupied. 1
Arthur L. Frazier, employed in the
Miss Ethel Eggleston, of Bridgewater,
BUCKSPORT.
Improvements have been made at the I Union Shoe Factory, Ellsworth, Me., saysj
Prof. W. H. S. Ellingwood, who re- swimming pool, and this, with the golf
Mass., and Norris Miles, of Whitman,
“For some little time last fall I had been
j
Mass., visited Miss Hielta Shaw Thursday. signed from the seminary faculty this : ground which is rapidly being put into
with severe pain in my back. I
annoyed
condition
and
the
has
numerous
tennis
been
made
Miss Ona Googi ns and Wesley Ford, of year,
courts,:
principal at Gorham,
promises to furnish much of the amuse- j paid little attention to it at first, thinking
Marlboro, were married in Veazie July 1. N. H.
Friends of the happy couple extend conit would disappear of itself, but instead
Th fishing schooner A. V. S. Woodruff, raent during the coming months.
gratulations.
(apt. Devereux, has taken a coasting ! The late I)r. George E. Street’s “Mount of getting better the pain grew worse.
Miss Laura Tracy and Herman Sinclair, lic»nsp, and on Thursday sailed for New I Desert” which Messrs. Houghton, Miff in 1 My back felt at times as if it was broken
& Co. are issuing this month, has been
of Ellsworth, were married Saturday eve- York with lumber.
edited by Dr. Samuel A. Eliot. in two. When I sat in a chair at night
ning. A host of friends wish them a
Pemaquid tribe of Red Men has elected carefully
after a day’s work the pain was so severe
Dr. Street’s researches during the
and
life.
many
the
officers:
prosperous
happy
Chandler Wilson,
following
summers of residence at Southwest Harthat I could not sit still and had to keep
G.
July 10.
sachem; Harry F. Ames, senior sagamore; ;
Walter Snowman, junior sagamore; L. H. bor had given him complete mastery of changing my position. The trouble was
j! thej history of the island, and he had
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Chandler, prophet; A. B. Ames, chief of |
at its height when I began taking Doan’s
Mrs. Arno \V. Wooster, who has been
! added many interesting genealogical notes.
records; C. B. Richards, collector of |
The book is illustrated, and although in- Kidney Pills, which were procured for me
very ill, is slightly improved.
i
|
wampuin; George Allen, keeper of warntended for a history, is an excellent com- at E. G. Moore’s drug store. I had only
Miss Ton Moon, of Bar Harbor, is a
puin.
I
! panion for the regular guide books.
taken a few doses when I felt relief, and a
of
ni
her
c
Mrs.
Albert Jewett.
guest
| The railway mail clerks and their wives ,I July 10.
M.
continuation of their use cured me, since
Zemro Hall and wife, of Harrington, had an outing here last, Wednesday. They |
have been vi iting their son, Zemro Hall, visited Fort Knox, and were then enterwhich I have scarcely felt any signs of my
SALISBURY COVE.
j
jr| tained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Miss Bertha Hill, of Dexter, has returned former trouble.”
Miss Hildred Averill, of Frankfort, is in |F. Tapley, where dinner was served. The to her home after
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
spending the last three
town visiting h.r 'grandfather, VV. A. | party included W A. Freese and wife, weeks at Locust Lane.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Charles McCrillisand wife, Sim F. Coombs
|
llavey.
Capt. David Marshall and wife, of Seal
and wife, Mrs. John Lynch, Mrs. Fred
agents for the United States.
Elwin Kendall and wife, of Franklin,
: Harbor, are the guests of their
daughter,
H.
1 Ingraham, Mrs. H. S. French, Mrs. W.
Remember tho name—Doan’s- and take
were guests oi Benjamin llavey and wife
Mrs. Abdon Emery.
Elmer E. Hodgkins and wife,
no other.
over the Fourth.
j Grossman,
Rilph Bridge, of Dexter, was the guest
Mrs. F. O. Gould, and Mrs. George Gould.
Dr. Barbara A. Ring, of Arlington, Mass, |
of his unde and aunt, Rev. J. E. Whit'ilcrrnl Notices.
has returned to her home after a short visit
more and wife, on Sunday.
with h**r parents, Alexander Taylor and
WEST FRANKIJN.
C. E. Pott ingill arrived home Friday
NOTICK or FOBECLOSL'UL.
*
Maud Goodwin is visiting her sister, from South America, where he has been
B. DEASY. of Eden, Hancock
ILUEaE
county, Maine, hereby giv? public noMiss Lena Hooper, who has been visit- Mrs. Bcrthn MePhee, at Waterville.
employed in a packing house for the past tice<t thi t F have a cla*m by
mortgage upon a
ing friends in HalloweU, has returiud.
certain lot or parcel of land situated iu Bar
Eugene Coombs is feasting upon new six months.
Hancock county,
Her brother Harvey ac<*bmpanied her potatoes and green peas raised from his
Harbor, town of Eden,
Miss Beatrice Johnson, of East Sullivan, Maine, bounded and described as follows:
home.

J

■

farm.

Dr. S. E.

Phelps

has

returned

from the

convention. All are pleased to
his kindly face after an absence of
four weeks. During that time his plate
was ably
filled by Dr. Wakefield, of
Steuben.
medical

July

Coombs

was

in

Rangor

last

S.

Haying

arrivals

at

Petit

Plnisants

are:

Emily and Nellie Spering, of
Philadelphia; Mrs. Biedelman, Miss Edith
Biedelman and Miss May Booker, of
Little Hock, Ark.

will

strawberries and

not

commence

cream are

people

until

next

week.. The grass is now growing fast.
•
he crop will be about the same as last
year.

July

CH’E’ER.

10.

j
SARGENT V1LLE.

j

Judge Knapp, of Scranton, Pa., joined
his family at his cottage Tuesday.
Harry Dority, who is employed in Ban\ gor, is at home* preparing to move his
goods to that place.
Mr. Wadsworth and son, of Meriden,
j Conn., are at the Lynnmore, also Mr. and
j Mrs. Philo Hoy, of Chicago, 111.
j A party of forty-five went out on a vessel with the intention of having a sail,
but in that they were disappointed, as
they were becalmed, and remained almost stationary all day.
Some rowed tc
!

the shore in small boats and walked home
to get supper.
M.
July 10.
WEST EDEN.
Walter

Mayo,

spending the
enzo Mayo.

of

Gloucester, Mass., is
with his uncle, Lor-

summer

Miss Edith Higgins has gone to Bar
the summer. She is employed

Harbor for

Newport.
Kittredge, Richard and Fred
Haynes are at h *me from Waltham, Mass.,
at the

Charles

her duties

comb’s store after

an

as

clerk

at

absence of ten

Lis-

days

j

and

among the luxuries set before the
these hot summer days.

his residence.

New

Harbor and

Mrs. George
visited their brother at Green

Home-grown

Misses

Bar

Clark and wife, Leslie Clark and
Lewis Shuman and wife were at
Lamoine Friday.
S.

E. Mills is making extensive repairs

Ora

resumed last

wife,

week.

on

Butler

was

Lake last week.

AURORA.
Mrs. Helen Silsby

John

Mrs.

10._M.

Begitilling at a si one bound set in the ground
at the iutersection of the westerly side line
<>f Ledgelawn avenue with the southerly side
at her home caused by a severe attack of line of Cedar Lane; thence in a westerly direction but always lollowiug the said souththe measles.
erly side line of Cedar Lane, ten (10) feet to an
iron noit set in the ground; thence ou same
Osmond Emery, of Bar Harbor, with a
course, but always following said southerly
party of six friends, enjoyed a trip on his aide liue of Cedar Lane forty-seven and fivetenths (47.5) feet to an iron bolt, set in the
[ naphtha launch Sunday and spent the af- ground in the easterly sice liue of lot numoer
ternoon with his brother, Julien Emery, sixteen section C. vs shown on recorded plan
hereinafter referred to; thence southerly hut
at Springvale farm.
j
always following the said easterly side line of
lot number sixteen section C. seventy-five (7ft)
R.
July
feet to an iron holt set in the ground in the
northerly side line of lot nunibt
MT. DESERT FERRY.
eighteen
section C. as shown on said recorded plan;
8. J. Johnston recently purchased a pair thence easterly but always following the said
side
line
of
lot
number
northerly
eighteen
of horses in Franklin.
section C. forty-seven and five-tenths (47 5)
feet to an iron bolt set in the ground; thence
Judge O. P. Cunningham and daughter on
same course ten (10) feet to a stone bound
set iu the ground in the said westerly side
I spent Friday at their cottage,
line of Ledg lawn avenue; thence northerly
Miss Minnie Carter, of West Ellsworth, but
always follovviug the said westerly side
line of Ledgelawn avenue,seventy five (75)feet
is boarding with Mrs. Walter Moon.
to the said .‘tone bound at the place of beginMrs. Eugene Wooster and two sons, of ning, contaiuing four thousand, three hundred and two (1,^02) square feet, more or less.
Waltham, Mass., are at their home here.
Said mortgage is from Albert L. Higgins, of
Eden, to Edward B. Mears, Charles C.
Harvey E. Colby and wife, of Bangor, said
Monison and Luere B. Deasy, is dated Februvisited relatives here and at Hancock last ary lfi, 1904, and recorded iu the Hancock
county. Maine, r gistry of deeds, Ft brnary 24,
week.
1901, in book 401, page 424.
Said mortgage was assigned by said MorriWebber
and
of
Roy
wife,
Greenwich, son
and Mears to the undersigned by instruare
Conn.,
visiting her parents, I. L. Crab- ment dated October 4, 1904, and recorded in
said registrv, October 8, 1904, in book 412, page
tree and wife.
312.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
Lewis Springer, wife and daughter, of
by reason whereof I claim foreclosNew Jersey, were the guests of Mrs. Ethel broken,
ure of the same and give this notice for that
Lukkb B. Dim.
Moon last week.
purpose.
Bar Harbor, Maine. July 7, 1905.
Mrs. Nettie Higgins is caring for Mrs.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Annie Spratt and children, who are ill
T1THEREAS Abiah F. Nason, of Ellsworth
with the measles.
Hancock county, Maine, oy his mort▼ V
C.
gage deed dated the 13th day of October, a. d
July 10.
1891, and recorded in the registry ot needs for
said Hancock county, in nook 253, pa^e 544,
OTTER CREEK.
conveyed to me the undersigned, Emery Mailof sai 3 Ellsworth, a certain parcel of
Mrs. Effle Silsby, of Amherst, is visit- docks,estate
real
situated in said Ellsworth, and
thus d>.scribed iu said moitgage deed, a cering relatives here.
tain lot or parcel of real estate situated in
Aulick Palmer and family are occupying North Ellsworth, in said
county of Hancock,
and bring the homestead on which I now live
their cottage at Otter Cliffs.
and have lived for twenty seven years and
James Smith has purchased the Horace bounded and described as follows, to wit:
On the north by land of Alexander H. MadLiscomb place and will move in in the fall.
dock«; east by land now or formerly ot Robert
The W. C. T. l\ will hold an ice-cream Uerry; south by land of Hannah T. Mud docks
and Sarah F. Nason; west by the new Bangor
l sociable at the vestry next Wednesday road, so called, ami containing
twenty one
acres, more or less, with he buildings thereon.
evening.
And whereas, the condition of said mortMrs. Nancy
Walls and
Mrs. Linda gage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
Richardson have gone to Lamoille on a 1 claim a foreclosure of suit!
mortgage.
Ellsworth, Maine, July 7. 1905.
short visit.
Embry Maddocks.
Rev. A. M. McDonald, of Bar Harbor,
A.
J.
By
Peters, attorney.
lias resumed

Sawing with the rotary
week, tilling orders from
other places.

see

Mrs. Irene Mureh, who underwent a
Rev. J. PN8Lraonton, of Ellsworth,
tjuitc a number from here attended the
officiating. Interment was in Bay view surgical operation at tho Bangor hospital celebration in Amherst.
cemetery. Among those attending from recently, is improving very fast.
Mrs. A. F. Nickerson, of Bangor, is
out of town w ere Robert Wit ham and
Roy Haynes and wife, of Ballardvale. visiting her niece, Mrs. W. N. Crosby.
w ife, of Foist
Bluehill; Mrs. David Curtis Mans., Ralph Il.^ynes, of Waltham, Miss.,
Frank Richardson, of Old Town, who
and son Harvey, of
Bluehill; Charles Mrs. Lura Dolliver and son Milton, of his been
visiting here has returned home,
Curtis and wife, low el l Young. Miss Seawall, are spending their vacation at
Miss Bernice Silsby, who has
been
Emma and Milton, also of East Bluehill.
their
old
home.
The family has the sympathy of the entire
teaching at Moose Hill, is home for the
10.
Plutarch.
July
community.
summer.
Tram i*.
July 10.
Mrs. Howard Crosby was in Ellsworth
OCEAN VILLK.
Her
last week.
BABB HARBOR.
mother, Mrs. Susan
Mias Ethel Knowlton, of Stonington, is
Treadwell, accompanied her home.
The Misses Spear, of Newton, Mass., are visiting Rena Crockett.
at L. F.
Mrs. S. E. Crosby, who has been visiting
Miss Dora Willis, of Winnegance, is
(^ott’s.
her daughters in Brewer and East Bangor,
Charles Hawes aud family, of Bangor, visiting her sister,'Mrs. Elmer Lufkin.
has returned home. Her little nephew,
are
spending a few weeks at Grey Rocks.
Little Maurice Greenlaw, who broke his
Ralph Vague, came with her.
Arthur Turner, who has been visiting arm a few days ago, is getting along finely.
July 9.__C.
here, has returned to his home in BoothMiss Mineola Bridges, of Isle au liaut,
bay.
is spending a few days w ith Mrs. Abbie
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Ernest Moore has moved his family to Co nary.
8. A. Johnson, of Somerville, Muss.,
Manset, where he has employment for the
The foundations for the two new houses who is now at Old Farm cottage, dissummer.
to be built here near the church are com- played the dag at half mast on the day of
Miss Violette Gott entertained her pleted, and the carpenters will soon be- Secretary Hay’s funeral.
friends Saturday evening, her sixteenth gin their work.
Harry Joyce, of Deer
Mrs. Hayward, wife of Presiding Elder
weeks birthday.
Isle, is the contractor.
Hayward, and two of her sons made a
A.
7.
Misses Harriet and Blanche Benson, of
July
short call at the island last week. They
went from here to Atlantic.
Homerville, Mass., are spending a few
Mrs. R. 8. Fanning and family, of -Valor ia, N. Y., are oocupy ingalrs. McDonald's house this season.

The Misses Galbraith

home in town.
j
Miss May Young,
|i work

<*burc£i,

weeks with friends here.

o

Upending

pneumonia.
Lydia Joy and children were at G. L
Joy’s a few days last week.
er.
REACH.
Charlie Piper, of Eustbrook, is helping
Carrol! l>unn has accepted a position at
A. R. Campbell made a trip to Boston his uncle, Henry Butler, get his hay.
Bar Harbor for tins season, leaving here
WEST GOlTLDSBORO.
William Look, of South Brookline, is
recently and purchased a horse.
last week.
Miss Mary Lowe spent Saturday
his
Cleveland
Miss
Delia
Clark.
and
Charlotte
Mrs.
John
visiting
cousin,
Annis and two children are
Mrs.
daughter
Bangor.
the

COUNTY NEWS.

summer.

j

|

11._

J

passed quietly. The St. for a few weeks’ vacation.
handsomely decorated
Miss Eleanor Kittredge spent a few days
In the evening G. IT. last week with her
with bunting.
Quite a number from here attended the
sister, Mrs. Alice preached a very interesting sermon here
Kirkpatrick, of 8t. Paul, Minn., enter- Graves, at Northeast Harbor.
wedding of Miss Bernice Murphy and
Sunday afternoon.
P. B. Russell and wife, who have spent
tained with the graphophone.
Walter Hamblen at the home of her father, a short vacation at
Anon.
Mildred Mayo, who has been visiting
July 10.
their cottage here, reChips.
July 10.
Uapt. Albion Murphy, at West Treraont, turned to Boston Saturday.
her aunt, Mrs. Evie Young, at North
SORRENTO.
July 3.
Sedgwick, came home Iasi Thursday.
TRENTON.
Mrs. Charles Brown and Mrs. William
The body of a man believed to be that
Miss Julia Kittredge, of this place, and
10.
S.
July
at
summer
who
the
are
Brooks,
passing
Mrs. Pettengill, of Waltham, is the
of W illiam Robertson, of this place, w ho
Harry Bennett were married July 5, in Bar Harbor, were here Thursday calling
was lost last winter, was seen in Frenchguest of her sister, Mrs. John Davis.
BARTLETT'S ISLAND.
the Methodist church at Southwest Haron old neighbors.
man’s bay last Tuesday. The body beMrs. George Stafford, of Bar Harbor,
bor. They will make their home in PortMrs. Katie Bartlett has re turned from
Y.
10.
July
came entangled in a trawl, and was raised
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
land.
Ellsworth.
to the surface, but before it could be reButler last week.
X. Y. Z.
July 10.
George Bartlett attended the celebration covered, the trawl parted and the body
SOUND.
Mrs. Frances Head, of Bangor,
spent at Southwest Harbor the Fourth.
sank.
Walter Sargent is home for a few days.
SOUTH DEER
Sunday with her parents, Benjamin
18L£
Spec,
July 7.
Albert Fullerton came from Ellsworth
NorthM.
has
to
E.
w
Mrs.
gone
Joidan and ife.
Higgins
Thomas Warwick and wife, of Boston,
to spend the Fourth with Capt. George
for
the summer.
are spending a few weeks with Mrs. War- east Harbor
Low Hound Trips Kates to California.
Miss Bernice Jordan returned home from
Ray and family.
If you are ever going to California, this sumwick’s father, Leander Allen.
Walter Blake, of Stoningtou, spent a Bangor Sunday, where she has been visitFred Hanaford and wife, of Dorchester, mer Is the time to
go. The rates are unusually
ing friends and relatives for the past week.
Capt. Simmons spent the Fourth with few dayl at his home here last w-eek.
arrived
the
first
of
the
week
and
low.
Mass.,
Only $62/0 Chicago to San Francisco, Los
8. M.
his family. He left again on Friday, takJuly 10.
The Rogers Parker, of Rockland, recentare boarding at Mrs. Olive Bartlett’s.
Angeles, Sacramento or Santa Barbara and re
lug his wife with him for a visit in ly loaded w'ith atone at Fernald’s wharf.
The schooner Henry Chase arrived from turn. May 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,18, 29. 30, 31 and
HULL’S COVE.
Friendship and Portland.
June 1, aho August 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13 and 14.
Mrs. Lucy Holland and daughter FlorBluehill to-day with ioe, sawdust, phoshas
MassachuHudson
to
Kelley
Double berth In tourist sleeping car, Chicago to
gone
Mrs. V. Q. Greenlaw came from Iales- ence, of Chicago, are guests of Mrs. Lewis
and lumber for Judge and A. P.
phate
he
has
where
obtained
California, $7. Through tourist cars for Caliemployment.
setts,
boroon Saturday and opened her house Dorr.
fornia leave Union Passenger Station, Chicago,
for the summer.
Alvah Pierce goes to
Dexter to-day, Loring.
Her daughter Lina is
Miss Edith Dorr pleasantly entertained
B.
1023 p. m. dally Route—Chicago, Milwaukee
Juiy 8.
where he has work for the summer.
spending her vacatiou with her.
a number of her friends at a law’n party
A St. Paul, Union Pacific and Southern Pacific
If
can’t
do
is
at
home
from
else
Mrs. J. E. Robbins, of Alston, Mass., given at her home Friday evening.
to
yon
Stanley
anything
Winthrop
try
keep Line. F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent,
of
where
he
has
out
the
came on Tuesday to spend the summer in
H.
been
He
10.
1243 Railway Exchange, Chicago.—Advt.
way.
teaching.
July
Eustis,
The

Paul

Fourth

cottage

was

________

subscriber bereby gives uotice that
has been duly appointed adminwith the will annexed of the estate of Emily F. Farnsworth, late of Southwest Harbor, in the couuty of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estute of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlton E. Fasmswokth.
mediately.
June 6,1905.
he
THE
istrator

hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminisTHE
tratrix with the will annexed
subscriber

of the estate
of Sarah L. Maxcy, late of Oastine, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
June 6, 1905.
Lizzib 8. Hook if

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Joshua L. Marshall, late
of Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law diAll persons having demands against
rects.
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im>3i£th Norwood.
mediately.
June 22, 1905.
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BROOK LIN.

NORTH

Mrs. Carrie DeWitt is quite ill.
H. O. Staples, of Bangor, id in town.

!

E. J. Carter, of Stonington,
last week.

in town

was

Miss Mildred Smith is visiting friends
Isle.

at Deer

crowd

was

July

A large

4.

in town.

Charlotte Everton, of Boston, is
visiting Mies Mary Cole.
Miss

Lee H. Powers, wife and son, of Boston,
the Wells house.

are tu

E. Blake and wife returned to Pros-

A.

pect Harbor Wednesday.
Mrs. Amanda Sellers returned to her

Thursday.
Roy Kane, of Springfield, Mass., is visiting his mother, Mrs. Emma Kane.
Mias Harriet McDonnell, of Bath, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Bert Anderson.
H. H. Bartlett, Who has been in Massabonis.* at Sunshine

chusetts for medical

treatment, is at home.

Mary Cole visited her cousin, Mrs.
Charles Blance, at Prospect Harbor, this
Miss

week.
Beatrice Tibbetts is stopping with Mrs.
Linda Allen at North Sedgwick fora few
weeks.
Edward

Staples, of Brockton,

in town

been

Mass., has

visiting his brother, John

F. Staples.
Miss Georgia Winslow, of Fitchburg,
Mass., is the guest of her cousin, Miss
Bessie Herrick.

Stewart, who has been employed
on the yacht Indra as cook, has been
home for a few days.
Miss Laura Stewart, who has been attending school in Providence, R. I., is at
Fred

Jbome for her vacation.

York and friend, of Three
are employed at the Phil-

Miss Winnie

Rivers, Mass.,

lips

house for the

season.

Miss Mina Stewart, who is employed in
a

Providence,

R.

I., hospital
R.

visiting her parents,
wife.

as

nurse,

is

C. Stewart and

ELla Reed Bellows, of Virginia, is
her sister, Mrs. Rosa Snow. MrsBellows was accompanied by her daughter
Mrs.

visiting
and

grandson.

Marks Wakefield and son
Mrs. George Lopaus and children, of
Somerville, Mass., are visiting their mother
Mrs. Addie Marks.
Mrs. Carrie

and

Percy Bridges and wife, of Brockton,
Mass., and Miss Lutie Bridges, of Providence, R. I., are visiting their pa rents,
David Bridges and wife.
I nk Femme.
J%ly 10.
BL'CKSPORT.
The game between Bucksport and Newport baseball teams Saturday was won by

the home team.

Score, 8 to 7.

M. B. Stetson, Capt. MurNicholson fleet.
dock Mclnnis, of the
Bailed Saturday morning for the banks.
The schooner

Howard A.
tract

for

Dorr,

carrying

who gave up the conthe mail over the

Bucksport-Castine route,

has

moved to

his farm at North Penobscot.

Theodore H. Buck, a retired lumber
dealer of Chelsea, Mass., who was born in

Bucksport sixty-five years ago, died at
his summer home in Winthrop, this afternoon.

Miss Amy S. Perkins, of Castine, a graduate of the normal school, has been elected
teacher in the department of English and
mathematics of the East Maine conference
seminary.
James Stubbs has secured the contract
to carry the mail

from Brooksville to Cape

Rosier, beginning
month.
move

Mr.

from

Lucian

Castine,

his work the first of the

family

Stubbs’

Bucksport

will

soon

to Brooksville.

Powers and Luther Bridges, of
were

brought here Friday by
Wescott, of Castine,

Deputy
and arraigned before Recorder Remiek on
charge of violating the prohibitory law’s.
They were found guilty and sentenced to
jail for sixty days and to pay a fine of flOO.
They appealed to the October term of
Sheriff David

xUjbmisrmmts.

The Cause of

Many

Sudden Deaths.
There is a disease prevailing in this
country most dangerous because so deceptive.

Many

sucGen

deaths are caused by
it
heart
disease,
heart
pneumonia,
failure or apoplexy
are often the result
of kidney disease. If
kidney trouble is allowed to advance the
—

kidney-poisoned
blood will attack the
vital organs or the

Kidneys themselves break down and waste
away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result from
a derangement of the kidneys and a cure is
obtained quickest by a proper treatment of
the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
can make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer’s
5tvamp«Root, the great kidney, liver and
b!udder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and scaldin
pain in passing it, and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity cf being compelled to
fo often during the day, and to get up many
t rncs during the nigh?.
The mild and the

aordinary

effect of

Swamp-Root

is

soon

fealized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold
by all druggists In fifty-cent and one-dollar
sized bottles. You may
have a sample bottle of
tills wonderful new discovery and a book that
tells ail about It,

both

Home of

Swamp-Boot,

free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing^rhentioD
wading this generous offer in this paoer.

aent

Dost vain any mistake, bat remember tbe
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root,
and the addreM, Binghamton, N. Y., on every
bottle.
name.

other pager

DEER IS1.E.
returned from yachting

(Original]
I suppose I am considered a man of
fine
taste,
though tbe only eviliterary
!
Louis Ellis, who has been employed on
dence I have of this is that my friends
the steamer Juliette, is home.
are continually ask lug toy opinion of
Mrs. Frank Haskell and two daughters
this or that book. One class of fiction
are visiting in Medford, Mass.
1 always detested—detective stories.
George Thompson, of Charlestown, Today I read every detective story l
Mass., is visiting relatives here.
can get my hands on. This is the cause
Charles White, of Chicago, has joined
of my conversion:
his family at their cottage here.
One summer my friend Glut rile Coe
George Johnson, who has been home asked me to spend some time with him
at Ids country seat.
He had there a
several weeks, went away Saturday.
number of guests, including Virginia
Mark C. Whitmore and wife, who went
Carney, wham 1 had met before, and
to Gam den last week, have returned.
Miss Kate Taylor, whom l met there
Mrs. “Jack” Stinson and Miss Lida Stin- for the first time.
Virginia Carney
son have been inStonington the past week.
was Inclined to literature of a refined
Miss Melissa Blastow and Mrs. V. G. type, ami It was supposed that on ar j
V\ ynkerpaw, ot Rockland, are guests of count of congenial tastes she and l j
would make a match. When Miss Tay |
; Mrs. Belcher Howard.
Rev. John M. Brockie and wife, of Old lor told me that she loved detective
''Town, have been visiting Mrs. Brockie’s stories It seemed to me that we could
never have anything in common.
mother, Mrs. Mary J. Haskell, recently.
One evening as 1 was hurrying down
Freeman Howard, who has been emto dinner, being late, I saw a
well
came
home
on
the
Athene,
yacht
ployed
dressed man on the stairs with an over
from Marblehead last week on account Of !
coj t on his arm aud a satchel in his
poor health.
hand. On seeing me he looked a triFrank E. Haskell, of Boston, and Emery
fle embarrassed, told me that he was
Haskell, who have spent their vacation a newly arrived guest, that he did not
with their mother, Mrs. Mary J. Haskell,
wish to disturb the host while at dinwent away Saturday.
ner and he would be obliged If I would
Cipt. Nathan Lowe, who has been visit- show him to some room where he could
iug at home, has returned to Bangor. R. make a toilet. Tie butler was la the
B. Staples has gone with him as steward hall below, and it occurred to me tv#
and Andrew Knight and William Kinney
turn the man over to him; but. not
have gone as stamen.
wishing to appear disobliging. I took
E.
him up to my own room and loft bin.
July 10.
there.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
1 did not think of him again, nor did
Mrs. Mary Smith, of Lynn, Mass., is the
I see him. I played an exciting game
guest of her sister, Mrs. Lottie Thompson. of billiards after dinner uml from then
till midnight danced. The next mornMr. and Mrs. Abbott spent the Fourth
at
Blnehill with their daughter, Mrs. ing early l was off with a fishing party
and did not return till shortly before]
Horace Herrick.
Eugene Allen and wife, who have dinner.
On entering tlie bonne i met my host
camped out for a week on the island, have
and to!d him of my succeas at fishing.
returned home much rested.
He l!-tem*d without showing the slight
Miss Minnie Christie and Miss Hazel
est interest—indeed, was very freezing
Nevells, of Sedgwick, are the guests of
In h!s demeanor toward me. At din
Miss Inez Page at the Beeches.
Dcr the guests treated me in the same
Miss Annie El well, of Woodfords, will fashion.
No one refused to speak to
spend her vacatiota here with her grand- me. but all avoided me. During the
mother, Mrs. M. L. El well, at the Cedars. evening I went t> Miss Carney and
Miss Abbie L. Elwell, of Portland, was
endeavored to draw from her the cause
among the arrivals in town Saturday. of my singular treatment. 1 soon found
She will spend the summer with her
that, whatever tin* cause was, she had
mother, Mrs. Elwell, and take a long rest. been ;u fully affected by it as any one
Fred Cole, wife and three children, of el e. But sU« gave me no satisfaction.
Later, much depressed by what 1
North Brooklin, and George Thurston
and two children, of Leominster, Mass., could not understand. I went out on to
Hearing a
spent Sunday with Harry Thurston and the pine a and sat al6ue.
#
light step l*ehind me, I turned, and
wife.
there was Kate Taylor.
I arose and
Mrs. Annie Tripp, of Minnesota, who
bowed formally, not knowing what to
is visiting in Bluehill, and Miss Joy
expect.
Hinckley, of Bluehill, were in tow n Fri“You have noticed, I suppose,** she
day visiting at Mrs. G. M. Allen’s at Oaksaid. 4a coolness toward you. I doubt
land farm.
if you know the cause.”
Rae.
July 10.
“I do uot.”
“A number of guests have missed
NORTH CAST1NE.
since last night some of their valuaMiss Josephine Dunbar is home from
bles, and a diamond brooch was found
Bucksport.
yesterday morning by the manservant
Mrs. Charles Deverenx has gone to Boswho brushes the guests’ clothes in the
ton for a brief stay.
side iwcket of your dinner jacket.”
Samuel Dunbar and wife are at home,
For a moment I was thunderstruck,
after spending several days in Bangor.
but the guest, or, rather, thief, whom 1
Miss Helen F. Dunbar arrived Saturday bad taken to my room soon came buck
to my memory and accounted for evfrom Chelsea, Mass., for the summer vacation.
erything. I hurriedly gave the girl an
account of the matter, and I saw at
John P. Leach, of Camden, spent the
once that she believed my story. Then
Fourth with his mother, Mrs. Mary L.
I started tj go in and explain the mat
Leach.
ter to the host.
Mrs. Ada Joyce and Miss Goldie Dun“One moment,” said Miss Taylor.
bar have returned from a visit to Brock“Will be believe you r”
ton, Mass.
“Why not? l>o you uot believe me?"
Isaac D. Dunbar,
of
the
schooner
"Yes, but I did not believe you guilty
“Marion Turner”, has been spending the in the first place.
If l had 1 don’t
past week w-ith his family.
think I would Ik* much inti deuced by
Mrs. Dora A. I^each entertained her Sun- your story, in criminal cases you will
day school class of girls at her home Sat- notice that people range themselves on
urday afternoon, it being the anniversary ou*- side or the other and do uot change
their opinions whatever the evidence or
of her birthday and also of one of her pupils. Refreshments were served and sou- the verdict.”
"What oourse do j*ou advise?"
venirs in remembrance of the occasion
”1 have always had a fancy for depresented.
tective work. Suppose you do nothing
J uiy 10.
L.
for the present and leave the matter
EAST ORLAND.
to me.”
W. L. Wentworth is having the engine
I was glad fo avail myself of any
assistance. Slie asked lee to tell u.y
put in his naphtha launch.
Warren Powers

story o\er, questioning me minutely
as
I did so. Then we separated, it
being understood that she was not to
Mrs. Mary Gray and daughter Winifred
treat tue any
differently from tile
visited in Penobscot the past week.
others.
Bell
and
Mr.
Harry
Frisby, of Portland,
The next few days were torture to
Conn., are boarding at F. W. Wentworth’s. me. Aroided by the guests and treatMiss Mary Pangborn, of Baltimore. Md., ed coolly by the host, 1 wished to leave,
has leased James Davis’ house for the but Miss
Taylor advised my remainsummer.
ing. so 1 stayed on and every day was
Mrs. Flora Dorr and Miss Bertha Dorr the more shunned.
left Friday to join Capt. E. L. Dorr, whose
At the end of the llftb day. Just bevessel is at Fort Point. They will accom- fore dinner, the host asked for the atpany him to Bangor, to which port he is tendance of every guest iu the drawbound with coal.
ing room. 1 felt sure that my time
J uly 10.
had come; that I was about to be deM.
When we were assembled,
nounced.
NORTH BLUE HILL.
Coe addressed us:
Mrs. Cora Hill is visiting her mother,
"My friends, a robbery has occurred
Mrs. Abbie Cushing.
in this house which has thrown susMrs. Harry E. Bowden, of Brockton, is picion on one guest and lias been unHe then told
raveled by another.”
visiting at N. Bowden’s.
the story of my meeting the man fn
There will be a social dance at the
the hall and continued: “A lady took
grange hall Friday evening.
up the case, and, from the fact of the
Mrs. Belle Gillis, of Auburn, has been
butler haring been iu the hall when or
visiting her cousin, A. T. Gillis.
soon after the assumed guest entered,
James L. Saunders, jr., and family are she suspected him and left money
visiting his parents, J. L. Saunders and (marked; where it would tempt him.
lie was caught iu the trap, and on
C. F. Wescott has purchased of Oatley promise of inmiuuiry confessed that
Gray the place formerly known as the be had admitted the thief while- we
were at dinner.
Charles Hayser place.
The unexpected meeting on the stairs had well nigh frusJuly 10.
D.
trated the tillers plans. Thinking he
SEDGWICK.
Would he caught, he slipped the broach
Percy Bridges and wife, of Brockton, In the guest's pocket. Our valuables
return home to-day.
have all been recovered. The name of
Mrs. Lizzie Willins, of Bluehill, is vis- the exonorated gueat I need not men
tlon; the amateur detective is Miss
iting her mother, Mrs. O. P. Carter.
Mrs. Fred I. Moor, of Lynn, Mass., and Taylor.”
Every one In the room took me b;
her sister, Miss Andie Lufkin, are visiting
the baud and congratulated me on my
their mother, Mrs. O. P. Carter.
vindication, but I have never since spoCapt. Y. H. Cain is home from Isle au ken to any one of them
except Kate
Haut. He will take his two boys with
Taylor, who is now m.v wife.
him to the island to spend their vacaS. UCNTEU UAUsEV.
tion.
The grange will give a strawberry festival at the hall Wednesday night.

court.

exn

...

| Saturday.

Miss Gertrude Parker is visiting friends
in. Boat on.

Brooklin celebrated

Courtly' JVVw.

ti

A BIT OF AMATEUR
n
DETECTIV E WORK

wttniimill*.

Alabama

Governor of
Endorses

Pe-ru-na.
State Officials

Other Prominent
Add Their

ONE

of the most wonderful

event*

in

the

history

Praises.

The Magnificent State Capitol Building of Alabama.

of

Governor of Alabama Commends Pe-ru

medicine I* the multitude of
endorsements which Peruna is

Mobile, in a recent letter from
Mobile, Ala., way#:

na.

“Allow me to lend to you my
testimonial as to the good
receiving as a catarrh cure
qualities ot Peruna. I have
from men of national
“/ join Congressman Brewer In comused it for the past three
importance.
mending Peruna. "—Joseph J. Johnston.
months
arul find it i* *
The most distinguished men
most excellent tonic.”— P. D.
of the United State* have no
Barker.
Peruna art an excellent tonic, and it Is
hesitation ia lending their influence to
II. $. Marshal; Northern District.
recommended to me by those who hare
assist in letting the public know of the
Hon. I)an Cooper, U. 8. Marshal for
used it a«( a good catarrh cure.”—John
merit* of Pertmt,
the Northern District of Alabair.a,
C. Loftwich.
I
Nearly one-half the people are in some
writes:
Register United States Land Office.
way affected by catarrh. Therefore it
“Your remedy
for
catarrh and
is almost a national curse, and it h» of
Hon. Robert Barber, Register United la grippe, Peruna, has done me so much
national import that the people should States Land Ottlce, writes from Montthat
1
cannot
too
good
speak
highly of it.
know of Peruna.
gomery, Ala.:
“I have used it for a short time and
Catarrh is an American disease.
“For some time I have been a sufferer have improved rapidly from the first
Peruna is an American remedy.
from catarrh in its incipient stave, so day. I was really much surprised at
Catarrh is a result of changeable
much so that I became depressed and such a quick and effective cure.”—Dan
climate. Pernna is a result of long and
feared my health was generally in a Cooper.
careful experimentation.
decline. But hearing of Pernna as a
U. S. Marshal. Southern District.
Catarrh enters the system through the
good remedy I gave it a fair trial ami | Hon. I*. J. Bryan, IT. 8. Marshal for
nerve centers and affects the mneous
began to improve. Its effects were dis-1 the Southern District of Alabama,
membranes. Peruna enables the nerve
tinctly beneficial, removing the annoy- writes:
centers to repel and expel the catarrh
ing symptoms, and it was particularly | “I have used Peruna for catarrh a
from the system.
short time and have also had several
good as a tonic.”—Robert Barber.
Catarrh is a systemic disease and
friends try it and they all pronounce it
Collector of Port.
curable only by systemic treatment.
the best catarrh remedy ever put on the
The remedy that cures catarrh must
Hon. J. K. Burke, Collector of Port,
market. It can not be praised too
aim directly at the depressed nerve Mobile, Ala., writes:
highly.”—L. J. Bryan.
centers. This is what Peruna does.
“Peruna I can recommend as a tine
If you do not derive prompt and satismedicine. It has been used in my famRedeemer of Public Moneys.
factory results from the us© of Peruna,
and
as
a
tonic
it
is
excellent.
I
take
; write at once to Dr.
Hon. John C. Leftwlch, Redeemer of ily
Hartman, President
Public Moneys, whose office is in the pleasure in testifying to its flue quali- of the Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
ties.”—J.
K.
Burke.
Postoffice Building, in a letter written
Ohio, and he will give you the bon-fit
#r»»m Montgomery, Ala., says:
Postmaster of Mobile.
of his valuable advice gratis. All cor*
P
r*„,,
1»
'»o..n
PT-lf<*»v
**J Uiko pleasure in
of! r«»M ondeuce strictly confidential.
In

letter dated July 26, I***!, written from Montgomery, Ala., Governor Joseph J. Johnston, says:
a

■

COUNTY NEWS.

fifty fish (haddock and codi. Mrs. If. P.
Long was high line and Mr*. F. D. l*mg
caught the biggest fish. 8be ways it was
“a whopper”. They left Thursday and
EAST BLUEH1LL.
returned Saturday.
G«orge E. Carter is rebuilding bis barn.
Last Thursday A. E. Long, A. K. Carter
Mrs. Anna Rich, of Bangor, is visiting and Roacoe V.
Long started on a Ashing
Mrs. L B. Orindle.
cruise in C. H. Curtis’ sloop Myra. They
Miss Alice Chamberlain is~with Mr*. returned Saturday with fish, but the boat
for additional County .V?i«

Max

wf other

Abram at Bluehil).

Mrs.

visited

Miss

Edith Skelton, of West Brooksvisiting Miss Nettie Graves.

ville,

is

Anson Thom went to
last

Thursday

Northeast Harbor

to obtain

employment.
Twining and May Jerany

Misses Mable
at the Point Lookout club-house.

are

Abel
his

B. Marks spent the Fourth] with
brother, Horace Marks, atJBayside.

returned last Wednestwo-weeks’ visit at Lamoine.

Mrs. C. A. Cook

day from
Harvey

additional County A'e
j

wi,

*«« other pay#*

EAST LAMOINE.

Albert Emerson and family, of Iawj
rence, Maas., arrived Thursday and will

j
j

spend

t

-e summer

witb his

uncle,

Bloom-

field Smith.

Eugene Hunker, wife and little daughter Marion are visiting her father, A. B.
M. Montgomery, wife and little j
daughter Eleanor have occupied their ! Higgins.
Mias Isiura Haskell, of Deer Isle. « vissummer residence since June
22. Mrs. !
Montgome ry’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. iting at N. D. King's.
Mrs. Festus Merrill and the Misses MerDeLong are with them. The doctor has j
two house servants, one stable keeper and 1 rill are occupying their summer home At
all around man, and one man at work on I Lamoine Beach.
the farm. He has named the sloop yacht, i
Mrs. James Nelson and little son are
which he recently purchased, for his little
visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Martin.
daughter Eleanor.
H.
11.
wasn’t

UeUI Curtis, of Bluehill,
Mrs. Charles Curtis last week.

COUNTY NEWS.

page*

loaded.

Dr. E.

July

Nearly

all

the

granite

quarry men from here who

cutters

are at

_

and

work

at

DEDHAM.

Miss Bernice McLaughlin ha* gone to
Saturday before
P. Longhand wife, of Iiallowell, the Fourth. Last Tuesday afternoon they Kineo for the summer.
launch.
are the guests of Mr. andj^Mrs.
Frank returned in a gasoline
Mias Lizzie Aiken, of Salem, Mass., ii
They
were E. E. Candage, Hollis Gray, Lather
Long.
visiting her father, Augustus Aiken.
Richard
Grindle, N. F. I J. A.
Mrs. Oscar] Remick, of Trenton, with W. Bridges,
McLaughlin, who is employed at
two children, is visiting] relatives in the Twining, Henry Black, W. F. Chapman.
Stockton Springs, spent the Fourth at
Lester Grindle, Arthur Candage, Roacoe j
home.
village.
Greene and Harvey Candage.
C. H. Ward well left here last Thursday
Mins Lizzie Burrill, of Brockton, Mass.,
10.
G.
July
for Stonipgton. He will be employed as a
is spending her summer vacation with
granite cutter.
friends in town.
EAST SURRY.
B
Richard Ashworth, jr., come
July 10.
from
Mrs. Agues Clark, of Surry, is visiting
Mount Waldo last Monday and returned
friends here.
NORTH LAMOINE.
last Thursday.
Rev. J. D. MoOrsw preached in the MorThere will lie a dance at Mascot hall
Mrs. John Charnley, Ethel Bridges and
church Sunday.
Monday evening, July 17. Musk by w uAgnes Charnleyfsre at the Kimball house* gan’s Bay
son’s orchestra. Ice-cream and cake.
Miss Lena Atherton, who has spent the
at Northeast Harbor.
July 11.
Si’Kry
winter in Waltham, Mass., is home for a
Charles D. Miller, cook of the 'fourfew weeks.
masted schooner
Helen Holmes, is at
SbbtrtisnnnUa.
Mrs. Julia W'ebber, of Ellsworth, is vishome for a few weeks.
her sisters, Mrs. Willis Rich and
iting
Luther N. Bridges returned from Mount
Miss McKeuney.
Waldo last Monday. He had been emFred Tilden, of Waltham, Mass., has
ployed as cook for a granite company.
been spending a few weeks at the Home8. Watson Cousins came home a few days
stead. He returned Sunday.
ago from Redstone, X. H., to spend the
Mrs. Sarah Treworgy, of Lee, is spendFourth. He will remain about two weeks. ;
the summer at her old home with her
Alfred E. Webber telephoned from ing
Readfield Corner, Me., 'April 7, IJXMsister Chanie. Her health is very poor.
Bangor this morning that his wife, Carrie
Rev. H. B. Tilden, wife and daughter Dear Sirs:—
P. Webber, died at the hospital there. !
I have -been troubled with heMixhi
Evelyn are spending a few weeks at Juni- and a
She went to the hospital the Fourth.
pain in my side for about three
with Mrs. Tilden’a sister, Mary
BitFred E. Greene, of West Hanover, per cottage
years. I commenced to take your
E. B. Means.
1 feel l'ka
ters about one month ago.
Mass., was here a part of last week. He
Miss Agnes McKcnney, of Northeast a new woman and I owe it all to your
returned last Friday.
He took bis son
can say
Everett with him.
Harbor, hsB been visiting her parents, medicine. I don’t feel that I
John McKeuney and wife.
Her sister enough in its praise.
Herman Gray, who has been working at !
MRS. EDITH A. INGHAM.
home w ith her for a few
Bar Harbor for several months, returned Georgie returned
days.
There’s always a cause for headache.
a few' days ago to help his father, Johns
Spec.
July®.
Usually in the digestive organs. Heal8. Gray, cut his hay.
thy bowel action the only safe cure.
Richard P. Greene, Hattie Greene,1
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters make near;
VERONA.
•*'
Ralph Witham, Bertha Trumble and
thy bowels.
Mrs. Augustus Abbott died at her home
Maud Ridley are at the Jordan Pond
here on Monday evening at the age of fifhouse, near Seal Harbor.
She has been ill for the
Mrs. John Tufts, Miss Christie Tufts, ty-four years.
five years.
Besides a husband she
Fred Williamson, with wife and two chil- past
leaves two sons, Joseph Abbott, of Ban*
dren, of Waltham, Mass., are visiting rela- !
gor; Herbert Abbott, of Providence, R. I.;
—Dr. LaFranco’t
tives and friends in the village,
i and four brothers, George Allen, of BncksFrank D. Long and w ife and Harry P, port; Charles Allen, of Bar
Harbor; Alvah
Regulator.
Kenauie
VUick
Quick, Reliable
Long and wife went down among the is- Allen, of Verona, and William Allen, of Sate,
I other remedls* s’Mst high «rh» ;
M to
Bupertof
lands last week, on a pleasure excursion, L’pton, Mass., and a half
irsmert. Prlc. H
nMaria
sister,
Uj mall. Testuaoi u. -ml twokua
uirl.__
*
in H. G. York’s sloop. They caught about
Franco.
Fit— ••lpb**>
Wyman, of Taunton, Mass.
Hr, L.Franco,
a

Stonington,

came

home

A Safe Remedy

for Hea^-da-ches

Compound

